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Preface
Many tools have been developed in the Conceptual Structures community to model,
represent and reason about conceptual structures like Conceptual Graphs, Formal
Concepts, and related formalisms. However, such tools in isolation are not sufficient
to build comprehensive, effective knowledge systems useful to communities and
organizations. To this purpose, these tools need to be able to interoperate with other
conceptual tools and information technologies.
To explore how to improve interoperability, the ICCS Conceptual Structures Tool
Interoperability workshop (CS-TIW 2006) was organized. The workshop focused on
three main themes:
Interoperability Requirements
What types of applications do conceptual structures tools have in real world
knowledge systems and systems development methodologies? What requirements do
these applications impose on conceptual structures tools? What breakdowns occur in
actual application practice? What (ad hoc or more systematic) solutions have been
developed to deal with these problems?
Knowledge Systems Architectures
What components do effective knowledge systems have? What is the role of
conceptual structures tools in these systems? How to conceptualize knowledge
systems interoperability in terms of standard information systems and software
engineering methodologies? What architectural principles should guide knowledge
systems design and implementation?
Interoperability Standards
What are the most relevant official and de facto standards affecting conceptual
structures tool interoperability? How should these standards inform knowledge
systems design? How to evaluate the standards in practical knowledge system
implementation? How can practical interoperability experiences inform the standards
setting process?
We received a substantial number of quality contributions. Each paper was reviewed
by at least two reviewers. The editors would like to thank these reviewers for their
assistance: Stijn Christiaens, Richard Hill, Ulrik Petersen, Dan Rochowiak,
Dharmendra Shadija, and Craig Spence-Hill.
The invited paper by Gary Richmond gives a philosophical perspective on
interoperability. This is followed by eight papers from leading researchers in the
conceptual structures tool building community, covering a wide range of theoretical
and practical issues related to the workshop themes.

Achieving conceptual structures tool interoperability is necessary for our tools to
work together with each other and with information systems in the real world. We
hope that this workshop is the first of many that will help to catalyze research and
development on this important topic. A second workshop in conjunction with ICCS
2007 (www.iccs2007.info) in Sheffield, UK, is already in the planning stages.
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Interoperability as Desideratum, Problem, and Process
Gary Richmond
City University of New York
garyrichmond@rcn.com

Abstract. In a global environment more and more influenced by the use of
Internet technology in distributed settings, issues of interoperability have
become crucial for business and governments, and in fact for all individuals and
organizations employing it and increasingly dependent on it. We analyze three
inter-related but distinct levels of interoperability, the syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic, and discuss some of the interoperability issues related especially to
the semantic and pragmatic levels. We briefly look at the relationship between
philosophical Ontology and ontology as the term is used in AI, suggesting that
especially the scientific metaphysics (Ontology) of Charles Peirce might be of
value in helping KR workers generally and ontologists in particular to uncover
possibly hidden ontological commitments. We then consider John Sowa’s
Unified Framework (UF) approach to semantic interoperability which
recommends the adoption of the draft ISO standard for Common Logic, and
touch upon how CGs could be effectively employed within this framework. The
promise of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) in consideration of real world
applications is remarked, and it is suggested how in a fast paced and
continuously changing environment, loose coupling may be becoming a
necessity—not merely an option. We conclude that, while the future of network
interoperability is far from certain, our communities at least can begin to act in
concert within our particular fields of interest to come to agreement on those
“best in class” theories, methods, and practices which could become catalysts
for bringing about the cultural change whereas interoperability, openness, and
sharing are seen as global desiderata.

Introduction
As Web-based computing increasingly influences the communication of individuals,
teams, and organizations, the complexity of the problem of access to relevant
information seems itself to be expanding exponentially. In this post-modern
environment of diverse and dynamic distributed information sources a variety of
interoperability issues was certain to follow just from the extraordinary complexity of
the almost “too rich” multicultural, cross-disciplinary, and indeed global environment
we seem to be evolving
Anyone following the development of the WWW since the turn of the new
millennium as it relates to business, government, education, and other cultural
enterprises has surely observed not only that interoperability has become a growing
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concern for experts in those fields specifically related to its development, but also
that, in several of its expressions (and of course interoperability means many things to
many people), the ‘interoperability question’ has implications very generally: for
business, of course, but also for many political, economic, and other power relations.
For example, the case of the European Union Commission (EC) versus Microsoft
illustrates rather strikingly the high-stakes economic ramifications of certain
interoperability issues. The core argument of the EC has been that Microsoft has
abused its power by restricting interoperability with non-MS products and thereby
achieving corporate dominance for essential IT network server operating systems.
Indeed the EC’s tentative solution to the problem has been termed the
“interoperability remedy” [33]. It would appear, however, that the actual application
of the “remedy” is still very much a work in progress [2]. This seems not at all
surprising since the emerging goals of openness, access, and sharing on the one
hand—epitomized by the philosophy of the open source movement [25]—continues
be opposed by very different and even opposite tendencies which valorize the closed
and the proprietary.
Nevertheless, not only in business, but also in the cultures of governments,
universities, museums, the media, and indeed nearly all large enterprises employing
information technology, there would appear to be “a growing recognition of the need
for common ‘architectures’ within which truly useful applications and services can be
constructed” [17]. Yet how are we to go about realizing the goal of interoperability
within a wide range of contexts and across myriad services given the complexity of
the situation?
One important albeit preliminary consideration involves the very definition of
‘interoperability’. Indeed there is a broad spectrum of definitions coming from quite
diverse perspectives and from quite different needs and purposes so that one finds
both technical and technical-semantic as well as more social and pragmatic definitions
and discussions of what ‘interoperable’ means. It is certainly legitimate to define
interoperability solely in terms of the technical considerations involved—tags, file
formats, protocols, and so forth—when referring to the technical systems
providing/accepting services. But it is also possible and increasingly useful to define
interoperability more generally in terms of the tools and agents working to optimize
the means available for especially social networks to accomplish common (or closely
related) tasks and working towards shared goals. And in fact there are an increasing
number of discussions of interoperability that can be seen as emphasizing those
aspects of the process utilizing the technology and semantics to purposeful ends. The
result is that, as clearly essential as technical-semantic interaction certainly is,
semantic-social interaction/interoperability is coming to be seen as an equally vital
element in the continuing growth of networks as it becomes clear that it is precisely
the goals and purposes of users which provide the context of the semantics. The
problem is not so much with the formal representations of meaning (mainly
ontologies), but how these meanings ought—or at least could—be put to use.
There remains, however, no consensus yet as to exactly what the optimal
relationship between the technical, the semantic, and the social and organizational
ought to be, how this balance could be achieved, and how technical and semantic
concerns themselves might be balanced with individual, corporate, national, and
international interests. It is likely that the means to an optimal balance has not been
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fully achieved in any field including those directly involved in the development of
tools and others resources bearing upon the development of networks serving
enterprises employing these tools and services. But, for now, and to assist us in a
preliminary analysis, let’s consider somewhat abstractly the general goal of
‘interoperability’. Speaking from the standpoint of information management, Paul
Miller has written that “to be interoperable, one should actively be engaged in the
ongoing process of ensuring that the systems, procedures and culture of an
organization are managed in such a way as to maximize opportunities for exchange
and re-use of information, whether internally or externally” [18].
From this vantage point the interoperability terrain can be seen to be vast, as
indeed it is, involving almost all network technology and its possible use.
Consequently in this short essay it will be possible to touch upon only the most
general features as we try in particular to contextualize the semantic realm, this
contextualization representing the very essence of the pragmatic layer. In section 2 we
distinguish three kinds of interoperability, the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic. In
section 3 we consider the philosophical notion of ‘ontological commitment’
especially as it relates to the semantic level. In section 4 we briefly consider John
Sowa’s proposal—based on perhaps two decades of sound software engineering
principles—to enhance semantic interoperability through a Unified Framework (UF).
In section 5 we examine the promising notion of interoperability as it appears in
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and especially in its principle of ‘loose
coupling.” In section 6 we glance for a moment at the possible future of
interoperability.

2. Interoperable Three Ways
A concise definition of ‘interoperability’ will be helpful at this point. The IEEE
defines interoperability as “the ability of two or more systems or components to
exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged” [14]. At
the very least this definition will allow us rapid entry into the technical level of
interoperability, while it already hints at the meaning and purposeful use of the
information-sharing operations and services that are built upon the technology.
If the efficient exchange of accurate and relevant information for specific creative
and collaborative purposes is taken as the goal of the Semantic Web, then perhaps its
best hope of success lies in encouraging “the emergence of communities of interest
and practice that develop their own consensus knowledge” [29]. Network architecture
can no sooner be seen to end at the semantic level than Peirce’s philosophical
pragmatism can be imagined to culminate in his Critical Logic, or in his Existential
Graphs (EGs) which John Sowa has transmuted into Conceptual Graphs (CGs) for an
information age. Knowledge representation is a means to an end and not the end
itself. The ‘end itself’, at least for such thinkers as Peirce and Engelbart, would be
something like the evolution of consciousness itself [CP 6.289, 6.490, 7.515].
At ICCS01 at Stanford in far-ranging informal discussions, Aldo de Moor and I
began to imagine that we had conceived the idea of a Pragmatic Web (move over Al
Gore!) Well, perhaps we had if only in the sense that even if we weren’t exactly the
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first to use the phrase “Pragmatic Web”—we later noted that it seemed to be “in the
air” at the time—we seem to be the first to associate it with Peircean pragmatism, as
we would make explicit in a paper we co-authored with Mary Keeler, “Towards a
Pragmatic Web” [6]. Since then de Moor has been in the vanguard of those seeking to
legitimize the idea of a Pragmatic Web and realize it in fact. Recently he and his cochairs announced the First International Pragmatic Web Conference to be held this
September in Stuttgart, Germany [28]. Less than a year before this he had presented at
ICCS06 his “Patterns for the Pragmatic Web” [5] upon which the immediately
following analysis is based. He conceptually divides the World Wide Web into a
trichotomy of Webs (following Peirce’s semeiotic trichotomy1).
The Syntactic Web consists of interrelated syntactic information resources,
such as documents and web pages linked by HTML references. These resources
describe many different domains.
The Semantic Web consists of a collection of semantic resources about the
Syntactic Web, mainly in the form of ontologies. The ontologies contain semantic
networks of concepts, relations, and rules that define the meaning of particular
information resources.
The Pragmatic Web consists of a set of pragmatic contexts of semantic
resources. A pragmatic context consists of a common context and a set of
individual contexts. A common context is defined by the common concepts and
conceptual definitions of interest to a community, the communicative interactions
in which these concepts are defined and used, and a set of common context
1

Peirce’s TRICHOTOMIC category theory is discussed in [26] and applied to several
analyses here. The author’s diagrammatic transmutation of this applied science is outlined in
a PowerPoint presentation [27]. A trikon, symbolized |> and looking something like an
equilateral “forward” button, gives the categorial structure of a genuine triadic relationship
of categorial “firstness” “secondness” and “thirdness” (1ns , 2ns, and 3ns) placed around the
triangle thus:
1ns [can be == possible]
|> 3ns [would necessarily be if x == necessary]
2ns[actually is == actual]
Peirce associated each of the three branches of his science of logic as semeiotic with one of
the 3 categories: 1ns with theoretical grammar (syntax), 2ns with critical logic (semantics), and
3ns with methodology, theory of inquiry, and the pragmatic maxim (pragmatism):
structure (syntactic)
|> purpose (pragmatic)
meaning.(semantic)
A synthetic extension of this analytic part of trikonic involves what I call trikonic vector
analysis (or, reflection on the 6 possible paths of movement through the three categories and
their possible patterns of inter-relating), a topic of my ICCS06 paper. |>*k vector analysissynthesis has recently been applied to a software interoperability case [32]. However, a vast
amount of work lies ahead in applying Peirce’s category theory (not to be confused with
mathematical category theory, btw) and especially the vector part of this to knowledge
representation and knowledge management (not to mention business applications!)
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parameters (relevant properties of concepts, joint goals, communicative situation,
and so on). Each community member also has an individual context, consisting of
individual concepts, definitions of interest, and individual context parameters. [5]

Fig. 1.

There are undoubtedly any number of other ways of conceiving the general
structure of the Web2, but a trichotomic division will be employed here as best
representing the deep structural inter-relations of the various levels of networks. The
sense that there are indeed several distinct while interpenetrating facets of web
development leads us to a consideration of that to which we will refer here as
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information architectures.
Syntactic architecture: At this level we are concerned with technical considerations
such that individual systems are the principal focus. This level details specifications
for components of the system as a whole as well as standards and protocols to be used
for communication between components. It is not intrinsically concerned with the
meaning or purpose of the system, nor of its users and their interactions. In relation to
the next level, the semantic, it is concerned with tags as identifiers for any and all
purposes (anything can be identified with a URI).
Semantic architecture: Here considerations of meaning and function dominate. It
becomes a question of the functions that the system is designed to fulfill that a user or
group of users may want to utilize. This level concerns what the tags refer to and how
this metadata can be meaningfully related, for example, what ontologies are needed
for specific uses. Semantic architecture includes at least the following: “mark up” of
documents with information-extending HTML tags, common metadata organization
schemata (principally ontologies), automated agents allowing these schemata to be
put to use, and web services to supply users with the specific information which they

2

Miller, for example, identifies six not altogether distinct architectures: Technical, Semantic,
Political/Human, Inter-community, Legal and International interoperability. In our analysis,
the Pragmatic architecture incorporates the last four of these.
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seek. The common denominator here is, of course, that the meaning of the data
(metadata) is emphasized
Achieving semantic interoperability is proving to be a most difficult challenge for a
number of reasons. One of these is illustrated by the UK’s High Level Thesaurus
Project (HILT) [13] which reveals “a wide range of existing, incomplete,
terminologies, category lists, classification schemes and thesauri” which are being
used and which users are loathe to give up whatever the limitations of a given
schema. This would suggest that even in terms of the currently existing classification
schemas and ontologies, while the long-range possibility of developing efficient and
effective ways to cross-search this wide range of resources certainly needs to be
considered, short-range solutions will also and especially be valued in what may
eventually come to be seen as a transition period.
Many other vexing problems exist as well. For example, the question of the clear
need for a high-level ontology which can point to the general kind of information that
is sought in a specific inquiry (distinguishing, for example, “apple” in horticulture,
computing, folklore, cooking, etc.) has been partly conflated with the putative need
for an upper ontology—highest level—in the architecture (see Section 4 below). One
can observe that this last matter has hardly been resolved. Yet, these issues are
crucially important because the Semantic Web is also uniquely concerned with
“standards for knowledge representation” as Eugene Kim has commented [16].
There is also the question of ontology management and the tools used to map,
merge, align, and integrate ontologies. It has been suggested by [10] that, since no
management tool handles all these tasks, there is the need for a suite of tools
assembled as a workbench to determine such terminological, taxonomic, and
conceptual mismatches as occur, as well as to integrate tools and methods affording
users enhanced interoperability in actual and conceivable projects. However, the full
resolution of this problem will probably require considerably more research which,
fortunately, is underway. Guy Mineau has shown [19] how problems of semantic
interoperability could be automatically detected using CG-based software agents. In
the same paper he demonstrates how information exchanged between communication
systems could be controlled semantically by implementing semantic filters. This idea
is picked up and developed by Dan Corbett [3] toward the goal of making knowledge
bases semantically interoperable through the use of an ontology developed by the user
involving a formal definition of ontology which is simplified by omitting the
class/object boundary (employing CG theory which fully supports first-order logic).
On the basis of CG theory Corbett demonstrates a method for automated comparisons
of ontologies “represented as concept type hierarchies.”
Note that this hierarchy is not necessarily a taxonomy, in that a type may have
multiple supertypes. Further note that there is no point on the hierarchy where we
must make a distinction between a type and an instance. Every concept on the
hierarchy is treated as a type. A type may have subtypes and supertypes, but there
is no need to distinguish these from instances of the type. [Corbett then
distinguishes this from the OO objective of objects inheriting properties of a class
and gives as counter-example “treating a kitchen as you would any generic
room.”]
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The ontology (as a concept type hierarchy) acts as the framework, with
conceptual graphs that conform to the hierarchy used to instantiate concepts in
the domain. The ontology is populated by creating conceptual graphs which
represent actions, ideas, situations of states in the domain. Recall, though, that a
conceptual graph need not be a complete description, and will always be treated
in the same manner as any other type [3].
But at this point it becomes important to consider that semantic interoperability
also and especially involves sensitivity to the practices of users of information.
Semantic interoperability necessarily involves the meanings that are embedded in
information and the interpretation of these meanings, the interpreters usually being
human users and not machines. This is the case both at the beginning and the end of
the process—for example, the creation of ontologies and their utilization by
individuals and organizations. So, in a word, semantic interoperability can be seen as
essentially involving an interpretive practice. This brings us to our third and final
architectural consideration.
Pragmatic architecture: This has been called by Miller a “landscape architecture”
serving “to bound the realm of possibilities, to define what is ‘in’ and what is ‘out,
and to (ideally unambiguously) describe the relationships between users, resources,
and technical systems”[17]. Its purpose in relation to the semantic sphere is to assist
human collaboration by modeling and evolving optimal applications of the other two
architectures as this involves ontology negotiation and interaction so that, for
example, Harry Delugach [4] has set forth a vision of the possible development of
practical active knowledge systems using semantics in operational systems within real
contexts intending to solve complex practical problems. The concerns here naturally
go far beyond compatible software, hardware, and ontologies and associated tools, all
of which are necessary but not sufficient for such social uses as collaboration. Further,
the pragmatic level ought to include what de Moor has termed “goal alignment”
which, however, cannot be considered anything less than a formidable challenge. In
this connection I argue in this year’s conference paper that such extremely difficult
socio-intellectual challenges might be approached through a reflection on Peirce’s
idea of critical common sense (CCS) and facilitated by certain forms of diagram
observation developed for the purposes of goal alignment and other forms of
consensus formation (for example, our trikonic vector analysis as applied to software
engineering architecture) [32]. CCS would seem to represent the sine qua non of
high-level consensus formation, and the need to think critically together in such
matters has perhaps never been so pressing.
In another sense, the Pragmatic Web viewed as the goal and perhaps telos of
information architecture relates all three as it “scopes the systems, data models,
content, machine—machine (m2m) and machine-user interactions, and the
environment within which interactions and transactions occur” [17]. Another way of
saying this is that the Pragmatic Web involves the other two Webs, while it does not
and cannot sublate them. The syntactic and semantic architectures are not Aufgehoben
in the Hegelian sense, but the relation of the three can be analyzed involutionally in
Peirce’s sense: That is, the Pragmatic Web involves the Semantic Web which in turn
involves the Syntactic Web. But at the end of the day, all remain in tact, and as equal
partners.
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3. Ontological Commitment in the Semantic Realm
Nicola Guarino asks us to “consider the distinction between “Ontology” (with the
capital “O”). . . and “ontology” (with the lowercase “o”).” He writes:
In the philosophical sense, we may refer to an ontology as a particular system
of categories accounting for a certain vision of the world. As such, this system
does not depend on a particular language: Aristotle’s ontology is always the
same, independently of the language used to describe it. On the other hand, in its
most prevalent use in AI, an ontology refers to an engineering artifact, constituted
by a specific vocabulary used to describe a certain reality, plus a set of explicit
assumptions regarding the intended meaning of the vocabulary words. This set of
assumptions has usually the form of a first-order logical theory, where vocabulary
words appear as unary or binary predicate names, respectively called concepts
and relations. In the simplest case, an ontology describes a hierarchy of concepts
related by subsumption relationships; in more sophisticated cases, suitable
axioms are added in order to express other relationships between concepts and to
constrain their intended interpretation [9].
From the standpoint of AI this seems accurate enough. But some philosophers
might object to the somewhat limited characterization of philosophical Ontology. For
example, Peirce sees metaphysics, or general ontology, as a critical scientific
discipline falling exactly between logic as semeiotic (which has as its final branch
methods of scientific inquiry involving the pragmatic maxim3) and the special
sciences such as physics on the one hand and economics on the other. Peirce
maintains that since there’s no way really to avoid holding metaphysical views (so no
way to avoid ontological commitments) that it is important that especially the scientist
thoroughly criticize them.
Find a scientific man who proposes to get along without any metaphysics -not by any means every man who holds the ordinary reasonings of
metaphysicians in scorn -- and you have found one whose doctrines are
thoroughly vitiated by the crude and uncriticized metaphysics with which they
are packed. We must philosophize, said the great naturalist Aristotle-- if only to
avoid philosophizing. Every man of us has a metaphysics, and has to have one;
and it will influence his life greatly. Far better, then, that that metaphysics should
be criticized and not be allowed to run loose [CP 1.129].
So, someone states that he may dispense with metaphysics as he is a “practical”
man. He apparently does not see that he is ontologically committed to his
“practicalism” and a thousand and one presuppositions lie hidden behind that unstated
commitment. Had he critically reflected on his practical world view in a scientific
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Consider what effects that might conceivably have practical bearings you conceive the
objects of your conception to have. Then, your conception of those effects is the whole of
your conception of the object.(CP 5.438)
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spirit he might have eventually even come to a position not unlike authentic
philosophical pragmatism (be it Peircean, Habermasian, Apelian, etc.)
So what are the kinds of questions that might be termed ‘metaphysical’ taking the
term in this critical sense? Perhaps there’s no way to summarize Peirce’s thinking on
this, but it seems significant that he prefaces his “short list” of pressing metaphysical
questions with a comment suggesting that a scientific pragmatism might actually help
settle them.
There are certain questions commonly reckoned as metaphysical, and which
certainly are so, if by metaphysics we mean ontology, which as soon as
pragmatism is once sincerely accepted, cannot logically resist settlement. These
are for example, What is reality? Are necessity and contingency real modes of
being? Are the laws of nature real? Can they be assumed to be immutable or are
they presumably results of evolution? Is there any real chance, or departure from
real law? CP 5.496
Scientists who have studied Peirce’s metaphysics, for example, Nobel Prize winner
Ilya Prigogine, have found him inspiring in the sense of encouraging them towards
making promising abductions such as Prigogine’s of ‘dissipative structures’ in
thermodynamic systems far from equilibrium [23]. Prigogine has written that
“Peirce’s metaphysics . . . appears to be a pioneering step towards the understanding
of the pluralism involved in physical laws” [24] and, indeed, it is even possible to see
the universe to be of the nature of a complex argument [CP 5.119] involving not only
deduction, but induction and abduction as well. Be that as it may, but returning now
to Guarino’s analysis, we see that, while it may provide a good summary of ontology
as “engineering artifact,” he goes on to make a rather radical terminological proposal.
The two readings of ontology described above are indeed related [to] each
other, but in order to solve the terminological impasse we need to choose one of
them, inventing a new name for the other: we shall adopt the AI reading, using
the word conceptualization to refer to the philosophical reading. So two
ontologies can be different in the vocabulary used (using English or Italian
words, for instance) while sharing the same conceptualization." [9]
This proposal to terminologically limit ‘ontology’ to its use in AI while renaming
what has hitherto been designated ‘Ontology’ in philosophy as ‘conceptualization’
seems unlikely to be acceptable to philosophers nor to critical thinkers generally, and
for the simple reason that the meaning of being would seem to far exceed the meaning
of AI. In addition, ‘conceptualization’ seems too general and vernacular a word
whereas a reconstituted and truly scientific metaphysics requires an exact and precise
terminology. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it is not necessary to see these
two uses of the term as essentially problematic or in conflict and, indeed, the reverse
ought be the case—they ought to be seen as mutually informing each other.
Peter Øhrstrøm, Jan Andersen, and Henrik Scharfe have also examined the idea of
ontology as it appears in philosophy and computer science in “What Has Happened to
Ontology” [20] emphasizing that the metaphysical notion of “ontological
commitment” to true statements about reality ought to find its proper place in
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computer science. They suggest that such a move might actually prove mutually
instructive and beneficial for both philosophical metaphysics and computer science.
The introduction of conceptual ontology into computer- and communication
science is an example of how knowledge from humanities can be imported and
utilized in modern information technology. This emphasizes the importance of an
ongoing dialogue between computer science and the humanities. Some of the new
findings in computer science may in fact be generated by the use of research
imported from the humanities [20].
The distinction between Ontology as a philosophical discipline and ontology as
information practice is certainly important as it avoids conflating the problem of the
communication of knowledge with the different, although no doubt related problem of
existence as such, Reality in the Peircean sense of that which is what it is whatever
anyone or any group at any given time may think it to be, or describe or classify it as
being [CP 5.408]. It is, after all, what we think we know of some facet of some
Reality that we wish to communicate. For even given Peirce’s principle of ‘fallibility’
(that we cannot be absolutely certain that what we believe is true might not be proven
false in further inquiry at a later date), it would appear that some positions are “truer”
(i.e., less false) than others.
It would therefore seem highly desirable for computer scientists to consider the
implications of philosophical Ontology in relation to the process of building
ontologies. And especially as there may indeed be some hidden ontological
commitments that those creating ontologies would be wise to bring to the surface and
reflect upon, the study of philosophical Ontology in a scientific spirit may help make
explicit what has been implicit regarding individual and communal ontological
commitments.
A serious discussion of the relationship between philosophical Ontology and
ontology creation has at best only begun. In this connection, Peirce’s decidedly
scientific metaphysics in consideration of an evolutionary Reality leading directly to
the growth of consciousness and ultimately to the co-evolution of man and machine as
Doug Engelbart has imagined it [7] may prove instructive. It seems to me that it is
possible that the metaphysics of Peirce points precisely to the kind of ontological
conditions (leading to commitments) ontologists ought to be reflecting upon.
The authors of “What Has Happened to Ontology” conclude that an ontology
“ought to be based on a coherent and consistent theory which deals with Reality in a
satisfactory manner. It is an obvious obligation on the developer of an ontology to
discuss and defend his choice of theory and the ontological commitments to which it
gives rise” {20]. Because there is one Reality--one Universe--however we may slice it
up for the purposes of ontology building (while assuming an infinite number of
possible theories), there is no need nor compelling reason to have one meaning for
ontologists and a different one for other purposes. Perhaps distinguishing the two uses
of the term by upper case ‘O’ and lower case ‘o’ will have to suffice for now and
perhaps for some time to come4.
4

To help bridge the gap between “O” and “o” I would suggest that ‘ontological commitment’
might use the lowercase “o”.
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This is not to suggest, however, that there aren’t some very significant related
distinctions which we could and probably should be making, for example that
between the tacit knowledge of human communities as opposed to the explicit
knowledge which represents this tacit knowledge formally. It is perhaps of the
essence of the pragmatic level that it attempts to reconnect tacit and explicit
knowledge, striving to combine the (formal) reasoning power of machines with the
(informal) interpretive power of humans and human communities5.

4. Semantic Interoperability and Its Discontents
Semantic interoperability involves the meanings embedded in electronically
exchanged information as well as the interpretation of these meanings. These
interpretations are characteristically made by users, not by the electronic devices
themselves, while the approach to the meaning-embedding has itself proved to be a
thorny issue. The Semantic Web as conceived by Tim Berners-Lee and the W3C
group [1] mixes some quite excellent features (such as URIs, Unicode, and XML)
with some rather disappointing ones (for example, RDF has been shown [8] to be
inadequate for logic, as an analysis of OWL—itself not fully supporting first-order
logic [3]—in relation to RDF makes clear enough). It seems likely, however, that we
may have to live with this situation involving RDF for some time to come unless both
we and our machines begin to negotiate rather than to legislate such crucial decisions
[30].
Yet this suboptimal condition is not in its nature a fate determining the further
development of the Semantic Web (which after all is essentially only the idea of the
same). John Sowa has recommended the adoption of the draft ISO standard for
Common Logic [15] to serve as foundation for a more flexible, thus reinvigorated,
Semantic Web. There are already mappings of RDF and OWL into Common Logic
which also includes XCL, an XML notation, all of which adds to the feasibility of the
proposal. Indeed, Sowa articulates what seems a reasonable and quite practical
approach to semantic interoperability on the Web, what he calls the Unified
Framework (UF).
The point is the UF is primarily intended as a framework for communication
among potentially (or actually) incompatible systems. The major inconsistencies
arise at the level of axioms, which none of these systems would accept from one
another. But they can usually accept lower-level facts without creating any
conflict.
Therefore, UF should be very rich in types, but very, very poor in axioms.
Still, any serious inferencing (which may be logic-based, statistical,
computational, or whatever) will require much more. Yet, every system that adds
more does so in ways that are incompatible with some other system.
Any axiom that causes a conflict with any major system shall be deleted from
UF, but there may also be a large number of microtheories (as in Cyc) or
5

I am indebted to Aldo de Moor for this insight.
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modules. . .which could be very rich in axioms expressed in very rich versions of
logic. . . Any axiom that is deleted from UF will not go away, but it will be
available in modules or microtheories that could be used as needed by various
systems. In effect, the topmost levels of most ontologies are the most
controversial. Therefore, UF should have a highly impoverished top level. . .with
all the complexity moved to modules or microtheories.
[31].
While this proposal seems not only sound but even rife with possibilities, Sowa has
not yet been able to convince the ontology community at large of the efficacy of
embracing this general ontology (or Unified Framework) that is yet capable of
specialization. In one sense it is hardly surprising that, for example, the Standard
Upper Ontology (SUO) group has so far not fully embraced this approach as it is
precisely the upper levels of ontologies which have been controversial and Sowa is
proposing that there be a very “underspecified” upper level. He argues that
considerable progress could be made in the field if all perspectives sought to come to
agreement on a precise definition of the “minimal assumptions” at the top. This would
result in something “like a precisely defined and corrected WordNet extended with
many additional vocabularies” which “would be 100% correct all the time for what it
says, but it would not make any commitment on any controversial issue.” One
observes that WordNet has been combined with many ontologies, most notably Cyc
and SUMO, so that this “defined and corrected” version of it is potentially very
powerful as a place where all controlled vocabularies might meet [31].
Further, through a principle of neutrality, “all existing ontologies would be on an
equal footing, and nobody who has an application that uses any of them would have
to make any major adjustments” [31].We agree that such a Unified Framework, in
providing only “placeholders” for the vocabulary, could facilitate an optimizing of
semantic interoperability and thus help bring about a thorough-going strategy for
defining and using ontologies. Summarizing this approach Sowa writes:
Basic principle: it should be possible to import any subset of UF into any of
the major systems such as Cyc, SUMO, Dolce, etc. without any fear of
inconsistencies caused by conflicting axioms. It may be necessary to do some
alignment of terminology, but after that has been done, the axioms should not
conflict [31].
The “alignment of terminology” however, may not be achieved as easily as that
phrase was written. Further, the knowledge representation community will have to
become fully convinced of the reasonableness and efficacy of a UF if it is to be
implemented. Meanwhile, one awaits stronger arguments against it, which so far seem
to be centered on the “popularity” of RDF (and given RDF’s deficiencies this seems
hardly a good enough reason to endorse it in perpetuity).
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5. Interoperability and SOA: Loose Coupling as a Way of Life
Einstein’s remark that “Things should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler”
has been suitably paraphrased for software systems architecture by Hao He as
“Artificial dependencies should be reduced to the minimum, but real dependencies
should not be altered” [11]. This paraphrase could serve as a succinct summary of the
design principle of loose coupling wherein an attempt is made to minimize
unnecessary constraints while recognizing that there are indeed some real
dependencies that cannot be circumvented and that indeed need to be respected. The
goal of achieving loose coupling would seem to constitute something of a summum
bonum of computational interoperability in relation to the needs of users.
Interacting agents in loosely coupled relations already exist of course in all sorts of
readily recognizable forms. Hao He gives as familiar example a CD which can be
played on any number of machines (however varying in quality of sound, portability,
etc., that is in the service provided) thus following a central principle of Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA). The alternative Object Oriented (OO) architecture
would in the present example require that each CD have its own player. There are
organizations whose communication is hindered by intractable systems based on such
inflexible architectures. In this connection, Simon Polovina has discussed the
limitations of object-orientation and suggests how an “organizational semiotics”
employing CGs could be employed to help overcome the “object-data divide” [22].
From our perspective loose coupling would appear to be the most promising and
potentially powerful approach to achieving interoperability on the Web at this level,
but SOA now fully realized in turns of flexibility and providing an increased potential
for real organizational learning to occur. At the semantic-pragmatic juncture it may
even have the potential for contributing to our creatively rethinking ways to reshape
organizational design and behavior away from the tightly coupled and
characteristically top-down approaches still dominant in many settings, towards
flexibility and increased learning in the interest of healthy organizational
development.
Yet what does this mean in terms of the architectures needed? First, SOA requires
such design constraints as platform independence (== cross-platform structuring),
extremely well-defined interfaces and “Coarse-grained, self-describing and selfcontained messages” [21]. The essential design requirements in SOA are:
• simple/ubiquitous interfaces
• common semantics encoded at the interfaces
• interfaces available for all service providers/clients
• descriptive—mainly not prescriptive—messages delivered through the interfaces
• interfaces constrained by an extensible schema limiting the vocabulary and
structure of the messages
• messages restricted in format, structure, and vocabulary (yet cognizant that
increasing restriction decreases extensibility and vice versa)
• since extensibility is yet crucial, establishing a balance of restriction and
extensibility [21]
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If information and business managers increasingly come to appreciate its potential
value, SOA could become a catalyst for changing more hard-wired and inflexible
approaches. Perhaps it will even prove to be something of a necessity in a rapidly
changing world where flexibility and growth would no longer appear to be merely
options.

6. Conclusion: Catalyzing Architectural Change
Enabling the full interoperability of knowledge management tools in distributed
information systems will no doubt require changing a number of assumptions about
what this would entail. In truth, the kind of interoperability being argued for here
would require something of a radical change in attitudes towards information. This revisioning, however, holds the promise of transforming how organizations work and
how people productively collaborate.
Organizational resource managers will need to see that increased openness and
interoperability bring with them many advantages both to organizations internally by
facilitating organizational communication, but also by potentially making them more
visible in the market place—and for KR and KM especially “the market place of
ideas”—and by contributing to the growth of a sophisticated, subtle, more fully
informed digital community which, while perhaps finding it yet necessary to employ
proprietary tools in transition, will less and less find such constraints on its potential
for creativity and productivity acceptable. The fear that an evolved interoperable
environment will not allow for the unique, the personal, for unique branding, and so
forth, will need to be countered by the argument that by opening up the portals for
exchanging information, the distinctiveness of products and services will be
communicated to a larger audience.
It would appear that the UK has already begun to see and act upon the value of
interoperability on a fairly large scale. Indeed, in some ways and at some levels,
interoperability is already being widely achieved; for example, in the UK government
at all levels, in the administration systems of universities, in the catalogues of
museums major publishing houses, to name just the principal examples,
interoperability has become more than just a goal—its very fruits are becoming
evident. The man who once held the job title of “Interoperability Focus” has written
that “undeniably valuable information is being made available to a wide range of
users, often for the first time” [18].
Of course much more is needed in the UK and elsewhere in terms of harnessing
methods, tools and procedures that can contribute to increasing interoperability.
Certainly the great hope is that interoperability of the kind sketched here would lead
to fundamental changes in the way that organizations operate, and this to their own
advantage and to the advantage of society generally. So, the design and
implementation of the common architectures which we hope to be developing need to
be deeply informed not only by user requirements, but also by the worthiest goals of
individuals, organizations and institutions. In this regard, Miller has written:
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“A truly interoperable organization is able to maximize the value and reuse
potential of information under its control. It is also able to exchange this
information effectively with other equally interoperable bodies, allowing new
knowledge to be generated from the identification of relationships between
previously unrelated sites of data” [17].
As Peirce succinctly put it, “Symbols grow,” and in such ways that the knowledge
representation community has the potential for contributing mightily to the
development of robust and truly fully interoperable networks. These contributions
have of course already begun. Yet bringing about the changes in principles and
practices that might lead to the growth of healthy and fully empowered communities
using technologies to achieve significant and beneficial cultural goals is
unquestionably a difficult and unpredictable process for which there can be no recipe
for or certainty of success. As Larry Hickman (paraphrasing another extraordinary
Pragmatist, John Dewey) has commented, “technological revolution is not a matter of
distinguishing technological artifacts from the ways in which we use them, because
our technological artifacts are the ways we use them.” [12] Perhaps this is why it has
also been suggested that the problems we are facing are not new, but rather that they
have to do with the really age-old problem of getting people to agree to those things
which, were they to do so and truly commit to them, would benefit all concerned. Yet,
because of the intense competitiveness often present in organizations, many
enterprises are, as Hickman notes, using network services mainly as a means for
integration and have hardly begun to consider advanced implementations.
There is not much that members of the knowledge representation community can
do to bring about these broader kinds of cultural change except to try to come to better
agreement among ourselves on such crucial matters as standards regarding some of
the semantic and pragmatic issues discussed here, while continuing to develop the
theories, methods, technologies and—of no less importance—the communities that
help support complex and mutable processes, especially business processes. In this
way, and as the title of one of Miller’s papers has it, members of the knowledge
representation community may yet hope to more fully realize what could be at the
heart of our vocation, to become “architects of the information age.”
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Abstract. This paper explores how trikonic might be applied to the software
engineering problems that continue to afflict the interoperability of conceptual
graphs (CG) tools. A representative case study that exhibits these problems is
first analysed using the "standard" software engineering goals of abstraction,
cohesion, coupling and modularity. The case study is then re-analysed using
trikonic. The whole process is detailed in the paper. It is found that trikonic
does add value to software engineering in this context, thus paving the way for
a knowledge systems architecture that allows for the interoperability of CG
tools.

1

Introduction

Many software engineering problems still persevere within CG tool interoperability,
which is a continual topic of deliberation at the annual International Conference on
Conceptual Structures (ICCS, http://www.conceptualstructures.org/confs.htm). From
the ICCS 2005 tools meeting, it was evident that traditional software engineering
approaches alone could not solve this problem. Arising from that meeting, at ICCS
2006 the Tools Interoperability workshop was created (http://www.iccs06.hum.aau.dk/tools.htm). As one of its areas, the workshop identifies Knowledge
Systems Architecture1 (KSA) to address this issue. This paper therefore explores how
trikonic can enhance the software engineering process to achieve the KSA of
Conceptual Graph (CG) tools [1, 2]. To assist this exploration, a case study was used.
The case study highlights relevant software engineering problems and attempts to find
a solution using trikonic. This technique offers a promising way of approaching this
problem and potentially offers a novel enhancement to support the software
engineering process for software development in general, which this paper identifies.

1

i.e. “What components do effective knowledge systems have? What is the role of conceptual
structures tools in these systems? How to conceptualise knowledge systems interoperability
in terms of standard information systems and software engineering methodologies? What
architectural principles should guide knowledge systems design and implementation?”
(http://www.iccs-06.hum.aau.dk/tools.htm)
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1.1

The Case Study

The case study was provided by Aldo de Moor at STARLab
(http://www.starlab.vub.ac.be/), a member of the ICCS organisation. STARLab are
running a project named Competency Ontology Driven Vocational Education
(CODRIVE) [5]. They are attempting to find a solution for allowing CG tools to
interoperate with their own tool, known as MESS (Meaning Evolution Support
System), with various tribulations in the process.
Case studies are the preferred approach when answering “how” or “why”
questions. Indeed “the case study as a research strategy comprises an allencompassing method – covering the logic of design data collection techniques, and
specific approaches to data analysis” [18, p13]. This paper accordingly exploits this
approach to investigate how trikonic can enhance software engineering and why use
trikonic.

1.1.1 CODRIVE
The CODRIVE project states that ontologies represent rich semantics (the study of
meaning in a language) in a lexical 2 way [6]. Lexical labels are used to identify
concepts and relationships, but the problem initiates from no bijective mapping
between them.3 Synonyms and homonyms demonstrate this and result in frustrating
misunderstanding and ambiguity.4 In the elicitation and application of ontologies, the
meaning of the ontological knowledge is dependant on the context. It also considers
the role of context in ontology elicitation by introducing context in a concept
definition server for ontology representation.

1.1.2 CG Tools
STARLab are developing the MESS tool on top of their DOGMA (Distributed
Ontology-Guided Mediation of Agents) framework. A requirement of the MESS tool
is to analyse competencies-in-context using conceptual graphs (CG), and CG
reasoning [11, 16]. For this reason, a simple subset of CG has been defined by
STARLab to cover their current needs, called DOGMA-CG. This allows the
representation of simple graphs, without complex referents. At the moment, there is
only need for only two operations: projection and maximalJoin.
PROLOG+CG is the CG tool chosen to interoperate with the MESS tool, since it
covers their needs and can essentially be called by MESS. PROLOG+CG is the only
tool that satisfies their criteria, however it contains numerous bugs preventing the
team from using it 100% successfully.
2

A lexical definition is also known as a dictionary definition. It is the meaning of the term in
common usage [6].
3
Bijective: if and only if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the two [6].
4
Synonyms are word with the same meaning as another word, homonyms are words that have
the same sound and spelling but different meanings.
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In short, the team at STARLab desire a tool that can meet their requirements of the
CODRIVE project, which is about elicitating graphs in a less complicated lexical
way. The tool they have chosen for this is PROLOG+CG. The problem lies in getting
PROLOG+CG to be called from MESS (which is a tool for CODRIVE) and use two
operations called maximalJoin and projection.
This case study was used for this investigation as it deals with the present
interoperability problems of CG tools. Also, the problem is based on the logical
behaviours of CG and draws upon collaborative diagrammatic theories which relate to
that of trikonic [5]. From this a useful trikonic analysis can be made.

2

Software Engineering Analysis

Fig. 1. CMap analysis of the investigated case study

The analysis of the case study has been conducted in a systematic manner and the
problem has been broken down through a conceptual diagram using the CMap tool
[4], assisting in the examination of the overall problem thus leading to a more
accurate analysis.
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CMaps have similarity to CG in that the diagram consists of nodes and links
connecting together as CG do. CMaps are not part of this investigation but merely a
convenient tool for outlining the elements of the case study. A node contains the
concept and the links shows the relational elements. Fig. 1 shows the diagram
produced using CMap to illustrate the case study.
The starting point of the graph is the node called "Main Problem". From here the
links disperse to break the problem down further. The main problem is getting CG
tools to operate within the CODRIVE project through MESS, which is being
developed at STARLab. As the CMap also shows, the purpose of MESS is to analyse
the competencies in context using conceptual graphs and conceptual graphs
reasoning, following on from this are the interoperability issues of PROLOG+CG. As
explained, PROLOG+CG meets the requirements of the team. PROLOG+CG can be
called from MESS but some of the operations are not working correctly and there is
still ongoing elimination of bugs within the system.
Within the case study the problem of trying to solve the interoperability problems
between PROLOG+CG and MESS is imperative for the success of the CODRIVE
project. As indicated in section 1.1.2, to achieve this MESS needs two reliable
operations from PROLOG+CG, maximalJoin and projection.

2.1

What is the projection and maximalJoin function?

Within PROLOG+CG conceptual graphs can be used and manipulated as basic data
structures with operations like project and maximalJoin.
Projection. Projection is more precisely known as the subsumption operation. The
operation takes two or three graphs and checks that the first graph subsumes the
second.5 It checks the information contained in the first graph is more general than the
information within the second graph [8]. For example, the first graph could say there
exists a person with two children called John and Sam and the second graph could say
there exists a man called John with four children who are boys called Bob, John,
Andre and Sam (this example is applied in PROLOG+CG shown in Fig. 2).
?- subsume([Person]-child->[Person : {John, Sam}],
[Man : John]-child->[Boy : {Bob, John, Andre, Sam}]<-agnt-[Love]-obj->[Girl : Mary]).
{}

Fig. 2. Subsume operation on a conceptual graph with one graph entered into the parameter

5

Subsume is to include or absorb in something else [7], i.e. the incorporation of an idea,
concept, or skill in a more complex framework (e.g. using parts of speech to learn the
structure
of
sentences
and
to
master
sentence
fluency)
[ www.armour.k12.sd.us/Mary's%20Classes/literary_terms_glossary.htm].
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When entering three graphs into the parameter it does the same thing with the first
and second graph but also returns the image of the sub-graph that makes up the first
graph (this example is shown in Fig. 3).
?- subsume(
[Person]-child->[Person : {John, Sam}],
[Man : John]-child->[Boy : {Bob, John, Andre, Sam}]<-agnt-[Love]-obj->[Girl : Mary];,
g).

{g = [Man : John]-child->[Boy : {Bob, John, Andre, Sam}]}

Fig. 3. Subsume operation on a conceptual graph with three graphs entered into the parameter

MaximalJoin. The maximalJoin operation takes two conceptual graphs as input and
outputs the combination of the two graphs by taking any information contained in the
first graph and the second graph, then joining them together in one graph [8]. For
example, a person is driving a car in one graph, and a boy called john is driving fast
in another graph. The output would be a boy called john is driving a car fast. (Fig.4
shows a PROLOG+CG example)
?- cg(cg12, g1, g2), maximalJoin(g1, g2, g3).

{g1 = [Drive] -obj->[Car],
-agnt->[Person],
g2 = [Drive] -manr->[Fast],
-agnt->[Boy : John],
g3 = [Drive] -agnt->[Boy : John],
-obj->[Car],
-manr->[Fast]}

Fig. 4. MaximalJoin operation used taking two conceptual graphs and joining their common
and distinct elements into one conceptual graph

2.2

Four Software Engineering Goals

There are many different approaches to software engineering. This paper adopts the
concept of the four software engineering goals outlined in [15]. Briefly described,
these principles are:
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Abstraction - Sifting out any irrelevant details so we have a much more focused view
of the problem / solution.
High cohesion - We want to make sure each component does its one thing well.
Loose coupling - Have fewer links as possible between our components to avoid
complexity.
Modularity - "Divide and conquer", i.e. breakdown the problem domain down into
manageable chunks.
These goals were chosen as a component of this analysis because of their logical
meaning and usefulness [15], and one of the authors' (Polovina) experience on how
best to teach software engineering to students.

2.2.1 Does the case study meet these software engineering goals?
Abstraction. The case study has been investigated using this abstractive approach.
The irrelevant details of the CODRIVE project and MESS have been left out, because
the focus in on looking at PROLOG+CG and its interoperability capabilities. Another
important issue is the maximalJoin and projection CG operations in the CG tool.
Cohesion. We only want PROLOG+CG to do what we need which is to be called
from MESS, and that the maximalJoin and projection CG operations work properly.
Coupling. Fig. 1 shows that there are not many links between the components
because most of them follow on from other components. This is good because it
means fewer things are relying on a lot of other parts.
Modularity. The problem has been broken down into PROLOG+CG, CODRIVE and
PROLOG+CG operations.
These goals are also essential in achieving a trikonic analysis that will enhance the
software engineering process (discussed in the following section). The trikonic
analysis does not delineate nor describe how the goals have been used. However, it is
evident that these four main goals are being applied throughout.

3

Trikonic

Trikonic was first presented by Richmond on July 18th at the PORT (Peirce On-Line
Resource Testbed) workshop at ICCS 2004 followed by subsequent ICCS [1, 2].
Trikonic is a technique of triadic analysis-synthesis [3].
This technique is based on the original idea of a possible applied science making
three categorial distinctions by Charles S. Peirce, which he called “Trichotomic”. He
introduces trichotomic as the "art of making three-fold divisions". Trikonic is the
name given to a diagrammatic approach to the trichotomic or triadic analysis of
anything which can be so analysed. The reasoning behind the development of this
possible applied science is that it will one day become an electronic tool for such
analysis and discussion; the terminology related to the elements of various triads, the
relations of certain triads to others, and so forth [1].
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Richmond [1] includes Peirce’s definitions of these categories that make up the
triad. Peirce outlined the theory of trichotomic using three categorical distinctions
which he called firstness, secondness and thirdness:
“Firstness is the mode of being that of which is such as it is, positively and without
reference to anything else. Secondness is the mode of being that which is such as it is,
with respect to a second but regardless of any third. Thirdness is the mode of being
that which is such as it is, in bringing a second and third into relation to each other.”
Sowa [11, p60] includes a passage from Peirce [12] describing the basic
understanding of these notions.
“First is the conception of being or existing independent of anything else. Second
is the conception of being relative to, the conception of reaction with, something else.
Third is the conception of mediation, whereby a first and a second are brought into
relation.”
Trikonically represented, the categories are [1]:

Fig. 5. The three Peircean Categories, which make up the triad

From this trikonic can be interpreted in several ways [1].

Fig. 6. Trichotomic interpretations

3.1

Trikonic Analysis

Vectorial movement is using all the authentic permutations of the triad for analysis,
i.e. the arrangement of the order of the categories. When there is no vectorial
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movement the three categories of the triad should be read as if occurring all at once.
The six vectors that belong to the triad are an integral element of trikonic analysis and
makeup the cogs that really motion this technique.
There are six vectors within trikonic [1]:

Fig. 7. Six vectors of the triad which show all the relations within the trikon

According to Richmond [1], these six vectors are authentic permutations of logical
/ temporal paths of relations between 1ns, 2ns and 3ns of the object under consideration.
The trikonic tool is intended to facilitate treatments involving graphically logical
aspects of dependence and constraint, correlation, as well as the “living” reflection of
the categories, in forms suitable and editable for purposes of ongoing dialogue and
comparison among many participants in any given collaborative inquiry (or activity).

3.2

Vector Pairs

Richmond [2] considers pairs derived from opposite vectors. There are six possible
movements through the categories of 1ns, 2ns and 3ns. These are the permutations of
the triad which make up the vectors. Richmond uses a passage from Charles S. Peirce,
which was the original drive in developing trikonic.
“[T]he triad...has not for its principal element merely a certain unanalyzable
quality sui generis. It makes [to be sure] a certain feeling in us. [But] the formal rule
governing the triad is that it remains equally true for all six permutations of A, B, C;
and further, if D is in the same relation at once to A and B and to A and C, it is the
same relation to B and C; etc.[CP 1.471]” [17]
By means of this principle defined by Peirce and other laws of logical mathematics
Richmond derives three distinct pairs from opposite vectors. These pairs are defined
by Richmond [2]:
1.
2.
3.

Order and analysis vector pair
Determination and representation vector pair
Process and aspiration vector pair
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These pairs will structure the foundation of the trikonic analysis to be applied to
the case study. From the analysis carried out within these vector pairs they themselves
can be related to each other trikonically explained in detail further on.

3.3

The chiral cycle

Richmond [2] uses a concept called the chiral cycle6 also known as vectorial melding
to take the idea of vector pairs further. There are two patterns, right-skewed
(clockwise) and left skewed (anti-clockwise). The patterns take two triads to fit the
vector around, three vectors on one trikon and three vectors on the other trikon. The
idea behind this being that the vectors themselves can be related trikonically which
suggest ‘inter-penetrations’ of vectorial categorial movement through these many
dimensions of triadic relationships.
Order: 1ns / 2ns / 3ns

Process: 1ns / 3ns / 2ns

1/2/3

1/3/2

Analysis:
3ns / 2ns / 1ns

Determination: 2ns / 1ns / 3ns

Representation:
3ns / 1ns / 2ns

Aspiration: 2ns / 3ns / 1ns

Right-skewed (clockwise) pattern

Left-skewed (anti-clockwise) pattern

Fig. 8. The chiral cycle patterns showing the relationships between the vectors of trikonic

3.4

Applying trikonic to the case study

Now the method has been thoroughly investigated it can now be applied to the case
study used. To do this the three vector pairs will be used in a preliminary analysis of
the case study preceding the complete chiral cycle analysis to follow.
3.4.1

Order and Analysis

Possible development of individual elements including individual developments…
Order 1/2/3 |> …for the CODRIVE project as a whole.
…and the main problem of getting PROLOG+CG to be called from MESS…

6

According to a glossary by Hart chiral means having different left-handed and right-handed
forms; not mirror symmetric [14].
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…by using and testing the functions and operations thoroughly.
Analysis 3/2/1 |> The team analyses the CG tool and interoperability with MESS of…
…the PROLOG+CG tool chosen…
3.4.2

Determination and Representation

…which may affect the running of the project…
Determination 2/1/3 |> …in relation to achieving interoperability.
Functionality, operations, time and cost are considered…
…contribute to the elimination of bugs in PROLOG+CG…
Representation 3/1/2 |> The team at STARLab work to…
…in the problem of getting PROLOG+CG to be called from MESS.
3.4.3

Process and Aspiration

The operations and functions are analysed…
Process 1/3/2 |> … within PROLOG+CG are called by the MESS tool…
…for the CODRIVE project.
…achieving the project goals.
Aspiration 2/3/1 |> …by the MESS tool calling the CG tool…
The CODRIVE project is driven by the elicitation of conceptual graphs in a less
complicated lexical way…
3.4.4

Complete analysis

From this it is now possible to produce a diagram using the chiral cycle so that others
in the project can follow it, evaluate it and feedback on the implications it provides.
1st: The operations and functions are analysed
within PROLOG+CG and called by the MESS tool for
the CODRIVE project.

1/2/3

3rd:
The
team
analyses the CG tool
and interoperability with
MESS
of
the
PROLOG+CG
tool
chosen by using and
testing the functions and
operations thoroughly.

2nd: Functionality, operations, time and cost are
considered which may affect the running of the
project in relation to achieving interoperability.

Fig. 9. Final trikonic analysis of the case study
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4th: Possible development of individual elements
including individual developments and the main
problem of getting PROLOG+CG to be called from
MESS for the CODRIVE project as a whole.

1/3/2

5th: The team at
STARlab work to
contribute to the
elimination of bugs in
PROLOG+CG in the
problem of getting
PROLOG+CG to be
called from MESS.

6th: The CODRIVE project is driven by the
elicitation of conceptual graphs in a less complicated
lexical way by the MESS tool calling the CG tool
achieving the project goals.

4

Results

Does trikonic actually solve the problem identified in this paper? In short, yes. This is
evident in section 3. Using Richmond’s chiral cycle the six vectors are applied to the
problem looking at all the aspects of the project. They show six stages using the order
vector on the left trikon and the process vector on the right trikon. This allows for an
easy-to-follow diagram of the project as a whole for everyone to see, showing the
categorial relations at the same time. The trikons are focused on the tasks and flow
well. The notion of 1ns, 2ns and 3ns assists in understanding the logic of the statements
within the trikons when writing and reading them. 1ns states an idea or possibility
within the running of the project, 2ns states what the actuality of this is and 3ns is the
mediation which brings 1ns and 2ns together. 3ns is almost how to make an idea into
reality. For example, what are the requirements? (1ns); considering time and cost what
is the reality of achieving this? (2ns); it can be achieved using UML design, C++
implementation and rigorous testing (3ns). This feature of trikonic offers an
environment for every team member to contribute and carry out their role
successfully.
Does trikonic enhance software engineering? From the trikonic analysis and
investigation into current software engineering techniques, an advantage of using this
technique emerged. The four software engineering goals, as illustrated in section 2.2,
are about breaking things down, doing its one thing well, few links and being focused
and taking out irrelevant details. Trikonic is all of these as can be seen in Fig. 9. The
problem is broken down using the six vectors. Each stage is "to-the-point" and states
what must be done. The only links that can be made are the relationships and these are
the only links that are needed from this analysis showing that irrelevant details are
taken out. Anyone working on the case study project can examine this trikonic
analysis and use its focused breakdown on what the purpose and intentions of the
project actually are.
Has trikonic paved a way forward for the KSA of CG tools? A way forward can
be seen. The analysis in Fig. 9 shows a methodology for solving the interoperability
problems of calling PROLOG+CG from MESS. It sums up what tasks must be
conducted in order to achieve interoperability. The vectors within the analysis are
very similar to stages and when each one is used or carried-out there will be success.

5

Conclusion

Is it really necessary to know the trikonic relations? Everybody in a project may not
necessarily need to know these relations, but as discussed it is certainly an advantage.
New individuals joining a project (assuming they are explained as to what the
concepts of 1ns, 2ns and 3ns are and how they work) can distinguish a clear overview of
the purpose, aims, methods and tasks of a project much quicker. Other team members
can also refer to this analysis over and over again to remind them of these attributes of
the project and to refresh them of the purpose and focus of the task-in-hand.
It is also quite possible to modify and/or expand aspects of any analysis or any part
of an analysis. Additional relevant information can be inserted into the vectors that
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form the chiral cycle, just as information can be taken out. Reasons for this may
include changes to the project and what level of abstraction is desired.
The vectors that were used in analysing the case study and the relationships
between them were difficult to understand. It was not until reading an actual example
of how it was employed that it became clearer on how to use them, but not fully clear.
Choosing what to place into the vectors was also tricky. For example, there was
uncertainty of which vector to put “the operations and functions are analysed within
PROLOG+CG and called by the MESS tool for the CODRIVE project” (1st on the
chiral cycle analysis section 3.5.4). Should there be a defined order of where to out
tasks, and if so should it be clear if it is 1ns, 2ns or 3ns? The chiral cycle for the case
study was produced using instinct as well as the knowledge of trikonic. The final
analysis was believed to be feasible but it was complicated to do and probably would
have made less sense if it was not for an example provided by Richmond. It is
obvious from this as this technique is applied more in the future and more examples
arise it will be easier for novice individuals of the subject to grasp.
Is the chiral cycle necessary and do all the vectors need to be used? If this were so
then the chiral cycle would not function logically because it requires all six vectors
for the triads to work. Possibly, certain vectors could be eliminated from a trikon for
looking at something simpler. Richmond [1] suggests that not all six vectors need to
be considered for any given analysis (or synthesis), although it is likely that several of
all are operative in some ways and to some extent in most complex semiosis.

6

Further Work

Trikonic has a similar approach to the waterfall model [13]. The chiral cycle that
Richmond discusses and what has been used as the basis for trikonic analysis in this
paper is made up of six stages, i.e. the six vectors. These could possibly represent the
stages of the waterfall model. This would be an advantageous development of the
waterfall model because it would also show the logical knowledge relations between
the stages. Alternatively the waterfall model could incorporate the trikonic method,
(not necessarily the chiral cycle) within each stage.
Each stage would be analysed using the trikonic method showing the relations of
the components within each stage. This is very similar to the chiral cycle except it
shows the life cycle of the project as well, which would add value to the trikonic
process, remembering that the purpose is to provide a focused overview that everyone
can read and gain an understanding of what the tasks and goals are.
Trikonic does not necessarily need to be restricted to just one model. It may be
possible to research different software engineering models which trikonic relates to.
Going even further trikonic may not just have to be incorporated to a software
engineering process but could become a whole new process model in its own right.
Naturally there is still much work to be done. Based on the encouragement from
trikonic, the ICCS community has an avenue to achieve the interoperability of CG
tools.
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Abstract. Conceptual Graph (CG) tools offer excellent tools for representing knowledge of a particular problem domain. The ontology/type
hierarchies that can be produced in tools like CharGer are far easier to
create and understand when compared with Multi-Agent System tools.
The paper introduces a prototype that attempts to interoperate two
tools, CharGer and SeSAm, a multi-agent system tool. The prototype
will attempt to transform the ontology from CharGer so that it is usable
within SeSAm using a web service. The experiences and lessons learned
from the prototype will be discussed, as will future developments including the development of the prototype as a web service.

1

Introduction and Motivation

The Transaction Agent Modelling (TrAM) project is a Sourceforge project that
is concerned with development of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) with “a suite of
software to enable interoperability between existing Open Source design tools”
[18]. The TrAM project wanted to experiment with the interoperability of a
CG tool and an MAS tool. This paper is concerned with the interoperability of
CharGer, a CG tool [3] and SeSAm (Shell for Simulated Agent Systems) [13],
an MAS tool and at what level they interoperate, if at all. SeSAm is a piece
of software that provides an environment for experimenting and modelling with
agent-based simulation. It was developed at the University of Wrzburg and is
open source. Successfully enabling interoperability between the tools would augment the interoperability between CG tools as they would be able to interoperate
with SeSAm through CharGer. For the purpose of this paper we will be dealing
with the ability in CharGer to develop ontology/type hierarchies, a feature that
is limited within SeSAm. Sowa writes on the subject of ontology that:
“ontology is the study of the categories of things that exist or may
exist in some domain. The product of such a study, called an ontology,
is a catalog of the types of things that are assumed to exist in a domain
of interest D from the perspective of a person who uses a language L for
the purpose of talking about D”.
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[15]. The prototype will attempt to transform an ontology from CharGer so that
the information can be used in SeSAm. SeSAm was chosen because it provides an
MAS tool that is open source, thus free and provides a graphical environment for
agent modeling. CharGer provides a CG environment with several CG features
and is also open source. The two pieces of software provide different functions;
simply comparing the programs is not enough to find out if there is potential
for interoperability. Both CharGer and SeSAm produce files in XML format, a
comparison of the files is required to see if there is any mapping thus offering
the potential for interoperability. Feedback from previous ICCS conferences has
called for an experiment that actually attempts to interoperate tools rather than
discuss the theory of interoperability. This paper aims to highlight some of the
issues and what can be learned from attempting to interoperate tools.

2

Interoperability

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the experiences and lessons learned from
the practical process of attempting to interoperate CharGer and SeSAm. The
level of interoperability will be based on Stamper’s Semiotic ladder [17]. This
ladder offers layers of interoperability without reference to technologies that are
not appropriate. The semantic layer cake1 developed by Tim Berners-Lee and
the W3C was considered but because of the reference to technologies like RDF
it was found not to be appropriate when discussing interoperability at this level.
Stamper’s Semiotic Ladder consists of six layers. The bottom three layers,
Physical world, Empirics and Syntactic are all in effect concerned with the computing world. These are the cost improving layers, and where presently web
technologies reside. In the middle of the ladder between the cost improving layers and the value improving layers there is a thick black horizontal line, this
represents a line that current technologies are unable to bridge. Below the line
is the computing world concerned with code and the computer readable element
of web technologies. Above the line is where value is added and the human element is added to web technologies. At present technologies are failing to break
the barrier and move from the syntactic into the semantic layer, what could be
called the realization of the semantic web. If or when the barrier is broken the
question is will the barrier disappear opening up the pragmatic and social world
layer or will it just move up to become a barrier to the pragmatic layer and social
world layer. Also will the pragmatic web supersede the semantic web or will the
pragmatic web build on the semantic web. Sowa argues that the Semantic web
will never be realized and will follow the same fate as the artificial intelligence
approach [16]. The Semiotic ladder will be used to define levels of interoperability
in the context of this paper. The aim is to identify what is gained or lost during
the interoperability process and place it on one or more steps of the ladder.
1

http://www.w3.org/2002/Talks/04-sweb/slide12-0.html
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Fig. 1. Stamper’s Semiotic Ladder

3

Tools

CharGer and SeSAm are the tools that are of interest with regard to this paper
and interoperability. CharGer is a conceptual graph editor and SeSAm a Multi
Agent System simulation tool. In order to experiment with interoperability an
XML editor was required to enable the transformation of the XML from CharGer
via XSLT so that it can be used in SeSAm. XRay2 [22] provided an XML editing
environment that enabled rapid prototyping.
3.1

CharGer

According to the developers, “CharGer is a conceptual graph editor intended
to support research projects and education.”[3]. CharGer is a conceptual graph
editor that supports the following:
– Concepts, relations, actors, contexts, coreferent links
– Type and relation hierarchies are editable and can be saved
– Graphs can be exported as various formats and to other application including
OpenCG
– Save graphs in Conceptual Graph Interchange Form (CGIF) format
– Contexts, this includes nesting
– Negative contexts
– Auto-save
– Copy/cut/paste within/between graphs and to other applications
– Undo/redo
– Zoom in and out
– Saves files in an XML format
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Fig. 2. Screen shot of CharGer tool

3.2

SeSAm (Shell for Simulated Agent Systems)

SeSAm [13] “provides a generic environment for modelling and experimenting
with agent-based simulation”. It is a multi-agent system tool that provides a
graphical user interface for creating and implementing simulations.
SeSAm’s main features are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

An environment for modelling and experimenting with agent simulation
Entities in a Model are agents, resources and the world
Allows very complex Multi Agent models and simulation
Can simulate using different situations
Models are compiled before simulation, combining visual programming with
fast execution
The power of a programming languages
Simulations can be distributed over a Local Area Network
Simple visual agent modelling
Graphical analysis of simulations
Data is saved in XML format
Cut/Copy/Paste within the program
Define user functions, user features and model-specific data types
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Fig. 3. Screen shot of SeSAm tool

3.3

Building Models with SeSAm

Briefly, the process for developing a MAS model in SeSAm is as follows:
1. Create agent bodies.
2. Define variables for message passing. Verify which variables are writeable,
public and private. Agent communication should mean that all ‘agent’ variables are private, and can only be accessed by communicative acts. Simulation variables (which would not be implemented in the final system but are
there to serve the purposes of the experiment and de-bugging) would normally be public. The important point to note here is that this step requires
the agent conversation protocols to have been modelled first. This demands
an ontology ‘up-front’, which is a barrier amongst most agent development
methods [8].
3. Create skeleton activities that represent the business processes for each
agent. All interaction activities are modelled as empty nodes until the required agents are completed.
4. Introduce conversation protocols between agents, following relevant protocols and inserting the appropriate conversation performatives defined in step
(2).
5. Examine conversations and identify any message parsing that is required
so that pertinent message content can be extracted (again referring to the
ontology/type hierarchy) and implement accordingly.
6. Specify additional variables and setvariable activities to ensure simulation
parameters are satisfied.
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7. Create a ‘world’ class environment for the simulation to run in. Additional
environment behaviours can be specified here, that affect all of the agents
in the world. It may be necessary to update the agents’ activities if there is
some dependency upon environmental changes.
8. Create a ‘situation’ which is the precursor for a simulation run. At this stage
the agents required are placed in the ‘world’ defined above in readiness for
a run.
9. A simulation is created based upon the situation defined in (8). Each agent
class is selected and sniffed so that the conversations can be represented
graphically and scrutinised. This is invaluable for de-bugging.
Everything in SeSAm is done in a visual way; there is no need for any prior
programming knowledge to be able to experiment using SeSAm with multi-agent
models. However, the tool does permit algorithms to be programmed, enabling
much more comprehensive models to be developed. It can be seen that there is
a fundamental requirement for ontology specification, at an early stage of the
agent realisation process.
3.4

XRay2

XRay2 [22] is a free XML editor that provides a graphical user interface, instant
feedback and also checks for the validity and well-formedness of a document
according to the standards set by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)2 . It
is an XML editor that allows the user to output XML based on input XML that
has been transformed via Extensible style-sheet language transform (XSLT). As
this is a prototype development XRay2 provided a fast and easy to use piece of
software that needed no training or experience, it proved an excellent tool for
rapid prototyping.

4

The Interoperability Process

From the discussion above, the early generation of an ontology would facilitate
the development of agent-based models, not only in SeSAm but with other tools
as well.
4.1

A Tentative Set of Requirements

Polovina [12] and Hill [8] have demonstrated the need for scrutinising requirements models at the earliest opportunity, combining the use of AUML [1] with
CGs. Use cases inform CGs in terms of identifying whether the processes have
been captured accurately. CGs also inform as to what the goals of the system
are, and subsequent model checking [18] ensures that a balanced model is created. It follows that an improved process is often developed as the concepts are
considered at a much higher level than with uses cases alone. The key issues for
tool interoperability in this context are:
2

http://www.w3.org/2002/Talks/04-sweb/slide12-0.html
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1. Agents are modelled as classes and SeSAm looks after the registration of
each agent instance so there is no need to implement utility functions such
as Directory Facilitator (DF) agents before even the simplest conversations
are simulated.
2. The Class approach assists translation to other agent building tools such as
JADE[9] agent bodies, or Zeus [10], and the definition of activities introduces
high-level representation of individual behaviours. It is conceivable that some
JADE behaviors could be written to suit SeSAm primitives.
3. A GUI environment simplifies the editing and manipulation of a model,
though when activity logic is specified the interface hampers progress and is
time-consuming.
4. A ‘sniffer’ assists debugging, as does an object watch window. Errors should
be more descriptive and require a familiarity with Java.
5. New activity nodes, new activities and complete agents can be added very
quickly, facilitating the iterative development of large, complex models, although this flexibility requires discipline if the analysis and design phases
are not updated accordingly (Since TrAM [18] serves as a model check, it is
the preferred agent development process. The use of SeSAm as a tool does
not preclude the use of alternative agent design methodologies.
Since both CharGer and SeSAm can produce output in XML format, enabling a
transformation that can transform XML from CharGer so that it could be used
in SeSAm would create interoperability between the tools.
4.2

XML comparison

Creating the same types and agents within the two pieces of software gave the
ability to compare the XML and see how the types from CharGer would potentially map to the agents in SeSAm. CharGer creates a very simple form of
XML with each type, type position and the relationships listed at the end of
the document. In comparison each agent in SeSAm holds all of the information
about itself within an agentClass node. The most obvious difference from looking
at both XML documents is the relationships between types in CharGer are not
evident in SeSAm. In fact SeSAm does not contain relationships between agents
meaning that much of the meaning that is developed in CharGer with regards to
sub-type/super-type and other forms of relationships are lost when transformed
into SeSAm. We can place what is developed in CharGer in the semantic layer of
the semiotic ladder but from just a simple comparison it becomes obvious that
much of the semantics will be lost in the transformation suggesting that the best
that can be expected from the interoperability of the tools is to be placed in the
syntactic layer of the Semiotic ladder.
4.3

XML in CharGer

CharGer provides a simple XML layout providing the details of the type name,
the size of the box it is in and its position. As SeSAm does not have relationships
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between agents the relationship between types in CharGer can be ignored for
the purpose of this prototype as can the position of the boxes. The following is
an example of the XML provided by CharGer.
<typelabel id="81610618641" owner="81610618628">
<type>
<label>Wild</label>
</type>
<layout>
<rectangle x="278" y="167" width="40"
height="25"/>
<color foreground="0,0,0"
background="255,255,255"/>
</layout>
</typelabel>
The typelabel id, owner and the layout are of little use for this prototype. The
important information is the label. In relation to ontology the XML document
produced by CharGer saves types, relations and positioning. For the purpose of
this paper we are only concerned with the types and relationships within an ontology. The visual layout and positioning of an Ontology can be as important as
the types and relationships. Indeed one of the authors (Polovina), noted Wille’s
[20] criticism of ICCS 2004 that many concept lattices presented there were very
poorly laid out. These visual aspects are significant as highlighted by Brown et
al. [2] who discuss the non-visual presentation of graphical diagrams. Figure 4
shows two different layouts of the same simple graph. The graph on the left is
well laid out and easy to read. The graph on the right is poorly laid out and is
much harder to read and understand.

Fig. 4. Types and relations in CharGer
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4.4

XML in SeSAm

SeSAm provides a much more complex XML layout, but unlike CharGer the
information for each agent is held within its own agentClass node. The following
example shows a sample part of an agentClass where there is a potential mapping
with CharGer.
<agentClass name="Wild" id="ActivityAgentClass_3">
This is a very small part of the agentClass but a potential problem appears
because the name of an agent in SeSAm is an attribute of the agentClass element
where as in CharGer the name of a type is data held within the label element.
This is a syntactical issue and can be placed on the syntactical layer of the
Semiotic ladder.
4.5

ID Numbers

Both type in CharGer and agentClass in SeSAm have their own unique ID
numbers. The difficulty with interoperability is there is no mapping between
ID numbers, semiotic or otherwise. CharGer creates the following type of ID
number:
id="81610618642"
Alternatively SeSAm creates a much more structured set of ID numbers as the
following example shows:
ActivityAgentClass_0
Both IDs go up by an increment of one, but providing an exact mapping between
the tools proves very difficult. For the purpose of the prototype each new agent
was created with the same ID number, this is not the ideal but for the purpose
of testing interoperability it was decided to proceed. It was later found that the
problem of ID numbers was solved by simply opening and saving the transformed
file in SeSAm creating unique ID numbers for each Agent.
4.6

Well-formed XML

On opening XML from both pieces of software within XRay2 it became apparent
that the XML from SeSAm was not well-formed. The problem was the following
attribute not being found within a schema, as there was no schema this would
remain a problem.
xsi:type="XMLSpatialInfoFeature"
Within XRay2 there wasn’t a solution to the problem and the only way to
proceed was to remove the line and continue with the transformation. With the
line in place XRay2 would not attempt to transform the XML. This led to Saxon
being used as an alternative in the final stages of the prototype. Saxon allowed
for the XML to be transformed although it did remove part of the line in the
newly formed XML this was fixed by opening and saving the transformed file in
SeSAm.
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4.7

XSLT template

The output of both programmes is XML, the tool chosen for transforming from
one format to the other was one of the families of XML technology, Extensible style-sheet language transform (XSLT). The template consisted of taking a
standard XSLT template and adding an agentClass from the XML from SeSAm,
this allowed for the types in CharGer to be mapped into it. The root node From
SeSAm, which holds all the information for the program, also needed adding
to complete the template. XSLT normally transforms an input XML document
into a new XML document; in this case the prototype is taking details from the
input CharGer XML document and placing them in an output document that
replicates the XML document provided by SeSAm. It was not hard to get the
names of the types transformed as it was a simple matter of the XSLT recognising where the names are and transforming them into the new XML file. The
transformation into XML compatible with SeSAm was not as straight forward as
the name of a type being transformed into the name of an agentClass. The name
in SeSAm was an attribute of the agentClass element where as in CharGer the
name is data held within an element. Because the name in SeSAm is an attribute
of the agentClass element, this meant that a simple transform was not adequate
and xsl:attribute had to be used. The following code shows how the name of the
type was transformed to create the name of the agents and how each agentClass
would be formed.
<xsl:template match="typelabel">
<agentClass>
<xsl:apply-templates select="type"/>
<xsl:attribute name="id">ActivityAgentClass_0</xsl:attribute>
------------</agentClass>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="type">
<xsl:attribute name="name"><xsl:apply-templates select="label"/>
</xsl:attribute>
</xsl:template>
The majority of the code that creates an agentClass is not shown but is denoted
by the hyphens. The code uses xsl:template to say when a new agent Class
is created, where the name comes from in the CharGer XML file and where
it is placed in the newly formed XML. The following code shows the use of
xsl:attribute for the id of the agentClass.
<xsl:attribute name="id">ActivityAgentClass_0</xsl:attribute>
The xsl:attribute command again had to be used to enable the other attribute
of agentClass, id, to be altered via the transformation. Creating the root node
so that it surrounded the document was some what problematic. On the first
attempts the root node was surrounding each agentClass within the document;
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this was rectified by placing the following at the top of the XSLT file before the
actual transformation section of the file.
<xsl:template match="/">
<XMLSeSAmModel version="0.2" build="1398" globalAssert="true"
compileDebugFunction="true" runDebugFunction="true" optimize="true"
inline="true" closures="false"
xmlns="http://www.simsesam.de/schemas/model">
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</XMLSeSAmModel>
</xsl:template>
This code matches the root node in the CharGer input file and places XMLSeSAmModel
as the root node in the resultant output XML file. The key issue when creating
the XSLT was making sure that everything was in the correct place in the output
document once the transformation had occurred. The resultant XML file needed
to be correctly formatted to allow it to be used in SeSAm.
4.8

XML Case Sensitivty

It was found that changing just one letter in the XSLT did not cause the transformation to fail because the processor was not aware of any problems. When it
came to opening the newly formed XML file in SeSAm the file would not open.
This was due to the following being inadvertently changed from an upper case
C to a lower case c in the XSLT file:
<agentClass>
After careful inspection this was rectified but only after severe scrutinisation of
the more complex parts of the XSLT. A simple syntactical error resulted in a
severe obstruction to the finalisation of the prototype.
4.9

The Transformation

For the purposes of transforming XML XRay2 provided a convenient tool for
rapid prototyping, but to make the transformation useful other techniques one
could use to transform XML were considered. One could use a web service to
transform the XML or a combination of an XML web service and an XSL document can be used to transform it.
In the XSL solution we can use XSLT to transform XML it’s a quick solution,
but this can’t be plugged into CharGer to produce SeSAm XML output to
automate the process.
An ideal solution would be to have a web service which any CG tool can consume to provide interoperability between a number of CG tools. While writing
such a web service we can program it so that all the transformations are coded
in the web service itself. This doesn’t support low maintenance, as to do a small
change one would have to work through the code to make any changes. Also if we
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wanted to add another transformation we will have to modify and recompile the
code again. A better web service solution would be to code the transformation
outside the web service and to use the web service as an interface to program to,
rather then the implementation. In this solution we would use a combination of
web service and an XSL file. The design of the web service supports extensibility
and reusability. The web service method would accept the XML and destination
type (CG tool) as the input and would transform the output according to the
destination type.

Fig. 5. Web service architecture

Using SOAP, XML messages are sent via a network from the client to the web
service where the XML is transformed and sent back via another SOAP message.
Figure 6 shows a simplified view of a web service. In the current prototype we
are using a web service and an XSL file to transform the XML. This is now being
developed as a plug-in for CharGer.

5

Semantic vs. Syntactic Interoperability

As we indicated earlier in our reference to the Semiotic Ladder, the areas we
described affect interoperability syntactically and semantically. This is explicated by Table 1, which shows an instantiation of the generic ladder of Figure
1 according to the issues raised by interoperating CharGer with SeSAm. The
syntactical layer of the cost-imposing layers (i.e. physical world to syntactics) is
where many issues raised in the interoperability can be found. The issues raised
in this layer are mainly due to the lack of mapping between XML in CharGer and
XML in SeSAm. The only area that has a direct mapping is the names of types
mapping to agents, as discussed earlier. Where there was a potential mapping
of the XML, for example with ID numbers there was no crossover in meaning;
both produce ID numbers but there is no correlation between them. The lack of
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Fig. 6. Exporting models from CharGer

mapping means that even capturing the x-y co-ordinates of the graphical layout
and relationships developed in CharGer are lost, thus syntactically undermining
any semantic capturing of such interoperability. Other syntactical issues that
are highlighted in this paper are similar in any transformation of this type. For
example, XML that is not well-formed and syntax errors are problems faced by
anyone developing XML with XSLT. Table 1 highlights that add value to the
interoperability, semantics need to be shared between the two tools. However
some of the semantics developed in CharGer are not relevant due to the nature
of agents. By their nature agents are autonomous and only develop relationships
with other agents if it helps them achieve their design objectives [21]. Developing SeSAm so that relationships developed in CharGer can be used, particularly
the subtype/super-type relationship may thus not be appropriate. Given the
inherent intertwining of semantic and syntactic issues as we have indicated, differentiating between the layers and placing issues on these layers is not straight
forward. Nonetheless use of the semiotic ladder has helped to distinguish these
issues, and provide a useful framework of reference for interoperability. Given
the many issues remain in the cost-imposing layer, adding value to the interop-
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erability would mean developing the tools to share meaning perhaps through the
Common Logic Standard. Incorporating this standard into both CharGer and
SeSAm would allow for mapping between the tools thereby allowing a better
value-producing layer (i.e. semantics to social world) to occur between the tools
[4].
Working in harmony according to their strengths, CharGer and
SeSAm capture the beliefs, social norms and culture that characterise the real world domains they model.
CharGer can converse with SeSAm, and vice versa, understandPragmatics
ing each other’s meaning and negotiate any inconsistencies or
differing points of view that may be embedded by each of these
tools’ approach to modelling a problem domain.
Incorporate the Common Logic Standard into CharGer and
SeSAm thus enabling sharing of meaning.
Key semantics (e.g. relationships and graphical layout develSemantics
oped in CharGer) are lost during the transformation or have no
meaning in SeSAm. However certain semantics (e.g. the names
of the types created in CharGer) are maintained and can be
meaningfully used in SeSAm as Agents.
XML and XSLT provide W3C recommendations as do the web
Syntactics
service technologies that are used. Basic syntactic issues remain
(e.g. XML provided by SeSAm was not well-formed according
to the recommendations provided by the W3C).
Very little mapping between CharGer XML and SeSAm XML.
The design of the web service supports extensibility and reusability.
For the transformation to be successful the Web service relies
Empirics
on the Internet for its connectivity.
Physical World Software is all freely available as it is open source.
Table 1. Semiotic mapping

Social World

6

Future Work

The immediate future for the transformation is as a web service. The long term
future would be the development of a common logic thus preserving meaning
between packages.
6.1

Common Logic (CL)

The Common Logic is a proposal for an ISO standard. The aim is to guarantee
that programs that conform to the CL standard will have the same semantics
in each language. Sowa claims that the Common Logic Standard is a framework
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“Designed to preserve the semantics when information is interchanged among
heterogeneous systems” [4]. The need for the standard arises because of the
amount of tools that are being developed and the amount of translators that have
to be developed to enable these tools to interoperate. It could be argued that
the realization of the semantic web and the pragmatic web depend on standards
such as those proposed for the CL standard. Preserving the semantics is the first
step to breaking the barrier between the syntactic layer and the semantic layer
on Stamper’s Semiotic ladder.

7

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we prototyped the interoperability of a CG tool, namely CharGer,
with an MAS tool, namely SeSAm. Through this experience and the use of
Stamper’s Semiotic Ladder as our framework, we were able to distinguish the
nature of interoperability between such tools. Whilst we would not claim that our
analysis is comprehensive or indeed representative we have highlighted, though
our selection of two tools that each reflects a different paradigm of capturing
knowledge, a basis by which the practical interoperability of knowledge-based
tools can be addressed. Our approach offers the CG community, and the MAS
community, a vehicle by which their software tools can begin to work together
according to their strengths and reach the presently elusive social world that
they seek to simulate.
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Abstract. The publication of software in an open source format provides users
with access to a wide range of software products that are made available at
reasonable cost. The Open Source model provides benefits to both users and
developers by the easy exchange of information and test results. Consequently,
when another conceptual graph representation library was planned for the
University of Alabama – Huntsville (UAH), it was planned as an Open Source
release. This paper provides potential users with a review of the design goals
and the decisions supporting those goals to assist potential users and developers
in understanding the capabilities and limitations of the software in the OpenCG
project.

Introduction
Development of various conceptual graph libraries and tools can provide students
and researchers with options to support learning and research into conceptual graphs,
that is, if the libraries and tools are freely available. When the authors decided to
create a library for supporting student projects, the decision was made to make the
library available to all students and researchers in the conceptual graph community by
releasing the library through an Open Source publisher, in this case Sourceforge1
under the Lesser General Public License (LGPL) 2. However, merely providing ready
access to the product does not provide a guarantee of utility for a given problem.
Potential users must be able to examine the design and implementation to determine if
it is suitable for a given task, or they risk investing their time learning the package
only to discover that it is not suitable. As a part of the process of informing potential
users, this paper reviews the basic design goals represented in this product as well as
implementation goals. Individuals with additional interest can obtain copies of the
OpenCG libraries from Sourceforge [1].

1

Rationale

The basic rationale for this product is the belief that conceptual graph usage and
research depends on educating students to their properties and capabilities. In order
1
2

http://www.sourceforge.net
http://www.opensource.org
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to support that belief, conceptual graphs are incorporated into coursework at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) and other institutions. The students
study conceptual graphs and are expected to utilize basic graph capabilities in student
projects. Since the projects are constrained by the CG capabilities and by access to
the actual source code, we wanted a representation with a basic but reasonably
complete set of CG features. While CharGer provides one set of tools, it was written
in Java, and UAH students work in both Java and C++. CharGer also is more focused
on the interactive human interface aspects of using conceptual graphs. We therefore
decided, based on experience with CharGer at UAH [2] and with various conceptual
graph tool developments at Bevilacqua Research Corporation, that the time had
arrived to capitalize on the lessons learned from our experiences and to create a more
robust set of tools for students and, where possible, for researchers as well.
Consequently in the spring of 2005 the authors began a collaborative effort to design
and build a new tool set for conceptual graphs.
Although both CharGer and OpenCG originated in a similar environment, there are
important differences between the two. CharGer was developed initially to explore
user interface and human usability considerations in conceptual graphs. Later,
CharGer was extended to include a sophisticated actor-execution capability, some
conversions to other representations, a repertory grid interface for requirements
capture, and a WordNet interface for enhancing ontology formation. These CharGer
tools support interoperability only in the sense of providing translations or standard
text forms for graphs and in providing actor “hooks” to external systems. OpenCG, by
contrast, has no user interface capabilities; hence, there are no “screen shots” of its
operation. OpenCG therefore constitutes an efficient and industrial-strength “back
end” for conceptual graph operations. It is a streamlined representation so that it can
be easily incorporated into other interfaces and systems. The intent was to provide
interoperability with actors within a given graph, not through code embedded in the
representation. It therefore supports generality by making few assumptions about how
it is intended to be used.

2

Design Goals

The first question to ask is: with several conceptual graph tools already in use, why
spend time and effort developing yet another one? The answer is that OpenCG was
conceived with very specific design goals that we did not think any of the existing
tools achieves all of them at the same time. Our specific goals were the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be able to build and execute under both Linux and Windows operating systems
Be able to represent and to use very large graphs efficiently
Be simple and complete enough for students to understand and use
Be flexible, that is, have very limited built-in assumptions on usage

This section describes each of the design goals and our strategy for achieving them.
The result is the OpenCG library that supports developers in building conceptual
graph applications.
When starting the design, we set certain design goals based on the assumption that
the end product was to be suitable for both students and for conceptual graph
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researchers. Goal 1 was that the resulting library could be built and run in both
Microsoft (MS) Windows and in Linux environments. As a baseline, we set the build
requirements as g++ version 3.3.6, and MS Visual Studio C++ 7.1. We selected C++
as the development language because CharGer already provided a Java tool.
Although not part of the basic requirement, the ability to build and run on an Apple
Mac was also desired by one author. At present, we only support 32 bit compilers
due to some problems we encountered performing 64 bit compilation.
Goal 2 is for the library to be able to represent and to process very large graphs or
sets of graphs, i.e. on the order of a million nodes or more. While it can be argued
that this is not a necessity for students, we consider researchers as important users,
who would have an interest in building and using large knowledge sets. We also
recognize that scalability is sometimes lacking in strictly research tools. For example,
CharGer’s internal representation is based on Java’s internal storage and is therefore
quite wasteful in memory, thus hampering its ability to scale up. Since Java is also an
interpreter, implementations in Java (such as CharGer) are necessarily slower running
than in compiled languages.
Goal 3 was to have a minimal conceptual graph class as the basic representation so
that students could grasp the essential details. We omit (or carefully factor) any
functionality that is not a basic conceptual graph function, since these might impede
understanding. Those operations were thought to be more appropriate outside the
conceptual graph class. This also led us to focus on a flexible conceptual graph
representation first and to provide extensions through property maps or through
inheritance. This is consistent with current design approaches that emphasize being
hard to modify, but easy to extend.
CharGer does not really meet this goal because CharGer has a number of built-in
features having to do with specific actors, metrics, numerous display options, etc. that
inherently limit its flexibility. Although CharGer can be useful as an educational tool,
its value is primarily in its user interface, not its internal representaiton or operation.
In keeping with goal 3, the required conceptual graph operations of join <–>
detach, restrict <–> un-restrict, copy <–> simplify and graph matching were to be
implemented as non-member functions (i.e., external to the conceptual graph class
itself) so that, as better algorithms are developed, the current algorithms can be
replaced without modifying the representation. Also in keeping with this goal, there
were no built in format converters. All formats other than the internal format are to
be provided by external functions. These will be packaged as graph actors, so as to
permit the graph to export or import itself. A final consequence of the third goal was
that display information was not to be a part of the graph. First, due to cross platform
desires, we felt they could not be built into the CG class, second, because that would
restrict research into display modes for large graphs, which is an area of interest to the
authors, and third, it could result in significant waste of storage space for large graphs
that are to be processed without any display information. We did, however, provide
an example implementation of display property maps to illustrate how display
information could be incorporated into the development process and removed for
actual processing.
Goal 4 was to put only those features needed by the conceptual graph into a
conceptual graph. Therefore there are no functions for uncertainty or other ancillary
information such as authorship, knowledge traces or ownership. Again, if this
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information is not needed it saves space. If it is needed, we may desire to reason with
that information, therefore it should be in a CG format, not embedded in the internal
representation. A consequence of this approach is that graph functions were to be
provided through graph actors. As non-member functions were developed, they were
packaged in a graph actor format so that they were available to the graph for
reasoning. This leads us to the capability to process parts of a graph in different
methods as may be appropriate to a specific reasoning problem. Finally, the various
parts were packaged in a set of libraries. Should the user desire to do so, entire
libraries could be replaced to better meet the user’s needs, while still retaining the
same underlying representation.

3

Implementation Goals

In order to more effectively carry out the design goals in the previous section, we also
established implementation goals that would help assure the quality of the resulting
software package. Our two main implementation goals are:
5. Reasonably efficient coding
6. Unit test cases included
To realize goal 5, the implementation itself had an overall goal of reasonably
efficient coding, to support the large graph design goal 2. This however was at times
in conflict with goal 3 of supporting students, such as the use of one composite vertex
property which made it easier to see what is happening, but is less efficient than
having several vertex property types. As a consequence, the decision was made at
points in the implementation to forego some efficiency if clarity for the student would
be a benefit.
For example, one notable limitation was to implement this project as a singlethreaded project rather than a multi-threaded project. A future version is planned that
will provide multi-threaded operations to fully utilize multiple processors in today’s
machines. Another example was the implementation of an outermost context as a
graph rather than a concept, which is discussed in the following section.
The second initial implementation goal 6 was to provide basic unit tests for all of
the key components so that students and developers could test the impact of any
changes that the student may have made, as well as illustrating a basic method for unit
tests. While not especially new or unique to conceptual graphs, this basic software
engineering technique helps ensure software quality as well as making development
more efficient.

4

Implementation

The project’s initial version was implemented during 2005 as a joint design
between the authors and with most of the implementation by the first author. There
are a number of interesting aspects that are discussed in this section.
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4.1

Getting Out of the Graph Business and Into Conceptual Graphs

Our experience with our previous conceptual graph developments showed far too
much time had been spent on fixing or updating the graph parts of the code (i.e.,
topology or connectivity) versus the conceptual graph parts, both in development and
in maintenance phases. This time, we decided to avoid that issue by creating
conceptual graphs, and the hierarchies, as adapters on a Boost3 graph, using a preexisting library. The Boost library is an Open Source library that has an extensive set
of components based on generic programming principles [3], thus they were readily
adapted to our specific uses. We utilized the Boost Graph Library as the basis for our
conceptual graphs, the Boost unit test framework for unit tests, and the smart pointer
templates for shared pointers, which represented another trade-off between clarity and
efficiency.
4.2

Boost Library Features

The Boost graph library has its own set of constraints and trade-offs. First, Boost
graphs are single (flat) graphs. There are no intrinsic capabilities to provide nested
graphs. This also caused difficulties with some of their algorithms. We chose to
publicly adapt an adjacency list graph as a directed graph with bi-directional
properties to support back tracking through the graph. The cost was some additional
memory usage per edge. Because Boost graphs are memory resident, the memory
usage was a potential concern. Tests were run on machines with one gigabyte of
memory with satisfactory results, therefore the benefits of trace backs to algorithm
development was retained for researchers.
Next, the Boost graph library provides a unique identifier for every vertex and
every edge as well as a set of basic iterators for traversing the graph, which is
consistent with C++ Standard Library design. However, since there were no constant
iterators this led to the use of variables (i.e., non-constants) where good
implementation would have been to use a constant. Future versions of Boost may
extend the iterator set and provide these for the OpenCG project. (Note that we did
not extend Boost to provide such a capability, since one design goal was to keep it
simple.) We also supplemented the iterator set by writing iterator adaptors to assist
the student by iterating only over concepts, relations, or actors. Finally, properties
were added to the Boost vertices and edges to support conceptual graph properties.
Our conceptual graph class was then publicly (as in C++) adapted from the Boost
graph. While adapters are usually private, we felt that access to the Boost graph
properties directly may be useful for future implementers, although direct calls to
Boost graph functions could result in ill formed conceptual graphs, thus
circumventing the benefits of information hiding.
Boost libraries also provided the shared pointers used to simplify the serialization
code. Although each pointer therefore requires more space than a raw pointer, the
considerable simplicity was worth the investment. Shared pointers were selected
from the set of smart pointers based on non-intrusive, shared capabilities with a
3

http://www.boost.org
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reasonable performance as shown in Boost test sets. Closely related was the decision
to utilize shallow copies as the default. The cost of deep copies of large graphs can be
substantial. Given that experience has shown that some types of graphs are readily
shared, the decision was shallow copies, but with an override possible to force a deep
copy whenever the user felt that such an action was necessary, assuming of course
that the user was willing to pay the cost in reduced performance.
4.3

Property Maps

One goal of the graph representation is to contain only the graph information itself.
In order to provide related data such as display information, any additional data is
retained in property maps. Property maps provide indexed connections between
vertices in the graph and various properties for that vertex, such as screen location,
font size, or line width. These maps are external to the graph itself and thus do not
consume space unless that property is actually needed. A good illustration is how we
handle display information: we have developed numerous applications that use graphs
but have no need to display them and since display interfaces vary from platform to
platform, we felt this approach (to omit dislay information by default) was worth the
added code complexity.
4.4

Context Considerations

The conceptual graph portion had its own implementation tradeoffs. We chose to
implement an implicit outermost context by supporting the creation of a graph that
was not already embedded in a concept referent (explicit outermost context). Student
graphs are easily single sheets with a narrow interest and a single stand-alone graph
seemed adequate. We implemented constraints to prevent multi-graphs and to only
permit the standard conceptual graphs links of concepts to relations, relations to
concepts, concepts to actors and actors to concepts.
4.5

Referent Field

Implementing co-referent links in OpenCG was by far the most difficult problem in
this initial implementation. We accomplished this by installing a co-referent link
index map in the conceptual graph that tracked each co-referent links within the sheet
and to nested sheets within the sheet. The index of the map is the identity of the
originating (outermost) vertex within the conceptual graph sheet and the data in the
map is indexed as set of identifiers showing the graph and the vertex within that graph
where the link terminates. We also provided a member function to provide a back
track trace of the path from the terminating linked concept to the originating concept.
The referent field of concepts also had special treatment. While there is ready
agreement on a conceptual graph descriptor in the referent field, there are too many
options for quantifiers and designators for us to provide them all. We chose instead to
create a base (abstract) class for all quantifiers and all designators. This was to allow
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the student or researcher to create and include their own sub-types of quantifiers and
designators in the referent field.
4.6

Key Operations

As noted in the previous sections, only the essential conceptual graph operations
were provided. They are limited, in support of design goal 4. The join will only join
two graphs at one node to create a new graph. The detach operation must have a list
of nodes to actually detach from the graph. The copy-simplify operations similarly
work only on one vertex per call. We also implemented a simple least common graph
algorithm. The graph matching algorithm implemented was the VF2 algorithm of
Cordella, Foggia, Sansone, and Vento [4]. This algorithm seems to provide decent
performance over a range of graph structural properties. The algorithm also provides
sub-graph isomorphism. Because the algorithm separates the topology matching from
the vertex matching, we provided a replaceable vertex matcher so that the user can
create their own vertex matcher, from own that does nothing, i.e. topology match
only, to ones that provide partial or approximate matching. Also the implementation
of the matcher is incremental so that when a dead end is reached, another vertex
matcher can be substituted without losing all of the previous matches. One future
plan is to provide the same capability for the topology matcher.
4.7

Availability

As noted previously, the entire library was released by the UAH Intelligent
Systems Laboratory through Sourceforge as the OpenCG project [OpenCG]. Note
that the Boost libraries must also be installed on the user’s machine before building
the OpenCG code. Once that is done, there is a set of relatively simple unit tests to
verify that the implementation is working on the user’s machine.
4.8

Performance

Because OpenCG is in the early release stage, detailed discussion of the
performance is premature. However, we ran a few simple tests to determine if the
representation was capable of representing large scale graphs.
The simple
performance test builds very simple graphs. These graphs consisted of only one
vertex type (concepts are reported here) and then we constructed a simple graph of
triples. Triples were defined as concept->relation->concept. Note that since OpenCG
keeps track of the back link (i.e., the “reverse” arrow) for processing purposes, each
“triple” really has seven parts, not five parts. Thus 1,000,000 triples contain
7,000,000 parts in the graph. The tests were run on several machines, but the
numbers here came from a single run of the tests on a Windows machine with a 3
GHz dual core processor and 2 Gigabytes of memory. The executable image was
generated using the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler 7.1 as noted earlier. The times to
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create graphs with a given number of concepts or triples and the times to destroy the
same graphs are shown in Table 1 below.

Graph Size
1000
10000
100000
500000
1000000

Type
Concepts
Triples
Concepts
Triples
Concepts
Triples
Concepts
Triples
Concepts
Triples

Creation (sec)
Too small
0.015
0.015
0.156
0.25
1.563
1.265
7.937
2.515
16.688

Destruction (sec)
Too small
Too small
0.015
0.047
0.094
0.453
0.547
2.25
1.062
148.563

Table 1. Graph Creation and Destruction Times (seconds)

We began testing of “wide” type hierarchies of 3 levels, i.e. top type, one level of
derived types, and the bottom type. Conceptually, we expected the performance to be
similar to the triples. There was however significant slowdowns in the performance,
and at this time we speculate that the convergence of edges at the top and bottom
cause issues with the performance.

5

Summary and Conclusions

As an initial effort, we are pleased with the results. As always, problems occur that
were not expected, but these lend the work its utility by reflecting real-world
experience. This section summarizes our results and future work.
5.1

Results

OpenCG represents a flexible robust basis for developing conceptual graphs. It is
simple enough that students to program basic conceptual graphs yet capable of
supporting more advanced researchers.
Given the initial set of design and implementation goals, here is our assessment on
how well we achieved those goals:
5.1.1

Design Goals

1. The libraries and test sets were built and run in Windows XP, Gentoo Linux and
Mac Powerbook 32 bit environments. While this is clearly not an exhaustive list of
operating systems, it does illustrate the ability to work in more than one
environment
2. The system supports building graphs on the order of 1 million vertices. Such a
simplistic graph is of no immediate utility but it does indicate that the underlying
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representation is robust enough to handle the large graphs that are of interest to the
authors. Actually using these size graphs may be possible, but it still needs testing.
Realistically, building and using graphs 1/10 that size may be more feasible
3. Not as simple as desired. The tradeoffs for efficiency and research use made the
representation a bit complex. This goal was the one most commonly compromised
for the benefit of researchers. The idea of producing a simpler subset for students
was considered, but that was another development and the student’s skills with that
lesser product may not transfer well to a fuller version.
4. The final design was very flexible, because it provides only a representation with
limited assumptions about usage built into the representation. All interoperability
and user specific functionality are external to the representation and within the
basic actor – function base class limits, allows a wide range of freedom to the
users.
5.1.2

Implementation Goals

5. Based on the simple performance test noted previously, the library is reasonably
efficient. However, the tests were quite limited and additional tests still need to be
implemented
6. The unit test for large parts of the library worked very well. While there still needs
to be more coverage of the non-member functions and more thorough tests in many
places, the extent provided help significantly as we transported the library to
various platforms.
5.2

Conclusions

Our conclusions are presented in the form of lessons learned, or re-learned as
necessary. The first is that nesting of graphs presents a number of issues that Boost,
as noted in their open issues and plans sections, is not ready to deal with at this time.
Consequently, the approach was tailored by us and it may not fit with some future
Boost implementation. This will then lead to OpenCG changes. Part of the reason to
use Boost was the extensive graph algorithm set. Given nested graphs, these at times
can be touchy. Once Boost determines a design direction for nested sheets, these
should then be available in a more stable form for researchers.
And in the spirit of re-learning, the hardest part was maintaining co-referents
across graph operations of all types. We look forward to resolving issues in that area
for some time. The second hardest part was the serialization. This was driven, not
only by the inherent difficulty with the implementation, but also by the peculiarities
and differences of the stream classes in Linux and Windows.
Lastly we expect that over the next year or two, a number of students and
researchers will give us experiential feedback on how to improve the package.
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Abstract. Prolog+CG is an implementation of Prolog with Conceptual Graphs as first-class datastructures, on a par with terms. As such,
it lends itself well to applications in which reasoning with Conceptual
Graphs and/or ontologies plays a role. It was originally developed by
Prof. Dr. Adil Kabbaj, who in 2004 turned over maintainership of Prolog+CG to the present author. In this paper, Prolog+CG is described in
terms of its history, evolution, and maintenance. A special web-enabled
version of Prolog+CG is also described. Possible interoperability with
CGIF and the CharGer tool are explored. Finally, we offer some general
observations about the tenets that make Prolog+CG a success.

1

Introduction

Prolog+CG is an implementation of the Prolog programming language [1, 2],
with extensions for handling the Conceptual Graphs of John Sowa [3–5] as well
as object-oriented extensions. It was first developed by Prof. Dr. Adil Kabbaj as
part of his doctoral studies at the University of Montreal in Canada. In 2004, Dr.
Kabbaj graciously turned over maintainership of Prolog+CG to the present author. Since then, Prolog+CG has had its home on the web at the SourceForge.Net
software-development collaboration site.1 Prolog+CG is being used around the
world both in teaching-environments and in research. The software has, at the
time of writing, undergone 12 releases since maintainership was handed over to
the present author, and has enjoyed more than 1800 downloads in total.
The purpose of this paper is to offer insights from the current maintainer’s
perspective on the history, maintenance, development, and future of Prolog+CG.
The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. We first provide a bit of background
on the history of Prolog+CG, followed by a description of the current version.
We then offer a description of and reflection on the maintenance of Prolog+CG
since 2004. We then describe a web-enabled version of Prolog+CG which the
current maintainer has added to Prolog+CG as part of the development of the
software. We then explore how, in the future, Prolog+CG might interoperate
1

See http://prologpluscg.sourceforge.net
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with other software through the CGIF standard, and also how Prolog+CG might
interoperate with the CharGer tool. We then offer some general observations on
some of the tenets which make Prolog+CG a success. Finally, we conclude the
paper and describe future work.

2

History

Prolog+CG evolved out of work on the PROLOG++ system by Adil Kabbaj et
al. [6]. Dr. Kabbaj then in his PhD thesis [7] developed the system further. This
led to version 1.5, described in [8], further improved in [9]. The history thus far
can be traced in the publications cited and is thus not described further here.
After 2001, development almost halted, then at version 2.0. At the University of Aalborg, the present author and his colleagues, Henrik Schärfe and
Peter Øhrstrøm, became interested in using Prolog+CG as a basis for teaching
formalization of meaning as well as logic programming to 2nd and 3rd year students of humanistic informatics. We therefore developed some teaching materials
based on Prolog+CG2 and its later successor, the Amine Platform3 , also written by Prof. Dr. Kabbaj.4 In the spring of 2004, Aalborg University successfully
attracted Dr. Kabbaj to come to Aalborg to give a PhD course on Artificial
Intelligence. During Dr. Kabbaj’s time in Aalborg, he graciously agreed that he
would relicense Prolog+CG under an Open Source and Free Software license,
the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 [12], and that he would turn
over maintainership of Prolog+CG to the present author.
The first release of Prolog+CG under the current maintainer was dubbed
version 2.0.1, and was released on July 5, 2004. At the time of writing, the
current version is 2.0.12, and version 2.0.13 is being prepared.

3

Description

In the following, we describe Prolog+CG as of version 2.0.12.
Consider Fig. 1. The screen is divided into five regions: From top to bottom:
The standard menu-bar and toolbar, the Program Area (in which the Prolog
program is written or loaded), the console (in which queries are entered and
answers given), and the standard status bar.
The “File” menu supports the standard “New”, “Open”, “Save”, “Save as”,
“Close”, and “Exit” operations. In addition, two operations are available which
enable the use of Prolog+CG as a HTML-embedded Java applet over the web
(see Sect. 5).
The “Edit” menu supports the standard copy-paste-cut operations, as well
as “go to line” (in the Program Area). The latter is useful when the compiler
flags an error, giving a particular line at which the error occurs.
2
3
4

See [10].
See http://amine-platform.sourceforge.net
We have recorded some of our experiences with the teaching materials in [11].
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of Prolog+CG.

The “Font” menu supports changing the size and bold/normal status of the
font of the current pane (either the Program Area or the console).
The “Build” menu supports compilation of the Prolog program, answering
the current query (in the console), starting the debugger, stopping execution,
and entering expert system mode.
The “Windows” menu supports opening the “primitives” window, which
briefly summarizes the built-in Prolog primitives (see Fig. 2).
The “Help” menu also supports opening the “primitives” window, as well as
showing the user’s manual and the “About” box.

4

Maintenance

The present author received the Java source files for Prolog+CG from Dr. Kabbaj in April 2004. The present author then spent some time cleaning up the
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Fig. 2. The “primitives” window in Prolog+CG.

code and getting to know it, fixing a few bugs that had been annoying us in our
teaching. This led to version 2.0.1, which was released on July 5, 2004.
Development has taken place via SourceForge.Net, which is an Internet-based
collaborative platform for Open Source software development and distribution.
SourceForge.Net provides gratis resources to the Open Source community, in the
form of (among other services) web-space, download-hosting, CVS repositories,
bug-tracking, and fora for discussion.
A website was put together, and was hosted on SourceForge.Net from the
time of the first release (2.0.1).5 Since the website is simple, the current maintainer has not had cause to alter the website drastically during the course of his
maintainership.
From the beginning of the presence of Prolog+CG on SourceForge.Net,6 development has taken place using the CVS repository facilities of SourceForge.Net.
Not only has this helped the maintainer in the face of changing local workstations; it has also facilitated easy tracking of code-changes and versions. This has
5
6

See http://prologpluscg.sourceforge.net
The project was registered on the site on July 1, 2004.
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proven crucial more than once, for example when needing to track exactly what
had happened to the sourcecode since a given release.
The manual has been reorganized from its original one-page HTML document
into a more highly structured LATEX document, which then becomes the source
for both the printable manual in PDF format and the HTML version.7
Throughout the process of maintenance, code-comments in French have been
translated into English, so as to better serve the current maintainer. Likewise,
many identifiers have been translated from French into English, to improve legibility and intelligibility for people who, like the current maintainer, are less than
strong in French. Likewise, the code has been reindented to reach similar goals.
Gradually, features have been added. Some examples follow.
New predicates have been added, such as nl/0 (emit a newline on the console), writenl/1 (emit a term on the console, followed by newline), clearConsole/0
(erase or clear the contents of the console).8 Another predicate, concat/3 was
added to concatenate strings.9 Two other predicates, minComSuperTypes/3 and
maxComSubTypes/3 were added for those situation in which the type hierarchy
in a Prolog+CG program is not a lattice, but in which there is more than one
minimum common supertype or maximum common subtype.10 Other new predicates include seed/1 and rnd/3 for doing pseudo-random number generation.11
Functionality has also been removed: For example, the generation of object
files containing the compiled versions of Prolog+CG programs was removed in
version 2.0.9; it was no longer needed, since we have fast enough machines today
that loading a compiled object file was no quicker than compiling the program
in-memory.
In version 2.0.10, the code was heavily refactored, changing almost everything from French into English, also yielding a new package structure instead of
everything being in the same Java package. This helped the current maintainer
understand the code even better, as the various parts were now cleanly separated
into CG operations, Prolog implementation, GUI implementation, and top-level
entry points.
This refactoring also paved the way for another development: The STARlab
laboratory in Belgium, with which Dr. Aldo de Moor is associated, wanted to
run Prolog+CG as part of an Enterprise Java Beans application. The problems
in doing so included:
1. Prolog+CG required the presence of a GUI, in particular, an X server had
to be running on the server on which STARlab wanted to run Prolog+CG.
This was a problem on a headless server.
2. Prolog+CG was implemented with a single class, PrologPlusCGFrame, being
the centre of communication between the various parts. This would not have
7

8
9
10
11

The latex2html project is used for the conversion from LATEX to HTML. See
http://www.latex2html.org/
All these were added in version 2.0.6.
This was done in version 2.0.7.
These were added in version 2.0.8.
These were added in version 2.0.12.
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been a problem, were it not for the fact that the fields of this class were
almost all declared static, meaning that only one instance could be present
in a Java Virtual Machine. This meant that STARlab had to implement a
wrapper around Prolog+CG which serialized access to Prolog+CG, thereby
slowing down the many-threaded application.
The solution turned out to be to separate the GUI from the Prolog and CG
engines, and to make the internal communication happen around a class having
only non-static member variables, and then passing an instance of this class
around inside of Prolog+CG.
A number of bugfixes have been made, both ancient bugs and bugs introduced by the current maintainer. For example, backtracking was not always done
properly, leading to crashes and “hanging” of the program. To guard against future bugs, a regression test suite was introduced in version 2.0.11, as was a
command-line version of Prolog+CG (to facilitate scripting of the test suite).
In addition, the “findbugs”12 program was run on the code which resulted in
version 2.0.12, and over 100 potential trouble spots were fixed.
The present author has attempted to apply standard software development
practices to the maintenance and development of Prolog+CG. For example:
Using source code control (CVS); Making regression tests; Using code analysis
tools (findbugs); Indenting code as per the structure of the flow of control [13].
Open Source practices have also been followed, such as: Release early, release
often; Value feedback from users [14].
No software is developed in a vacuum. The input of users like Dr. Aldo de
Moor and Prof. Dr. Peter Øhrstrøm and others, both as to bug-reports and as
to feature-requests, is what has really driven Prolog+CG development.13

5

An application

Prof. Dr. Peter Øhrstrøm deserves the credit for coming up with the idea of
using Prolog+CG over the web. In January of 2005, he prompted the current
maintainer to implement support for such a usage scenario. The primary goal
was to enhance the usefulness of Prolog+CG in teaching environments.
In version 2.0.6,14 an applet version of Prolog+CG was introduced, running
locally in the user’s browser. The applet attempts to follow the principle of
simplicity in design and usage. A screenshot of the applet can be seen in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, it can be seen that there is one input-field (“Name”) and two
buttons (“Run” and “Clear”). This is configurable such that up to five input
12

13

14

Findbugs has been developed by the Computer Science Department of the University
of Maryland. See http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/
This is also the experience of the present author in his various other Open Source
projects, including the Emdros corpus query system (http://emdros.org/). This
social process around Open Source software has been described and dissected at
length by Eric S. Raymond in [14].
Released February 2, 2005.
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Fig. 3. An example applet written with Prolog+CG.

fields and five buttons can be added. The buttons execute arbitary Prolog+CG
goals, either built-in or in the program underlying the applet. The input-fields
are used to pass arguments to the goals executed by pressing the buttons.
The Prolog program underlying the applet shown in Fig. 3 is the following
simple example:
main(X) :write("Hello"), write(X), write("!"), nl.
Figure 4 shows the Applet Deployment dialog configuring the same applet
as in Fig. 3. This dialog is accessible from within the “File” menu in the main
Prolog+CG program. It can be seen that the number of input fields (“boxes”)
is configurable, as are the names of the input fields. Also, the buttons are configurable as to their number, and each button can be given a label as well as
specifying the goal to execute when the button is pressed. In the figure, the
“Run” button is configured to execute the “main/1” goal of the underlying example Prolog+CG program, passing the contents of input field 1 (signified by
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Fig. 4. The applet deployment dialog.

“#1”) as the sole parameter to main/1. The parameters of the applet can be
saved to XML for easy loading later.
It is easy to see that, although this simple example only demonstrates “hello
world” functionality, the full scale of Prolog capabilities are potentially behind
any Prolog+CG applet. To be precise: Any goal can be called with any parameters, and the output can be shown in a user-friendly way through the “write”
family of built-in primitives. Because the applet is running locally and because
it is stateful (not stateless like some CGI applications), Prolog asserts can also
be made, thus growing the database behind the interface. This supports “intelligent” interactivity to as high a degree as almost any other Prolog system can
afford. The only limitations are the limit on the number of buttons available
(and thus the number of goals which can be run), and the limit on the number
of input-fields available (and thus the number of unique parameters available to
any goal). The former can even be overcome by judicious usage of the “exec”
built-in primitive, which executes any goal, the idea being to have a button
which uses the “exec” primitive to execute a goal whose name is stated in one of
the input fields. The latter limitation can easily be overcome by extending the
source code, which is, of course, open source and thus available to anyone for
modification.
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The applet version of Prolog+CG is very useful in a teaching context in
the field of humanistic informatics: Students are able to experiment not only
with writing a Prolog program, but also with the deeper applications of logic to
real-world problems, with embedding the applet in a HTML page of their own
design, and with an interactive system, simple to use yet capable of a degree
of reasoning. In addition, they are able to host it on their own web-page in
a simple-to-deploy manner, which makes it easy for them to show their work
to their parents and peers, thus enabling socialization of their studies in their
out-of-school relationships.

6

Interoperability

Interoperability is important in almost any software: Almost all software uses at
least one library, for example,15 which is a very old example of interoperability
requirements between different parts of a software solution. Furthermore, consider the facts that: a) all computations by their nature have a relation between
input and output, and b) computations can be serialized, and c) software is often compartmentalized into modules16 . These facts together imply that different
pieces of software often need to interoperate as to their inputs and outputs. This,
in turn, requires not only agreed-upon formats, but also agreed-upon semantics
of those formats.
In the following, we describe some problems involved in adding more interoperability capabilities to Prolog+CG, including some potential solutions to some
of the problems. We first explore interoperability with the CGIF standard, after
which we explore how Prolog+CG might interoperate with CharGer. We then
conclude this section.
15
16

E.g., the standard C library.
The reasons for this compartmentalization are deep and multifarious, so I shall
restrict myself here to mentioning only one: First and foremost, human beings have
limited capabilities of abstraction, memory, and ability to keep great amounts of
detail in focus at the same time. These limitations necessarily leads to methodologies
and practices of software engineering which encourage modularity in programming.
As Alfred North Whitehead famously said in his 1911 Introduction to Mathematics,
“Civilization advances by extending the number of important operations which we
can perform without thinking about them.” One might paraphrase this in software
engineering terms by saying that the quality and usefulness of software advances by
extending the number of important computational operations which we can have
the computer perform without thinking about how they are done. This requires
important functionality to be encapsulated in “black boxes” with clean and — ideally
— lean interfaces. Thus our human limitations of “intelligence” by their very nature
lead to methodologies and practices of software engineering which compartmentalizes
software.
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6.1

CGIF

CGIF17 is one format designed for interoperability between software components.
In this section, we describe some problems involved in supporting import from
and export to CGIF in Prolog+CG.
It is an important limitation in Prolog+CG that the software only supports
a subset of the general CG theory. In particular, relations are always binary,
meaning that a relation always has exactly two concepts attached. This limitation leads to the fact that, while it would be relatively easy to export CGs from
Prolog+CG to CGIF, it would be more difficult to import “general” CGs from
CGIF into Prolog+CG. The reason for the difficulty of the latter operation is
that “general” CGs might have unary relations or ternary relations, or relations
with even higher arity, which would require some massaging in order to constrict them into the binary relation paradigm. Exactly how this massaging is to
be done algorithmically is unclear at this stage. However, provided the particular CGs to be imported were algorithmically mappable to the subset of the CG
theory supported by Prolog+CG, there is no fundamental reason why CGs in
CGIF could not be (at least partially) imported.
Exporting to CGIF, however, might proceed as follows: Some kind of built-in
primitive would have to be added, having two parameters, namely: a) The name
of a file to which to append the output, and b) A CG. Prolog’s backtracking
mechanism could be used to call this built-in primitive repeatedly for all the
CGs which one wished to export. For example:
graph(cg1, [Man]<-agnt-[Love]-benf->[Woman]).
graph(cg2, [Woman]<-rcpt-[Flower]<-thme-[Give]-agnt->[Man]).
writeCGs :- graph(X, G), writeCGIF("/home/joe/love.cgif.txt", G).
The writeCGs predicate would first write graph cg1, then backtrack and write
graph cg2, then stop.
Various problems exist in exporting CGs from Prolog+CG to CGIF. For
example:
1. Coreferents are marked in Prolog+CG by identical variable names. This
would have to be identified and translated to the defining-label/bound-label
notation of CGIF.
2. Multi-referents are marked in Prolog+CG by concepts with the same type,
having a referent of the form “*DIGIT” (e.g., “*1”, “*2”, etc.). This notation
means that the two concepts are really the same concept. This would have
to be mapped to only one concept in CGIF.
3. Relations can be (free) variables in Prolog+CG, which (to the best of our
knowledge) is not possible in CGIF. The export of CGs with variables as
relations names would have to fail if the variables were not bound variables
at the time of the export.
17

Conceptual Graph Interchange Format.
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Thus several problems exist in exporting CGs from Prolog+CG to CGIF,
and the above list is not even exhaustive. Solutions can be found for most of
them, of course, so it is not a completely impossible task.
6.2

CharGer

CharGer is a tool for drawing conceptual graphs, maintained by Dr. Harry Delugach.18 CharGer supports export to, among other formats, CGIF. Provided the
CGs thus exported met the requirement mentioned above of being algorithmically mappable to the subset of the CG theory implemented in Prolog+CG, such
graphs could be imported into Prolog+CG.
Export to CharGer format would be difficult, but not impossible. CharGer
currently supports saving and loading an XML-based format. This format has
all of the information necessary for maintaining the CGs in a datastructure (e.g.,
concepts, concept types, referents, relations, concept attachments to relations,
etc.). This information could easily be exported to something that looks like
CharGer’s XML-based format. However, the XML also has (when saved from
CharGer) some visual information, such as: Width, height, and location of concepts and relations, location and path of arrows, etc. This information seems
to be necessary for loading the CGs correctly into CharGer. This information
could be obtained automatically from within Prolog+CG by using a graph layout
engine such as graphviz19.
6.3

Conclusion

Interoperability between different software components often involves exchange
formats. We have looked at two formats, namely CGIF and the XML-based
format of CharGer. We have identified some problems involved in importing into
and exporting CGs from Prolog+CG into each of these formats. In particular, for
importing, the CGs have to be mappable to the binary-relation-only paradigm
of Prolog+CG, and for exporting, certain problems have to be overcome, such as
the differences in syntax between CGIF and Prolog+CG, or the need for visual
layout in CharGer’s XML format.

7

General Observations

Prolog+CG owes most of its success to the insights had by Dr. Adil Kabbaj while
developing the first versions. Here the present author wishes to elaborate on his
views on what makes Prolog+CG a success, both in research and in teaching.
First, the twin foundations of Prolog+CG are — and remain — two wellstudied languages, namely Prolog and Conceptual Graphs. Prolog is based on
Horn Clause logic [2], another well-studied topic, and Conceptual Graphs take
18
19

See http://charger.sourceforge.net
See http://www.graphviz.org/
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their point of departure in the Existential Graphs of Charles Sanders Peirce [3].
These twin foundations of Prolog+CG are the core of what makes Prolog+CG
useful. Separately, they remain useful. The insight of Dr. Kabbaj was that their
combination could prove to be potentially even more useful.
Prolog is useful for reasoning about atoms and other terms. Conceptual
Graphs are a version of logic which, like any logic, is useful for reasoning. In
addition, Conceptual Graphs are able to easily express richer meaning than
what is easy to express using Prolog terms.20 By making Conceptual Graphs
first-class datastructures on a par with terms, Dr. Kabbaj has enabled much
easier integration of knowledge-bases with the reasoning powers of Prolog.21
Second, the integration of not only bare conceptual graphs, but also ontologies containing both a type hierarchy and a catalog of instances, increases the
level of usefulness of Prolog+CG. At the University of Aalborg, we have used
Prolog+CG in our teaching of the subject of formalization of meaning, and have
sometimes made use of only the ontology-part of Prolog+CG. We have been
able to apply the built-in ontology primitives to enable students to reason with
ontologies, thereby increasing their level of understanding and insight into the
subject. Ontologies are an inseparable part of Conceptual Graphs [3, 5] if one
wishes to reason with them, and as such belong in any system dealing with the
use of Conceptual Graphs. This insight has been applied in Prolog+CG by Dr.
Kabbaj, and contributes to its success.
Third, the integration of Conceptual Graphs into the Prolog programming
language has been implemented such that the tightness of the integration enables
full support of Conceptual Graphs within the Prolog paradigm. For example,
variables may appear anywhere an identifier may appear in a Conceptual Graph,
including relation-names and concept types, thereby enabling unification at all
levels, including variables being present at all levels. This is especially useful in
such predicates as branchOfCG, concOfCG, and subsume, as demonstrated in [15,
16].
Thus there are at least three tenets of Prolog+CG which contribute to its
success. First, it is founded upon two well-studied languages, namely Prolog and
Conceptual Graphs. Separately, they are useful, but in combination, they can
potentially become even more useful. Second, the integration of ontologies and
catalogs of instances into Prolog+CG enables useful reasoning over type hierarchies, thus enhancing the usefulness of Prolog+CG. And third, the tight integration of Conceptual Graphs into the Prolog language enables easier development
of knowledge-based systems than would have been possible with standard Prolog
alone, or with a lesser integration of Conceptual Graphs than what has, in fact,
been implemented.
20

21

It is possible to express Conceptual Graphs entirely within the paradigm of standard
Prolog. Yet such expressions would remain cumbersome to write and not easy to read.
Henrik Schärfe has shown at length how this combination can lead to not only
empirically pleasing results, but also theoretically profound insights in the field of
computer aided narrative analysis [15, 16].
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8

Conclusion and further work

We have described the history, maintenance, and development of Prolog+CG,
an implementation of Prolog supporting Conceptual Graphs as first-class datastructures. We have also reported on one application of Prolog+CG, namely a
web-enabled version running as a Java applet in the user’s local browser. This
version of Prolog+CG is especially useful in a teaching environment. In addition,
we have elaborated on some of the problems involved in adding more interoperability capabilities to Prolog+CG, including potential solutions to some of the
problems. Finally, we have offered some general observations about the tenets
which make Prolog+CG a success.
As already mentioned, version 2.0.13 is under development at the time of
writing. The single largest planned change is the ability of Prolog+CG to be
embedded in a Java Servlet, serving up HTML via a Tomcat server.22 It is
planned that this version will be able to run Prolog+CG programs written in
Prolog, stored on a server, and able to answer HTTP/1.1 requests, including
GET and POST methods of communication with the Prolog+CG program. Thus
Prolog+CG will become fully web-enabled, able to act both on the client side
and on the server side.
It is hoped that some of the work which the present author has exercised
on Prolog+CG will work its way into the successor to Prolog+CG, namely the
Amine platform already mentioned. In particular, the web-enablement features
would be very useful in an Amine context, especially in a teaching-environment,
for reasons similar to those already mentioned.
Prolog+CG has already proven useful to the Conceptual Graphs community over its long history. In order to ensure the future success of Prolog+CG,
the University of Aalborg is in the process of bringing in and funding an additional maintainer, namely cand.scient. Jørgen Albretsen. It is planned that the
maintenance of Prolog+CG will continue for the foreseeable future.
Prolog+CG’s success has largely depended on user support in the form of
feedback. It is hoped that this feedback will continue to be given.
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Abstract. This paper reports a collective reflection led in our team
about conceptual graph benchmarks. We tackle four issues for which
agreement should be obtained before benchmarks can be built: what are
the fragments of CGs considered? How is information exchanged? What
are the problems to be solved? What kinds of tool properties are evaluated by the benchmarks? We define a basic building block built upon
simple conceptual graphs. Finally we propose to provide a first benchmark adapted from an industrial case study. This benchmark is composed
on very simple structures and should allow to focus on interoperability
issues.

1

Introduction

This paper reports a collective reflection led in our team 7 , aiming at building CG benchmarks. We expect CGers to comment, amend and complete this
contribution.
Tackling the issue of CG tools interoperability leads to several questions:
1. What are the fragments of CGs handled by the tools? Answering that question involves an agreement on a classification of specific forms of conceptual
graphs.
2. How can tools exchange pieces of information ? Answering that question
involves agreeing on an exchange format.
3. What are the basic problems to be solved by the tools? Answering that
question involves defining common basic problems in a way precise enough
to be able to define for a given instance of the problem the solution that
should be found.
7

http://www.lirmm.fr/~mugnier/RCR
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4. What kinds of benchmark data should we provide? Answering that question
involves defining what tool properties are to be evaluated by a benchmark.
In what follows we detail each above question, with identifying the difficulties
that should be overcome. We make a first proposal, built upon the so-called
simple conceptual graphs.
The tools we consider are those referenced on the wiki page maintained by
Philippe Martin8 .

2

Fragments of conceptual graphs

Why is it essential to identify conceptual graph fragments? Conceptual graphs
can be seen as a family of languages rather than one language. A reason is that,
since John Sowa’s seminal book, definitions, even of basic notions, have evolved
along the years and each team has added its own development.
Another reason, which is essential in the context of tool interoperability, is
that no tool implements conceptual graphs in their generality. General conceptual graphs are equivalent to first-order-logic (FOL) but no tool implements
them. No tool does even implement any form of negation9 .
Our idea before writing this paper was to consider on one hand the CG
standard (ISO/JTC1/SC32/WG2) that can be found on Sowa’s website: 10 and
on the other hand the kind of constructs handled in existing tools for proposing a
classification of CG fragments, that could represent the most common constructs;
a construct handled by a tool could then be defined by difference with elements
of this classification. However the variations among tools are so big that we
lowered our ambitions. As a first attempt, we restrict the proposal to a fragment
built on simple conceptual graphs. This data model is indeed the simplest model
shared by the CG community. In the perspectives, other candidate fragments
are discussed.
Each CG fragment should be precisely defined and should possess a semantic
in FOL. That is a minimal requirement. In our opinion, another requirement
should be the definition of operators for dealing with this fragment. A subset
of these operations should allow to compute deduction in a sound and complete
way (see section 4).
Let us begin with the common unquestionable base: simple conceptual graphs
(SCGs). All tools implement them11 . SCGs are furthermore fundamental for
comparison with other languages/formalisms as they correspond to the conjunctive existential fragment of FOL. They are for instance equivalent to the conjunctive queries of databases. About the relationships with the semantic web, it
8
9

10
11

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CG_tools
The CG editor CharGer allows to represent negative contexts but does not provide
reasoning on them.
http://www.jfsowa.com/cg/cgstand.htm
Note however that Amine restricts CGs to binary relation types and the relations
adjacent to a concept must be of different types.
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is interesting to notice that SCGs subsume RDF (transformations from RDF to
SCG preserving the semantics have been proposed in [CDH00] [Bag05]).
According to the standard, SCGs may include coreference links. Let us point
out however that tools vary on the constraints that can be enforced on them. In
Cogitant for instance coreferent concept nodes must have the same label (but
this restriction should be relaxed in a next version). More generally, there are
variations on the way of dealing with distinct nodes refering to the same entity
(either by mean of coreference links or by identical individual markers). We thus
propose to distinguish an even simpler subclass of CGs: SCGs in normal form,
that is without two nodes refering to the same entity.
SCGs come with two kinds of equivalent operations: elementary inference
rules (see [Mug00] for a discussion on several sets of rules) and projection/corefprojection. Checking projection/coref-projection can be much more efficiently
implemented than building a derivation with elementary rules, essentially because it allows efficient preprocessing (roughly said, restricting the possible images for nodes of the source SCG). As a matter of fact, projection is provided
in all tools. It is complete w.r.t. deduction only if the target graph is in normal form. Coref-projection is a variant that is complete without this restriction
[CM04]. It is not implemented in any tool at the moment.
In what follows, classical mathematical definitions of SCGs are given and are
related, whenever it is possible, to the abstract syntax of the CG standard.
1. SCG-module. A SCG-module is a triple M = (V, I, B), where V is a SCGvocabulary, I is a set of individual markers and B is a set of SCGs built over
V and I. (This is the same as the definition of a module in Sect. 6.10 of
the standard where V is called type hierarchy, I catalog of individuals and B
assertions. Furthermore, as in the SCG model there is no context, a module
is simply a triple of sets and not a context composed of three contexts.)
2. SCG-vocabulary. A SCG-vocabulary is composed of two (disjoint) sets TC
and TR with TC is a partially ordered set of concept types with a maximal
element (same as in Sect. 6.5, without neither defined types nor the absurd
type) and TR is a partially ordered set of relation types. Each relation has an
arity > 0 (called valence) and a signature (same as in Sect. 6.6, without: 0ary relation, defined types, and actors. The signature is defined in Sect. 6.3)
3. Individual markers. I is a set of individual markers (as in Sect. 6.7).
4. Simple Conceptual Graph. A SCG is a 5-tuple (C, R, E, l, coref ) where:
C is a set of concept nodes (as in Sect. 6.2 where a referent, cf. 6.7, is
restricted to a designator that is either an individual marker or undetermined - also called generic). If c is a concept node its label l(c) is the pair
(type(c), ref erent(c)). R is a set of relation nodes (as in Sect. 6.3 with the
above restrictions for relation types). If r is a relation node its label l(r) is
the type of r. (C, R, E) is a bipartite multigraph (as in Sect. 6.1 but with
multiple edges explicitely allowed between two nodes). The labelling function
l of the nodes has been given above; the labelling function of the edges is
such that for any relation node r, r has exactly k = arity(l(r)) incident edges
which are labelled 1, 2, . . . , k. The coreference relation coref is a partition of
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C, with each class being called a coreference set. (We have gathered in this
definition of a SCG: 6.1, 6.2, where the referent is restricted to the above
designators, 6.3 with the above restrictions. The “blank” graph is also called
the empty CG, and 6.9 where any concept must be in a coreference set and
the dominant concept is not needed).
5. Normal Simple Conceptual Graph. A normal SCG is a SCG where
coref is the identity. There are no distinct nodes representing the same entity.
6. SCG-Query. A SCG-query is a SCG. We only define the most basic form of
query; a straightforward extension is to add question marks on some generic
concept nodes, that is to consider a lambda-SCG (see in the perspectives);
we then obtain the existential conjunctive query of databases.
As an example, let us consider a vocabulary where TC contains the concept types Top, Object, Cube, Ball, Attribute, Color, Shape, Ractangle, Square,
Rhomb, partially ordered as follows: Object ≤ Top, Cube ≤ Object, Ball ≤ Object, Attribute ≤ Top, Color ≤ Attribute, Shape ≤ Attribute, Rectangle ≤ Shape,
Rhomb ≤ Shape, Square ≤ Rectangle and Square ≤ Rhomb. TR contains the binary relations prop, near, and onTop and the ternary relation between. We have
onTop ≤ near. Finally, this vocabulary contains the individual markers A and
blue. We graphically represent the partial order TC of this vocabulary in fig. 1,
as well as a simple conceptual graph built upon this vocabulary.

Cube

Top

Object

prop

Attribute

onTop

Cube

Ball

Color

Color : blue

Shape

Rectangle

Rhomb
prop

Cube : A

The partial order on Tc

1

Square
Ball

2

between

3

Ball

A simple conceptual graph G

Fig. 1. A partial order of concept types TC and a simple conceptual graph G.

The logical semantic Φ assigned to these constructs is well-known. A SCG
is assigned to a conjunctive and existentially closed formula. If B is a set of
SCGs, Φ(B) is the set of formulas assigned to the elements of B. Coreference is
translated by equality. The set of formulas assigned to the vocabulary translates
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the partial orders on types. Given a SCG module M = (V, I, B), Φ(M) is the
set of formulas resulting from the union of Φ(V ) and Φ(B).

3

Exchange format

Agreement on an exchange format is the first requirement for benchmarking. To
decide on a particular format, we considered the three following criteria:
1. it must be able to express items in the SCG formalism (vocabulary, graph,
...);
2. it must be extensible enough to cope with more expressive CG fragments
(e.g. rules) in forthcoming benchmarks;
3. to open the benchmark to a wide area of CG tools, this format must be
already implemented in most tools.
A natural choice with respect to these criteria is CGIF. Since it is able to
encode (at least) the whole FOL, it naturally satisfies the two first criteria.
According to Philippe Martin’s wiki page, it is implemented in all CG tools
except our tool Cogitant, which is only able to write SCGs in CGIF (but not
yet to read them).
Two versions of CGIF are available:
– the first is given in the “Conceptual graphs” ISO/JTC1/SC 32/WG2 N 000
proposed standard. We will refer to this version as CGIF 2001.
– the second version is given in the “Common Logic” ISO/IEC/JTC 1/SC32
1377 proposed standard. The basic version presented is called Core CGIF; a
more expressive version is called Extended CGIF.
In the following, we recall the grammars of these three formats by considering
their respective subgrammars that correspond to SCGs, and characterize the
SCGs represented in these formats. Their semantics will be expressed via the
translation Φ to FOL, and logical consequence between associated formulas is
used to define the deduction problem of SCGs.
3.1

CGIF 2001

// Representation of a module
Module :=
[Module: TypeHierarchy RelationHierarchy CatalogIndividuals Assertion ]
// Representation of the ordered set of concept types
TypeHierarchy :=
[TypeHierarchy: (TypeLabelOrdering)∗ ]
TypeLabelOrdering :=
(GT [TypeLabel " Identifier "] [TypeLabel " Identifier "])
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// Representation of an ordered set of relation types
RelationHierarchy :=
[RelationHierarchy: (ValenceSpec | RelLabelOrdering | RelDefinition)* ]
ValenceSpec :=
(Has [RelationLabel " Identifier "] [ Valence Integer ])
RelLabelOrdering :=
(GT [RelationLabel " Identifier "] [RelationLabel " Identifier "])
RelDefinition :=
(Def [RelationLabel " Identifier "] [LambdaExpression "(lambda Signature )"])
Signature :=
() | ( (Identifier ,)∗ Identifier )
// Representation of the catalog of Individuals
CatalogIndividuals :=
[CatalogOfIndividuals: ([’ String ’])∗ ]
// Representation of a CG
Assertion :=
[Assertion: (Concept | Relation)∗ ]
Concept :=
[ Identifier : ((’ String ’) | (* Identifier)) ]
Relation :=
( Identifier ([’ String ’] | [? Identifier ])∗ )
To encode a SCG module in CGIF 2001, the following steps are performed:
– Let < be the covering relation of the partial order on concept types in TC .
For each pair (t1, t2) of concept types such that t1 < t2, the TypeHierarchy contains a TypeLabelOrdering (GT [TypeLabel "t2"] [TypeLabel
"t1"]).
– For each relation arity k, let <k be the covering relation of the partial
order on relation types of arity k. For each relation type r of arity k in
TR , of signature (c1 , . . . , ck ), RelationHierarchy contains a ValenceSpec (Has
[RelationLabel "r"] [Valence k]) and a RelDefinition (Def [Relation
Label "r"] [LambdaExpression "(lambda(c1, ..., ck))"]). For each
pair (r1, r2) of relation types s.t. r1 < r2, the RelationHierarchy contains a
RelLabelOrdering (GT [RelationLabel "r2"] [RelationLabel "r1"]).
– For each individual marker m in the vocabulary, CatalogIndividuals contains
[’m’].
– For each concept node c with marker m and type t, we note f (c) = m if
c is individual, otherwise f (c) is a distinct identifier associated with each
coreference class. Then Assertion contains the Concept [t :’m’] is c is
individual, or [t : *f (c)] if c is generic.
– For each relation node r with type t, arity k and whose ordered arguments are the concept nodes (c1 , . . . , ck ), Assertion contains the Relation
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(t f 0 (c1 ) . . . f 0 (ck ) ) with f 0 (ci ) = [’m’] if ci is an individual concept node
with marker m and f 0 (ci ) = [?f (ci )] otherwise.
The CGIF 2001 files provided for the proposed benchmarks will be obtained
by applying this transformation to vocabularies and SCGs in normal form. By
reading these files, the normal form of the encoded SCGs will be retrieved. The
semantics of the objects encoded in those CGIF 2001 files will be the semantics
Φ of the vocabularies and SCGs from which they were obtained.
As an example, here are the CGIF 2001 files associated with the vocabulary
and graph of fig. 1.
Encoding of the SCG vocabulary
[TypeHierarchy:
(GT [TypeLabel:"Top"] [TypeLabel:"Object"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Top"] [TypeLabel:"Attribute"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Shape"] [TypeLabel:"Rhomb"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Shape"] [TypeLabel:"Rectangle"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Rectangle"] [TypeLabel:"Square"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Rhomb"] [TypeLabel:"Square"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Object"] [TypeLabel:"Cube"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Object"] [TypeLabel:"Ball"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Attribute"] [TypeLabel:"Shape"])
(GT [TypeLabel:"Attribute"] [TypeLabel:"Color"])]
[RelationHierarchy:
[RelationLabel:"prop"]
[RelationLabel:"between"]
(GT [RelationLabel:"near"] [RelationLabel:"onTop"])]
[CatalogOfIndividuals:
[Cube:’A’]
[Color:’blue’]]
Encoding of the SCG G
(prop [Ball *c2] [Color:’blue’])
(prop [Cube *c5] [’blue’])
(onTop ?c5 [Cube:’A’])
(between [’A’] [Ball] ?c2)
3.2

Core/Extended CGIF

In this version of CGIF, information encoded in SCGs will be written in Core
CGIF, while information encoded in the support will be encoded in Extended
CGIF.
// Representation of a CG
CG :=
(Concept | ConceptualRelation)∗
Concept :=
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(ExistentialConcept | CoreferenceConcept)
ExistentialConcept :=
[*Identifier]
CoreferenceConcept :=
[ :String]
ConceptualRelation :=
( Identifier (?Identifier | String)∗ )
// Representation of the partial orders
PartialOrder :=
([If : CG [Then : CG ]])∗
To encode a SCG and its vocabulary in Core/Extended CGIF, we perform
the following operations:
– Let <k be the covering relation for the partial order on relation types of
arity k (note that concept types are considered as relation types of arity
1). For each pair of types (t1, t2) such that t1 <k t2, PartialOrder contains
the rule [If : [*arg1] . . . [*argk] (t1 ?arg1 . . . ?argk) [Then : (t2
?arg1 . . . ?argk)]].
– For each concept node c with marker m and type t, we note f (c) = m if
c is individual, otherwise f (c) is a distinct identifier associated with each
coreference class. For each individual concept node with marker m and type
t in the SCG, CG contains [ : m] and (t m). For each generic concept node
c in the SCG, CG contains [*f (c)] and (t ?f (c)).
– For each relation node with type t, arity k, and whose ordered arguments
are the concept nodes (c1 , . . . , ck ), CG contains (t f 0 (c1 ) . . . f 0 (ck ) ) with
f 0 (ci ) = m if ci is an individual concept node with marker m and f 0 (ci ) =
?f (ci ) otherwise.
As for CGIF 2001, the SCGs retrieved by reading these files are the normal
form of the encoded SCGs, and their semantics are defined by the translation Φ
to FOL.
As an example, here are the Core/Extended CGIF files associated with the
vocabulary and graph of fig. 1.
Encoding of the SCG vocabulary
[If:
[If:
[If:
[If:
[If:
[If:
[If:
[If:
[If:
[If:

[*x]
[*x]
[*x]
[*x]
[*x]
[*x]
[*x]
[*x]
[*x]
[*x]

(Object ?x) [Then: (Top ?x)]]
(Attribute ?x) [Then: (Top ?x)]]
(Rhomb ?x) [Then: (Shape ?x)]]
(Rectangle ?x) [Then: (Shape ?x)]]
(Square ?x) [Then: (Rectangle ?x)]]
(Square ?x) [Then: (Rhomb ?x)]]
(Cube ?x) [Then: (Object ?x)]]
(Ball ?x) [Then: (Object ?x)]]
(Shape ?x) [Then: (Attribute ?x)]]
(Color ?x) [Then: (Attribute ?x)]]
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[If: [x1] [x2] (onTop ?x1 ?x2) [Then: (near ?x1 ?x2)]]
Encoding of the SCG G
[:blue] [*c2] [:A] [*c4] [*c5]
(Ball ?c2) (Color blue)
(prop ?c2 blue)
(Cube ?c5)
(prop ?c5 blue)
(Cube A)
(onTop ?c5 A)
(Ball ?c4)
(between A ?c4 ?c2)
3.3

Discussion

As discussed above, a requisite for chosing a particular format (at least for the
first installment of a benchmark) is that it should already be implemented in
most CG platforms. Though CGIF is the best candidate for that purpose, we
could not decide between the two versions (2001 and Core/Extended) for the
following reasons:
1. On one hand, the adoption of the Core/Extended version of CGIF as an ISO
standard should render obsolete the 2001 version;
2. On the other hand, it is doubtful that all CG platforms implementing CGIF
have already migrated from the 2001 version to the Core/Extended version.
Should we want to decide between these two versions for further installments
of a benchmark, we need to compare CGIF 2001 and Core/Extended CGIF:
– While CGIF 2001 exactly represents the objects (type hierarchies, SCGs)
we manipulate, Core/Extended CGIF represents (with a CG notation) the
formulas associated by Φ to these objects. Though the proximity of the
Core/Extended version with logics could be useful to open CG tools to other
KR formalisms, it also blurs the specificity of our graph-based approach.
– Core/Extended CGIF does not represent the signature (since the signature
of a relation type is not a rule, but an integrity constraint in the database
sense). Though the signature is not used to compute SCGs deduction (it is
not taken into account by the semantics Φ), it is a useful guide when editing
SCGs.
– In both versions of CGIF, nested graphs are used to represent SCGs and
vocabularies. It can be a dangerous choice since the logical semantics of
these nested graphs is not equivalent to the semantics of the SCGs and
vocabularies they represent.
Ultimately, the choice of a format for our community’s benchmarks should
come from a collective decision. Moreover, this choice is not limited to the versions of CGIF used above, but we should consider XML-based formats (such that
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CharGer XML format [Del05] or CoGiTaNT XML format (http://cogitant.
sourceforge.net/cogitant_html/cogxml.html), to allow our tools to benefit
from many efficient parsing tools.
Nevertheless, for a first installment of these benchmarks, we will provide the
instances both in CGIF 2001, Core/Extended CGIF (as precised above), ... and
CoGXML, that is the favored format for the tools (CoGITaNT, CoGUI) that
will be used to generate these instances.
Here is the COGXML file associated with the graph G of fig. 1.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<cogxml>
<graph id="_g1" nature="fact" set="default_set" label="scene">
<concept id="_c7" idType="_ct2" referent="individual"
idMarker="_m1" gx="280" gy="140"/>
<concept id="_c6" idType="_ct3" gx="310" gy="300"/>
<concept id="_c5" idType="_ct1" referent="individual"
idMarker="_m2" gx="150" gy="220"/>
<concept id="_c4" idType="_ct3" gx="30" gy="300"/>
<concept id="_c3" idType="_ct1" gx="150" gy="50"/>
<relation id="_r7" idType="_rt0" gx="320" gy="220"/>
<relation id="_r6" idType="_rt0" gx="320" gy="50"/>
<relation id="_r5" idType="_rt1" gx="150" gy="140"/>
<relation id="_r4" idType="_rt2" gx="150" gy="300"/>
<edge label="1" rid="_r4" cid="_c5"/>
<edge label="2" rid="_r4" cid="_c4"/>
<edge label="3" rid="_r4" cid="_c6"/>
<edge label="1" rid="_r5" cid="_c3"/>
<edge label="2" rid="_r5" cid="_c5"/>
<edge label="1" rid="_r6" cid="_c3"/>
<edge label="2" rid="_r6" cid="_c7"/>
<edge label="1" rid="_r7" cid="_c6"/>
<edge label="2" rid="_r7" cid="_c7"/>
</graph>
</cogxml>

4

Problems to solve

Existing tools are used in different contexts and propose different kinds of operations. In this paper we adopt the knowledge representation viewpoint, where
the fundamental problem is deduction.
Definition 1 (SCG Deduction). Given a SCG module M = (V, I, B) and a
SCG Q defined on V and I, is Q deducible from M ( i.e. is Φ(Q) deducible from
Φ(M))?
It is the basic problem from a knowledge representation perspective because
deduction is the basic problem in logics. By considering SCG deduction as our
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basic problem, we can compare our tools with FOL-based reasoners. Consistency
(or satisfiability) is generally also a fundamental problem, but is not relevant here
since every SCG is satisfiable. It is also the elementary operation to compute
redundancy (a SCG is redundant if it is deducible from one of its strict subgraphs), to answer queries (see below), to check integrity of a SCG given a set
of constraints [BM02], or to check applicability of a rule on a SCG [BM02], ...
Soundness and completeness are important (and even mandatory from our
viewpoint) properties of tools implementing deduction. Soundness means that
when the tool answers “yes”, Q is indeed deducible from M. Completeness means
that when Q is deducible from M, the tool actually answers “yes”. In other
words, when the tool answers “no” (and we assume that it always answers yes or
no, as the problem is decidable), Q is not deducible from M. If the completeness
property is not fulfilled, a “no” answer does not mean anything, as it might be
the case that Q is not deducible from M but it might also be the case that Q is
deducible from M but the tool was not able to prove it.
As mentioned above, projection (or coref-projection) is sound and complete.
Another basic problem is “question answering”.
Definition 2 (SCG Question answering). Given a SCG module M = (V, I, B)
and a SCG Q defined on V and I, give all answers to Q in M.
The associated counting problem (how many answers are there?) might be
of interest too. The above problem assumes a specific definition of an answer.
Roughly, an answer describes a way of instanciating the nodes of the query onto
M. More specifically, it is a mapping from the nodes of Q to the nodes of B
such that if we replace each node of the query with its image we obtain a piece
of knowledge deducible from the module. If B is in normal form (that is the set
of SCGs considered as a single SCG is in normal form), we obtain a subgraph
of B (the projection of Q in B).
If B is in normal form, an answer is a projection from Q to B. More generally,
an answer is a coref-projection from Q to B, that is a mapping from each coref
class of Q to a coref class of B that satisfies similar properties on labels and edges
as projection. Each coref-projection from Q to B corresponds to a projection
from the normal form of Q to the normal form of B if these normal forms exist
(which depends on the constraints enforced on the coreference relation), and
reciprocally.

5

Benchmarks

One can distinguish between several levels of benchmarks, depending on the tool
properties that are to be evaluated. At first level, a benchmark can be used to
check if tools accept a given format as input and as output. A second level is
to test the ability of tools to solve a problem. As explained in previous section,
we propose deduction and question answering as basic problems. When tools
pass the two first levels, it is possible to consider a third level, which aims at
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testing computational efficiency of tools. Each of these levels shoud be tested
using different data, having different characteristics.
The first mandatory point consists in coming to an agrement on basic categories of conceptual graphs and one or several formats, with precise specifications
for each CG fragment (as discussed in sections 2 and 3).
Then we propose to collect several benchmark data, with for each of them:
1. the CG fragment considered;
2. a precise definition of the problem to solve;
3. possibly the kind of difficulties represented by the benchmark. E.g the size
of the knowledge base, the density of the graphs, etc...
As a first experiment, we propose to provide a benchmark issued from an
industrial knowledge management tool12 . This benchmark is limited to the SCG
fragment, and furthermore to a particular kind of SCGs: in particular, relation
types are all binary and all concept nodes have individual markers. However
we think that this simplicity can be an advantage for a first step, as it should
not yield computational difficulties and thus allows to focus on interoperability
aspects: the exchange format and the problems to be solved. In other words, we
focus here on the two first levels of a benchmark.
The industrial tool at the source of the benchmark allows to manage different
kinds of knowledge structures: ontologies, thesaurus, annotation bases... All this
knowledge is stored in a repository based on Topic Maps.
Our team is developping a reasoning service for this tool. In this goal, we have
defined a transformation from the network of topics contained in the repository
to the conceptual graph formalism which maps ontologies into the type hierarchies of conceptual graph model and the thesaurus as well as the annotation
base into SCGs.
The first knowledge base on which we have applied this transformation is the
demonstration base of Mondeca which describes acquisitions of compagnies in
the sector of pharmacology. These descriptions are issued from an automatical
process of annotation based on NLP tools.
The obtained benchmark is composed of :
– a concept type hierarchy (tree-structured) of 89 types;
– a relation type hierarchy (flat) of 92 relations. All these relations are binary
and are provided with a signature (2 concept types from preceding hierarchy);
– a set of 6505 individual markers;
– a SCG composed of 222 connected components and a big amount of isolated
concept vertices. Each concept node is an individual one (i.e. there is no
generic marker) and the entire graph is in normal form. It contains 6505
concept nodes corresponding to different markers and 5495 relation vertices.
Most of connected components are trees of small size (approximately 10
nodes). Two components have more than 4000 nodes and contain cycles.
12

ITM (Intelligent Topic Manager) is a set of knowledge management tools developed
by Mondeca (cf. http://www.mondeca.com)
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We also propose a list of query graphs with associated results. For each
graph, we give the boolean result for deduction problem, the number of different
projections from it into the base and the list of image graphs induced by these
different projections.
Let us end this section with ideas related to the third benchmark level, that
is testing tools efficiency.
Though a real-case, large scale knowledge base is a precious benchmark to
evaluate the performance of our tools on practical instances, a more precise
evaluation could use the notion of phase transition [MSL92,SG95]. Though this
notion was introduced for constraint networks, it can be directly translated intp
the SCG formalism: Let Ω be a random SCG generator. A parameter of this
generator is its hardness. When generating an instance of the SCG-deduction
problem with hardness close to 0, every star graph in the query Q has lots of
images in the knowledge base. With hardness close to 1, each star graph in
the query has very few images in the KB. Probabilistically, there are lots of
projections of the query in the first case, and none in the second. By varying
this parameter, we can find a value for which the expected number of projections
is 1. This is where the phase transition stands. For this hardness value, all sound
and complete SCG deduction algorithms will suffer from a tremendous peak of
inefficiency. This peak exists for all NP-complete problems, and is preserved by
polynomial reductions between these problems.
To evaluate CG tools deduction efficiency for various hardness value, we
could use a constraint network random generator, and translate the networks
obtained into SCGs with the polynomial reduction G2C presented in [Mug00].
Such a range of SCG-deduction instances allows a more precise comparison of
efficiency: some tools can be better for some hardness values, and worse for
others.

6

Perspectives

In this paper, we have defined a basic building block for which we propose to
provide benchmarks if there is an agreement on it among CG tool developers.
This building block is built upon normal SCGs, which have a well defined logical
semantic and are equipped with a commonly implemented operation, namely
projection. We have proposed a restriction of the CGIF formats corresponding
exactly to this fragment. The basic problems are deduction and query-answering.
For the first installment of these CG benchmarks, we will be able to evaluate
if CG tools developpers really agree on the syntax and semantics of simple CGs,
that are always presented as the common model for our community. Further
benchmarks should be proposed each year, to compare and improve our tools
on this common formalism, as well as to agree on the extensions we should
cope with for the next benchmarks. This would ultimately lead to an increased
expressivity of the formalisms handled by our tools, and to an enlarged common
ground, necessary to publicize our results and tools outside the CG community.
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In our opinion, the next data model to consider after SCGs would be rules,
expressing knowledge of form “if Hypothesis then Conclusion” as they are essential in all knowledge-based systems.
Let us make a try. A SCG-rule is classically defined as a pair of lambda SCGs.
A lambda SCG is a pair composed of a SCG and a list of distinguished concepts
of the graph (formal parameters), which are generic concepts. A SCG rule is
a pair of lambda SCGs with a bijection between the two lists of distinguished
concepts. The first SCG is the hypothesis of the rule, the second is its conclusion.
Now, the base B of a module is composed of a set of SCGs and a set of rules.
The logical semantic does not lead to any problem. In lambda-SCGs variables
assigned to distinguished nodes are kept free. The formula assigned to a rule is
the universal closure of the formula Φ(hypothesis) → Φ(conclusion).
The difficulty arises for defining rule application. The reason is that the way
a rule is applied depends on the restrictions put on the form of the rule. Let us
consider the three tools currently processing rules: Amine (Prolog+CG), Cogitant and Corese. In Cogitant and Corese, corresponding distinguished concept
nodes must have the same type in the hypothesis and in the conclusion, and
coreference links are not allowed inside the conclusion. These restrictions lead
to a simple definition of a rule application. Rules are processed by a forward
chaining mechanism, that was proven sound and complete. In Amine there is no
restriction on the form of the rules (except that relation types are binary) and
rules are processed by a Prolog-like backward chaining.
When rules are involved the deduction problem becomes the following: Given
a module M(V, I, B) where B is composed of SCGs and rules, and a SCG Q
defined on the same V and I, is Q deducible from B (that is Φ(Q) deducible
from Φ(M))?
A SCG is said to be deducible from B if it can be obtained from the SCGs of
B by applying (a finite number of times) rules of B. An answer is now a mapping
(projection or coref-projection) from Q to a SCG deducible from B.
Deduction on rules is not decidable (we indeed obtain a computability model).
One can distinguish a specific case of rules, which is decidable and exactly corresponds to rules used in Datalog, called range-restricted or safe. In these rules
no new variable appears in conclusion; expressed in CGs, the conclusion part
(excluding connection nodes) has no generic node. Examples of such rules are
rules expressing properties of relations, as symmetry or transitivity.
Another data fragment that should be considered is that of (positive) nested
conceptual graphs, which are widely present in tools but unsurprisingly with
variations. The nested description is either a kind of referent or a third field of
the concept label. In Cogitant there is in addition types of nestings. A trouble
concerning nested conceptual graphs is their logical semantic. The semantic proposed by Sowa is not in FOL (as the special predicate representing description
has an argument which is a formula - the formula representing the nested subgraph). A FOL semantic has been proposed in [CMS98]. As there is no general
agreement on the logical semantic of nested CGs, defining the deduction and
query answering problems is not easy.
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Abstract. Social bookmark tools are rapidly emerging on the Web. In such systems users are setting up lightweight conceptual structures called folksonomies.
The reason for their immediate success is the fact that no specific skills are needed
for participating. In this paper we specify a formal model for folksonomies and
briefly describe our own system BibSonomy, which allows for sharing both bookmarks and publication references in a kind of personal library.

1

Introduction

Complementing the Semantic Web effort, a new breed of so-called “Web 2.0” applications is currently emerging on the Web. These include user-centric publishing and
knowledge management platforms like Wikis, Blogs, and social resource sharing tools.
These tools, such as Flickr3 or del.icio.us,4 have acquired large numbers of users
within less than two years.5 The reason for their immediate success is the fact that no
specific skills are needed for participating, and that these tools yield immediate benefit
for each individual user (e.g. organizing ones bookmarks in a browser-independent,
persistent fashion) without too much overhead. Large numbers of users have created
huge amounts of information within a very short period of time. The widespread use of
these systems shows clearly that folksonomy-based approaches are able to overcome the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck, which was a serious handicap for many knowledgebased systems in the past.
Social resource sharing systems all use the same kind of lightweight knowledge
representation, called folksonomy. The word “folksonomy” is a blend of the words “taxonomy” and “folk”, and stands for conceptual structures created by the people. Folksonomies are thus a bottom-up complement to more formalized Semantic Web technologies, as they rely on emergent semantics [24, 25] which result from the converging
use of the same vocabulary. The main difference to “classical” ontology engineering approaches is their aim to respect to the largest possible extent the request of non-expert
users not to be bothered with any formal modeling overhead. Intelligent techniques may
well be inside the system, but should be hidden from the user.
3

http://www.flickr.com 4 http://del.icio.us 5 From discussions on the
del.icio.us mailing list, one can approximate the number of users on del.icio.us to be more than
three hundred thousand.
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This paper is organized as follows. We will shortly introduce and review existing
resource sharing systems. In Section 3 we will introduce a formal model and in Section 4 we will present BibSonomy and discuss the functionality and architecture of this
system.

2

Social Resource Sharing and Folksonomies

Social resource sharing systems are web-based systems that allow users to upload their
resources, and to label them with arbitrary words, so-called tags. The systems can be
distinguished according to what kind of resources are supported. Flickr, for instance, allows the sharing of photos, del.icio.us the sharing of bookmarks, CiteULike6 and Connotea7 the sharing of bibliographic references, and 43Things8 even the sharing of goals
in private life. Our own system, BibSonomy,9 allows sharing bookmarks and BIBTEX
entries simultaneously.
In their core, these systems are all very similar. Once a user is logged in, he can add
a resource to the system, and assign arbitrary tags to it. The collection of all his assignments is his personomy, the collection of all personomies constitutes the folksonomy.
The user can explore his personomy, as well as the personomies of the other users, in
all dimensions: for a given user one can see all resources he has uploaded, together with
the tags he has assigned to them (see Figure 1 on page 4); when clicking on a resource
one sees which other users have uploaded this resource and how they tagged it; and
when clicking on a tag one sees who assigned it to which resources.
The systems allow for additional functionality. For instance, one can copy a resource
from another user, and label it with one’s own tags. Overall, these systems provide a
very intuitive navigation through the data.

3

A Formal Model for Folksonomies

A folksonomy describes the users, resources, and tags, and the user-based assignment
of tags to resources. We present here a formal definition of folksonomies, which is also
underlying our BibSonomy system.
Definition 1. A folksonomy is a tuple F := (U, T, R, Y, ≺) where
– U , T , and R are finite sets, whose elements are called users, tags and resources,
resp.,
– Y is a ternary relation between them, i. e., Y ⊆ U × T × R, whose elements are
called tag assignments (tas for short), and
– ≺ is a user-specific subtag/supertag-relation, i. e., ≺ ⊆ U × T × T , called is-a
relation.
Definition 2. The personomy Pu of a given user u ∈ U is the restriction of F to u, i. e.,
Pu := (Tu , Ru , Iu , ≺u ) with Iu := {(t, r) ∈ T × R | (u, t, r) ∈ Y }, Tu := π1 (Iu ),
Ru := π2 (Iu ), and ≺u := {(t1 , t2 ) ∈ T × T | (u, t1 , t2 ) ∈ ≺}, where πi denotes the
projection on the ith dimension.
6
8

http://www.citeulike.org
http://www.43things.com

7

9

http://www.connotea.org
http://www.bibsonomy.org
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Users are typically described by their user ID, and tags may be arbitrary strings.
What is considered as a resource depends on the type of system. For instance, in
del.icio.us, the resources are URLs, in flickr, the resources are pictures, and in BibSonomy they are either URLs or publication entries. In BibSonomy each resource is
represented by a hash value which is described further in Section 4.4.
Definition 3. For convenience we also define the set P of all posts as
P := {(u, S, r) | u ∈ U, r ∈ R, S = tags(u, r)}
where, for all u ∈ U and r ∈ R: tags(u, r) := {t ∈ T | (u, t, r) ∈ Y } denotes all tags
the user u assigned to the resource r.
If we disregard the is-a relation, we can simply note a folksonomy as a quadruple F := (U, T, R, Y ). This structure is known in Formal Concept Analysis [27, 6] as
a triadic context [13, 26]. An equivalent view on this structure is that of a tripartite
˙ ∪R
˙ is the set of nodes, and
(undirected) hypergraph G = (V, E), where V = U ∪T
E = {{u, t, r} | (u, t, r) ∈ Y } is the set of hyperedges.
In a typical folksonomy system every tag assignment is connected with several other
properties like date, group or resource type. For sake of simplicity we disregard these
properties for the rest of the paper, unless stated otherwise.

4

BibSonomy— A Folksonomy-Based Social Bookmark System

This section briefly describes the BibSonomy system10 developed by our group. After
an introduction to the user interface, semantics and architecture of BibSonomy, we
explain further features as well as future enhancements. BibSonomy allows a user to
share bookmarks (i.e., URLs) as well as publication references. The data model of the
publication part is based on BIBTEX [18], a popular literature management system for
LATEX [12].
4.1

User Interface

A typical list of posts is depicted in Figure 1 which shows bookmark and publication
posts containing the tag web. The page is divided into four parts: the header (showing information such as the current page and path, navigation links and search boxes),
two lists of posts – one for bookmarks and one for publications – each sorted by date
in descending order, and a list of tags related to the posts. This scheme holds for all
pages showing posts and allows for navigation in all dimensions of the folksonomy.
The semantics of those pages is explained in Section 4.2.
A detailed view of one bookmark post from the list in Figure 1 can be seen in
Figure 2. The first line shows in bold the title of the bookmark which has the URL
of the bookmark as underlying hyperlink. The second line shows an optional description the user can assign to every post. The last two lines belong together and show
detailed information: first, all the tags the user has assigned to this post (web, service,
10

http://www.bibsonomy.org
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Fig. 1. BibSonomy displays bookmarks and BIBTEX based bibliographic references simultaneously.

tutorial, guidelines and api), second, the user name of that user (hotho) followed by a
note, how many users tagged that specific resource. These parts have underlying hyperlinks, leading to the corresponding tag pages of the user (/user/hotho/web,
/user/hotho/service, . . . ), the users page (/user/hotho) and a page showing all four posts (i. e., the one of user hotho and those of the 3 other people) of this
resource (/url/r). Section 4.2 will explain the paths given in brackets further. The
last part shows the posting date and time followed by links for actions the user can
do with this post – depending on if this is his own (edit, delete) or another user’s post
(copy).
The structure of a publication post displayed in BibSonomy is very similar, as seen
in Figure 3. The first line shows again the title of the post, which equals the title of
the publication in BIBTEX. It has an underlying link leading to a page which shows
detailed information on that post. This line is followed by the authors or editors of the
publication, as well as journal or book title and the year. The next lines show the tags
assigned to this post by the user, whose user name comes next followed by a note how
many people tagged this publication. As described for bookmark posts, these parts link
to the respective pages. After the date and time the user posted this entry follow the
actions the user can do, which in this case include picking the entry for later download,
copying it, accessing the URL of the entry or viewing the BIBTEX source code.
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Fig. 2. detail showing a single bookmark
post

4.2

Fig. 3. detail showing a single publication
post

Semantics of the BibSonomy URL scheme

Since group visibility rights (see Section 4.4) make the explanation much more complicated, they are mostly disregarded in this section, as well as in the formal model.
All URLs described here are relative to http://www.bibsonomy.org. There
are system pages like /help, /settings or /post bookmark which are necessary for the usage of BibSonomy, but their semantic is straightforward hence they are
omitted here. The following list describes the contents C of all pages which show posts
in BibSonomy:
/tag/t1 ... tn Shows every post which has all of the tags t1 , . . . , tn attached:
Ct1 ,...,tn := {(u, S, r) ∈ P | {t1 , . . . , tn } ⊆ S}

(1)

/user/u Shows all posts of user u:
Cu := {(û, S, r) ∈ P | û = u}

(2)

/user/u/t1 ... tn Shows every post of user u which has all of the tags t1 , . . . , tn
attached:
Cu,t1 ,...,tn := {(û, S, r) ∈ P | û = u, {t1 , . . . , tn } ⊆ S}

(3)

/concept/user/u/t1 ... tn Shows every post of user u which has for every tag
t ∈ {t1 , . . . , tn } at least one of its subtags or t itself attached (see also Section 4.4):
Cu,t1 ,...,tn := {(û, S, r) ∈ P | û = u, ∀ti (i = 1, . . . , n)∃t ∈ S :
(û, t, ti ) ∈ ≺ ∨ t = ti } (4)
/url/r If r is a bookmark: Shows all posts of the resource r:
Cr := {(u, S, r̂) ∈ P | r̂ = r}

(5)

/url/r/u If r is a bookmark: Shows the post of user u of the resource r:
Cr,u := {(û, S, r̂) ∈ P | r̂ = r, û = u}

(6)

/bibtex/r If r is a literature reference: Shows all posts of the resource r:
Cr := {(u, S, r̂) ∈ P | r̂ = r}
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(7)

/bibtex/r/u If r is a literature reference: Shows the post of user u of the resource
r:
Cr,u := {(û, S, r̂) ∈ P | r̂ = r, û = u}
(8)
/group Shows all groups of the system. More on groups can be found in Section 4.4.
/group/g Shows all posts of all users belonging to the group g:
Cg := {(u, S, r) ∈ P | u ∈ g}

(9)

/group/g/t1 ... tn Shows every post which has all of the tags t1 , . . . , tn attached
and where the user belongs to group g:
Cg,t1 ,...,tn := {(u, S, r) ∈ P | u ∈ g, {t1 , . . . , tn } ⊆ S}

(10)

/viewable/g Shows all posts which are set viewable for members of the group g.
/viewable/g/t1 ... tn Shows all posts which are set viewable for members of
the group g and which have all of the tags t1 , . . . , tn attached.
/search/s Shows all resources, whose full text matches the search expression s,
which is interpreted by the MySQL full text search capability.11
/download Shows all publication posts which the user has picked in the shopping
basket, as described in section 4.4.
/popular Shows the 100 resources posted most often amongst the last 1000 posts.
(Note that these numbers are subject to change.)
/ This is the home page of BibSonomy, it shows the entries posted most recently.
An interesting feature, described in section 4.4, is that all paths of URLs described
above, can be prepended by a string which changes the output format. In general, posts
are shown as HTML lists surrounded by navigation elements and a tag cloud (as seen
in Figure 1), but this feature allows the user to get her output in formats like BIBTEX or
as an RSS feed.
4.3

Architecture

The basic building blocks of BibSonomy are an Apache Tomcat12 servlet container
using Java Server Pages13 and Java Servlet14 technology and a MySQL15 database as
backend.
Currently the project has several thousand lines of code and is using the Model View
Controller (MVC) [10] programming paradigm to separate the logical handling of data
from the presentation of the data. This enables us to produce output in various formats
(see Section 4.4), since adding a new output format is accomplished by implementing
a JSP as a view of the model.
The database schema of BibSonomy is based on four tables: one for bookmark
posts, one for publication posts, one for tag assignments (tas) and one for relations.
Two further tables store information regarding users and groups. In Figure 4, the two
11
12
14

http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/fulltext-boolean.html
13
http://tomcat.apache.org
http://java.sun.com/products/jsp
http://java.sun.com/products/servlets 15 http://www.mysql.com
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users

relations
user
subtag
supertag

tagtag_ctr
tag1
tag2
ctr

user

user
email
password
realname
homepage

user

groups
group
user

user

group

user

tas
tag
user
group
date
post_id
tag

tag_ctr
tag
ctr

group

posts
posts

post_id

user
user
group
group
date
date
post_id
post_id
res_id
res_id
title
title
...
...
res_id

res_ctr
res_ctr
res_id
res_id
ctr
ctr

Fig. 4. Relational schema of the most important tables.

posts tables are shown as one and it is only hinted that these are really two tables. The
reason to show them as one table posts is that they’re very similar – the publication post
table has just some additional columns to hold all the BIBTEX fields. They are separated
in the database for efficiency reasons, since these extra columns just need to be stored
for publications.
The posts table is connected with the tas table by the key post id. The scheme is not
normalized, on the contrary we have added a high amount of redundancy to speed up
queries. For example, besides storing group, user name and date in the posts table, we
also store it in the tas table to minimize the rows touched when selecting rows for the
various views. Furthermore several other tables hold counters (i. e., how many people
share one resource, how often a tag is used, . . . ). Finally a lot of indexes (12 in the tas
table alone) build the basis for fast answering of queries.
Overall we spent a lot of time investigating and optimizing SQL queries and table
schemes and tested both with folksonomy data of up to 8.000.000 posts. At the moment
we need no special caching or physical distribution of the database to get reasonable
response times, although the system is scalable, since distribution of queries over synchronised databases is possible with MySQL.
4.4

Features

This section describes some extensions of BibSonomy which are not part of the basic
system but turned out to be necessary for the everyday use of BibSonomy.
Relations between tags. Tagging gained so much popularity in the past two years
because it is simple and no specific skills are needed for it. Nevertheless the longer
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people use systems like BibSonomy, the more often they ask for options to structure
their tags. A user specific binary relation ≺ between tags as described in our model of a
Folksonomy (see Section 3) is an easy way to arrange tags. Therefore we included this
possibility in BibSonomy.
To enable the addition of elements to the relation already during tagging, we decided
to reserve the character sequences <- and ->. That means, if the user u enters t1 ->t2 ,
we attach the tags t1 and t2 to the respective resource and add the triple (u, t1 , t2 ) to
the relation ≺. The tag t2 <-t1 is interpreted as t1 ->t2 . Consequently it is not possible
to have tags which contain the strings “<-” or “->”. The semantics of this relation is as
described in section 3 and can be read as “t1 is a t2 ” or “t1 is a subtag of the supertag
t2 ”. There are also other ways to add elements to ≺, in particular a relation editor.
Usage of this relation is made in several situations. First, the user can structure his
tag cloud by showing all subtags of a certain supertag and therefore can see the tags
in a hierarchy. Second, BibSonomy offers the option to show on a users tag page not
only posts which contain a certain tag, but also posts which contain one of the subtags
of the specific tag. This works also for tag intersections: given t1 , . . . , tn and a user
u ∈ U , then this page contains the set C of posts which is described in Equation 4 in
Section 4.2. Compared to tag bundles which are available in del.icio.us, this relation is
more general and more powerful.
Bringing this relation into the system raises several questions which are still under
discussion:
– How to handle cycles, i.e. u ∈ U and t1 , . . . , tm ∈ T with (u, ti , ti+1 ) ∈≺ (for
i = 1, . . . , m − 1) and (u, tm , t1 ) ∈≺?
– How to model equivalence or non-equivalence of tags?
– Should we make use of the transitive closure of the relation? If so: where and how
to do it efficiently?
– How to express such queries like “all posts which have the tag howto and also one of
the subtags of programming”? One idea involving the reserved character sequences
is “->programming howto”.
Duplicate detection. In particular for literature references there is the problem of detecting duplicate entries, because there are big variations in how users enter fields such
as journal name or authors. On the one hand it is desirable to allow a user to have several
entries which differ only slightly. On the other hand one might want to find other users
entries which refer to the same paper or book even if they are not completely identical.
To fulfill both goals we implemented two hashes to compare publication entries.
One is for comparing the entries of a single user (intra user hash) and one for comparing the entries of different users (inter user hash). Comparison is accomplished by
normalizing and concatenating BIBTEX fields, hashing the result with the MD5 [21]
message digest algorithm and comparing the resulting hashes. MD5 hashing is done
for efficiency reasons only, since this allows for a fixed length storage in the database.
Storing the hashes along with the resources in the posts table enables fast comparison
and search of entries.
The intra user hash is relatively strict and takes into account the fields title, author,
editor, year, entrytype, journal and booktitle. This allows one to have articles with the
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same title from the same authors in the same year but in different volumes (e. g., a
technical report and the corresponding journal article).
In contrast, the inter user hash is less specific and includes only the title, year and
author or editor (depending on what the user has entered).
In both hashes all fields which are taken into account are normalized, i. e., certain
special characters are removed, whitespace and author/editor names normalized. The
latter is done by concatenating the first letter of the first name by a dot with the last
name, both in lower case. Persons are then sorted alphabetically by this string and concatenated by a colon.
The current duplicate detection is very simple and fails to detect spelling errors,
differences in how special characters (like German umlauts) are entered or additional
LATEX commands. This is ongoing work; our implementation allows for simple addition
of new hashes.
Currently, duplicate detection is used on the one hand to warn the user when she
wants to add an already existing resource and on the other hand to show how many
users tagged a certain resource. A step beyond detecting duplicates could be providing
the user with additional fields found in other entries referring to the same publication
so that she can complete her own entries with additional information.
For bookmark entries in BibSonomy, their URLs are currently just hashed with
MD5 and this hash is used for comparison. As can be seen from discussion with users,
opinions on if and how to normalize URLs in such systems differ. On the one hand,
URLs like http://www.w3c.org, http://w3c.org and http://www.w3c.
org/index.html might denote the same resource, on the other hand they’re different URLs and it is not obvious whether they really mean the same resource.
Editing tags. Besides changing the tags of a post by editing it, BibSonomy offers at
the moment two other ways of changing the tags of several posts at once.
By preceding the path part of a personal URL (i. e., one where the path starts with
/user followed by the users own username) with /bediturl (or /beditbib) one
can edit the tags of all bookmarks (or publications) on the page at once. This function
is also available through links on the respective pages.
Furthermore we have an m : n tag editor which allows a user to exchange m tags by
n other tags. More precisely: given two sets A and B of tags16 and a user u ∈ U , then
the m : n tag editor sets iteratively for every r ∈ Ru with A ⊆ tags(u, r):
Y := (Y \ ({u} × A × {r})) ∪ ({u} × B × {r}) .
Both functions support the user in creating and maintaining a consistent tag vocabulary.
Import of resources. To encourage users to transition from other systems we implemented an import functionality. For del.icio.us, this functionality also takes into account
the del.icio.us bundles. They are mapped to BibSonomy’s relation ≺ in the following
16

If B contains tags not already included in T , then T is adjusted in the obvious way.
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way: for every bundle B (which is a set of tags) with name b we add {b} ∪ B to T and
set
≺ := ≺ ∪ ({u} × B × {b})
where u ∈ U is the user these bundles belong to. Furthermore it is possible to import
bookmark files of the Firefox17 web browser, where the typical folder hierarchy of the
bookmarks can be added to the users ≺ relation. That means that, for every folder a and
every subfolder b of a in Firefox, we add (u, b, a) to the users u is-a relation ≺, if the
user chooses to do so.
Import of existing BIBTEX files is also simple: after uploading the file, the user can
tag the entries or automatically assign them the tag imported. If a BIBTEX entry contains
a field keywords or tags, its contents are attached as tags to the resource and added to
the system. BIBTEX-Fields unknown to BibSonomy are saved in the misc field and will
not get lost.
Export of resources. Exporting BIBTEX is accomplished by preceding the path of an
URL with the string /bib – this returns all publications shown on the respective page
in BIBTEX format. For example the page http://www.bibsonomy.org/bib/
search/text+clustering returns a BIBTEX file containing all literature references which contain the words “text” and “clustering” in their fulltext.
More general, every page which shows posts (see Section 4.2) can be represented in
several different ways by preceding the path part of the URL with the string described
here:
/ the typical HTML-View with navigation elements
/xml bookmarks in XML format
/rss bookmarks as RSS feed
/bib publications in BIBTEX format
/endnote publications in EndNote18 format
/publ publications in a format suited for integration into a homepage (for an integration example see http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/schmitz/
publikationen.html)
/publrss publications as RSS feed
For example, the URL http://www.bibsonomy.org/publrss/tag/fca represents an RSS feed showing the last 20 publications tagged with the tag fca.
These export options simplify the interaction of BibSonomy with other systems.
RSS feeds allow easy integration of resource lists into web sites or RSS aggregators
and BIBTEX output can be used to automatically generate publication lists for papers (as
done with this paper). With the help of XSLT it is also possible to transform the RSS
output into formats suitable for In addition further formats are implemented easily by
extending the URL scheme and adding an appropriate JSP which generates the output.
Currently we are investigating an advanced RDF format for describing literature
entries, called Biblio,19 which has some advantages over BIBTEX. More information
regarding Biblio can be found in Section 4.5.
17
19

18
http://www.mozilla.com/firefox/
http://www.endnote.com
http://xbiblio.sourceforge.net/biblio/
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Groups. In many situations it is desirable to share resources only among certain people.
If the resources can be public, then one could agree to tag them with a special tag
and use that tag to find the shared resources. The disadvantage is, that this could be
undermined by other users (or spammers) by using the same tag. To solve this problem
and also to allow resources to be visible only for certain users, we introduced groups
in BibSonomy which gives users more options to decide with whom they share their
resources.
It is thus possible to have private posts, which only the user can see, as well as posts
which can be seen only by group members. Overall there are several aspects of groups
in BibSonomy:
1. One can get an aggregated view of all resources of the group members. For example, the URL http://www.bibsonomy.org/group/kde/seminar2006
represents all posts the members of the kde group have tagged with seminar2006.
2. It is possible to use groups for privacy so that certain references can only be seen
by group members.
3. Resources can be copied directly to the group so that they’re persistent, even if a
user leaves the group. This is possible, since groups are implemented as a special
user which has the name of the group and owns the copied references; this user is
also the group admin. This feature is in particular useful where the donator has to
commit to the resource, e. g., for project deliverables or student projects.
While we are using one group for sharing resources within our institute, we run several
other groups which are used for teaching – they collect resources for students which
they might find useful for their lecture.
Shopping Basket. Every publication can be “picked” and is then available in a “shopping basket”-like download area. This is useful for collecting references one needs for a
publication. Since all publication related export options mentioned in Section 4.4 apply
to this, it is straightforward to get all collected posts in BIBTEX or EndNote format.
4.5

Future Enhancements

Algorithmic Approaches. Since the driving force behind the development of BibSonomy was our need for a system to design, test and integrate new algorithms in the
upcoming field of social resource sharing systems, we have already developed algorithms for folksonomies [9, 23]. Currently we plan to integrate these into BibSonomy.
Additionally we are investigating further methods to improve such systems.
First of all there is a need expressed by several users to get tag recommendations
when they tag a resource. This helps to get an emergent vocabulary and a common
understanding and usage of tags between all users. Currently this is work in progress
– we already have a recommender for tags implemented which works pretty well and
currently we’re integrating it into the system. It is based on collaborative filtering [22].
As common in most folksonomy systems, resources in BibSonomy are sorted by
date and listed in descending order, newest resources first. But often a ranking by relevance might be more appropriate, especially if not only tags, but also fulltext search
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results or subtag queries (see 4.4) are shown. Since our algorithm FolkRank [9] is well
suited for that task it will be integrated into BibSonomy. It remains to study, though,
how to compute the FolkRank in real time.
Another interesting topic is the discovery of communities of users. For this task
there are several methods suitable. Besides standard clustering techniques, a triadic
form [13] of Formal Concept Analysis [6] fits well for the structure of a folksonomy.
A first implementation of the triadic Next Closure algorithm [5, 11] showed, that it is
possible to compute clusters of users which tagged the same resources with the same
tags. On a dataset with |U | = 3301, |T | = 30461, |R| = 220366 and |Y | = 616819
we got several thousand concepts. The most interesting ones were cuboids with every
edge larger than one. But since this approach calculates only exact cuboids, less strict
approaches might gain broader results.
If one might inspect the community of users around a specific tag or resource (or
even user), the top-k ranked results of FolkRank are a good point to start. With this
general ranking algorithm, the detection of topic/resource/user centric communities is
possible. Still, some open questions remain to be researched:
– What exactly constitutes a community in a folksonomy?
– Can different kinds of communities be distinguished?
– Which elements of a folksonomy should be used with FolkRank to determine a
community?
One further aspect to mention is the area of ontology merging and alignment. Since
users personomies can be regarded as lightweight ontologies, one could think of either
merging several personomies into one large ontology or trying to align the different
personomies.
WebDAV access. With WebDAV20 it will be possible to access BibSonomy like a file
system where every tag is a directory and every resource a file. Since file systems are
typically structured hierarchically like a tree – in contrast to a folksonomy, which is a
graph – it is an interesting task to map the graph to a tree. At the time of this writing,
an early version of a WebDAV interface to BibSonomy is already running and we’re
discussing details of the mapping. The result will be a lightweight tagging filesystem,
comparable to approaches proposed in [20, 1, 3].
Biblio. Biblio21 is a proposal for a new data model for representing literature references. It is based on XML and provides three classes: events, agents, and bibliographic
reference types. Therefore authors or journals become separate entities and this allows
for a better handling than in BIBTEX. The approach chosen by Biblio looks very promising and might be a basis for the future data model of BibSonomy. At least the export
into the Biblio format should be easy to integrate.
20
21

Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning – see http://www.webdav.org
http://xbiblio.sourceforge.net/biblio/
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BIBTEX Styles. There exists a vast amount of different styles22 for BibTeX and it is
tempting to use them for generating nicely formatted HTML output. This work could
be done in principle by using a tool like latex2html,23 but this turned out to be too
computationally expensive. Nevertheless we think of providing such a service.

API. Experience has shown, that an Application Programming Interface (API) is crucial for a system to gain success. It is something which has been requested by many
people and which allows for easy interaction of BibSonomy with other systems. Hence
we are currently investigating several approaches to add an API to BibSonomy. Most
systems use lightweight APIs similar to the idea of REST [4] which can be used and
accessed also by not so experienced programmers. Nevertheless, with SOAP24 there
exists a standard for web services which should also be taken into account. Since the
process of defining an API for BibSonomy has just started, this is still an open task.

Information Extraction for publication references import. At the moment, literature references can be imported only from proper BIBTEX source code. This is a strong
restriction, since most literature references in the web are not available in BIBTEX format but rather in the form of human readable publication lists. Hence our efforts to enhance import focus on techniques to allow for the import of such resources. We expect
promising results from information extraction techniques [19] such as implemented in
MALLET [16].

Interaction with Conceptual Structures Tools The import/export options discussed
in section 4.4 refer essentially to interoperability of BibSonomy with tools like web
browsers or type setting programs (although XML is easily transformed to fit other
purposes). To interact with state of the art knowledge management tools, RDF25 as
exchange format would be desirable. Currently we’re discussing an appropriate RDF
schema to represent the folksonomy. The Biblio format mentioned earlier seems to be
a good candidate for the BIBTEX part. Besides extending import and export functionality, the aforementioned API will allow for easier exchange of semantically enriched
information.
As research on folksonomies is just starting, there is no standardized representation
of folksonomies. Proposals often concentrate on rather weak formats26 . One could also
imagine to visualize, explore and edit one’s own personomy in FCA tools like ConExp
or Toscana. This demands capabilities on the client side to interact with BibSonomy and
is therefore currently out of scope of our work. The API will allow interested developers
to set up such functionalities as “mashups” upon BibSonomy.
22

http://www.cs.stir.ac.uk/˜kjt/software/latex/showbst.html
24
http://www.latex2html.org/
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
25
26
Resource Description Framework http://www.w3.org/RDF/
cf. the discussion
on
http://thecommunityengine.com/home/archives/2005/03/
xfolk_an_xhtml.html
23
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5

Related Work

There are currently only few scientific publications about folksonomy-based web collaboration systems available. The main discussion on folksonomies and related topics
is currently taking place on mailing lists only.27
Among the rare exceptions are [8] and [14] who provide good overviews of social
bookmarking tools with special emphasis on folksonomies, and [15] who discusses
strengths and limitations of folksonomies. Recent papers include [7] and [2] which
focus on analyzing and visualizing the structure of folksonomies.
In [17], Mika defines a model of semantic-social networks for extracting lightweight
ontologies from del.icio.us. Besides calculating measures like the clustering coefficient,
(local) betweenness centrality or the network constraint on the extracted one-mode network, Mika uses co-occurence techniques for clustering the folksonomy.

6

Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we described a formal model for folksonomies upon that our own system
is built. We presented the main features of BibSonomy, as well as the user interface,
basic architecture and future enhancements we are working on.
Since a folksonomy is a rich conceptual structure there are several ways to examine
it. Up to now we focused mainly on the graph structure of a folksonomy and exploited
and enhanced existing algorithms. With the growing amount of users and the availability
of relations between tags, more sophisticated algorithms are needed. With the help of
BibSonomy we are able to develop and test them, and let the users profit from our
results.
When folksonomy-based systems grow larger, user support has to go beyond enhanced retrieval facilities. Therefore, the internal structure has to become better organized. An obvious approach for this are semantic web technologies. The key question
remains though how to exploit their benefits without bothering untrained users with
their rigidity. We believe that this will become a fruitful research area for the Semantic
Web community for the next years.
The combination of bookmarks and publication entries makes BibSonomy especially valuable for researchers, since they have typically a large amount of these resources to organize and share. Hence our existing and planned enhancements of BibSonomy are targeted to ease the task of managing such resources in a professional way.
At last because we are researches, too and expect an immediate improvement of the
organization of our own work.
Acknowledgement. Part of this research was funded by the EU in the Nepomuk project
(FP6-027705).
27

for example http://lists.tagschema.com/mailman/listinfo/tagdb, the
TagDB Mailing List or http://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/
connotea-discuss, the Connotea Mailing List
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Abstract. Whereas conceptual structures tools have great potential to facilitate
and improve collaboration in knowledge-intensive communities, so far few examples exist of them being successfully used in actual, messy practice. We contend that one major reason is that these tools are often developed and deployed
in isolation from other information system components. In this paper, we examine tool interoperability as a gradual process of co-evolution of the requirements
and the functionality components that a collaborative community uses. The result
is a socio-technical system increasingly tailored to the community’s needs. In
these systems, conceptual structures tools are embedded in functionalities closer
to the end users’ needs, including functionalities optimized for input, output, data
management, and visualization. By presenting the case of the initial stages of
the development of the DOGMA-MESS interorganizational ontology engineering system, we examine some of the tool interoperability problems impeding the
development of useful socio-technical knowledge systems that can serve complex
knowledge requirements of realistic communities of practice.

1 Introduction
Over time, a wide range of conceptual structures tools has been developed. These tools
have different formal origins (e.g. Conceptual Graphs [10], Formal Concept Analysis
[4], or Description Logics [1]) and satisfy different knowledge needs (ranging from
knowledge structure representation and visualization, to supporting complex reasoning
and analysis operations).
Whereas conceptual structures tools have great potential to facilitate and improve
collaboration in knowledge-intensive communities, few examples exist so far of them
being successfully used in actual, messy practice. We contend that one major reason
is that these tools are often developed and deployed in isolation from other information system components. Although knowledge representation and analysis functionalities are core elements of today’s information systems, they are not sufficient. Many
⋆
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other functionality components are needed to implement working and usable information systems, including functionalities optimized for input, output, data management,
and visualization.
Two fundamentally different strategies are conceivable to address this problem: (1)
to develop all functionalities in-house, thus in effect building a customized information
system from scratch; (2) to view an information system as an ensemble of existing
functionality components such as tools and web services that need to be combined
into distributed systems of properly selected, linked, and configured components. This
second strategy of component- and service based systems development is starting to
prevail [8, 3].
Whereas systems development is becoming more oriented towards alignment and
integration of functionality components, many tools are still created as if they exist all
alone in the world [12]. Many tools can be characterized by proprietary data formats,
incompatible interfaces, and functionalities that only partially support the workflow requirements of their users. To make things worse, these requirements are increasingly
becoming collaborative, whereas many tools still focus on the needs of an amorphous
end-user. Thus, although tools generally can be used stand-alone, they only really become useful for satisfying real collaborative applications when indeed seen as part of a
system.
Tools, often necessarily so, suboptimize a particular type of functionality. A database
is particularly good at managing structured data, a web forum at supporting asynchronous, distributed discussion, and so on. Similarly so for conceptual structures tools.
These often specialize in particular forms of formal knowledge representation, visualization, and analysis. To better understand their role in the bigger picture, we start
investigating them from a web services perspective. Web services can be loosely defined as self-describing, interoperable and reusable business components that can be
published, orchestrated and invoked through the Internet, even when they reside behind
a company’s firewall [3].
Let us interpret these aspects in detail. Properties like self-describing, interoperable, and reusable are necessary conditions for services, or tools, to be put as meaningful
pieces in the larger systems puzzle. However, what makes them part of this larger puzzle? Much theory on web services composition remains in the abstract. What kind of
tool interoperability problems occur in practice? What kind of ad hoc solutions are
being developed to interoperability problems? How can these lessons learnt be systematized? To what extent do conceptual structures tools pose specific interoperability
problems?
Much anecdotal evidence of interoperability problems exists. However, comprehensive frameworks to describe, compare, and analyze interoperability problems across
cases are lacking. This means that many projects keep struggling with these issues,
without making much progress and applying relevant lessons learnt in other cases.
The goal of this paper is to outline a simple tool interoperability problems comparison framework that can help focus on and learn from interoperability experiences.
By presenting the case of the initial development of the DOGMA-MESS interorganizational ontology engineering system, we examine some of the conceptual structures tool interoperability problems impeding the development of holistic and useful
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knowledge systems that can serve real-world knowledge requirements of communities
of practice.
In our analysis, we examine tool interoperability as a gradual co-evolution process
of the requirements and the functionality components which a collaborative community uses. The result is a continuously developing socio-technical system increasingly
tailored to the community’s needs. In Sect. 2, we introduce a conceptual model of tool
interoperability. Sect. 3 uses this model to sketch the main interoperability problems
encountered over time in the case of DOGMA-MESS. Sect. 4 focuses on one problem in more detail: how to integrate a standalone conceptual graphs tool into the larger
ontology engineering system? We end the paper with conclusions.

2 A Conceptual Model of Tool Interoperability
What is interoperability? A very simple definition is that it is the need to make heterogeneous information systems work in the networked world [13]. However, this definition
does not yet explain how this need can be satisfied. A more both operational and extensive definition is given by Miller in [6], who defines it as the ongoing process of ensuring that the systems, procedures, and culture of an organisation are managed in such
a way as to maximise opportunities for exchange and re-use of information, whether
internally or externally. Thus, not only technical system and process aspects need to be
taken into account, but also the culture of the users. A community of knowledge engineers will be much more forgiving about importing raw data from a formal knowledge
analysis tool than a group of business users who need the knowledge representations in
their decision making processes. Also, two important goals in interoperability are the
exchange of information and the potential for reusability in applications not foreseen in
their elicitation.
Given the vast amount of interoperability aspects (system, procedure, and culturewise), what is a good conceptualization of tool interoperability issues? How to simultaneously take account of the incredible variety, while also discovering enough common
ground to recognize patterns in interoperability problems and solutions? In this paper,
we present a simple framework that we used to reflect on our experiences with a very
real knowledge system: the interorganizational ontology engineering system DOGMAMESS. The framework is coarse and premature. However, we have found it useful to
order our experiences, so we present it, as well as the results of the case analyzed, as
one way of coming to grips with the complexity. According to Hasselbring [5] there are
three viewpoints to information system interoperability: application domain, conceptual design and software systems technology. Our framework is focused on supporting
the conceptual design viewpoint.
Two important dimensions of our framework are functionality requirements and
functionality components. Functionality requirements (i.e. conceptual descriptions of
required operations on data, information, and knowledge, such as data management,
knowledge visualization etc.) are to be distinguished from the components in which
these functionalities are implemented (e.g. applications, modules, web services, information systems). We contend that mixing up requirements and components is a common source of interoperability problems. A third dimension are interoperability aspects.
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These we loosely define as those aspects taken into account by system developers when
making specification and implementation decisions. The combination of functionality
requirements, functionality components, and interoperability aspects gives us enough
structure to describe and analyze our tool interoperability problems encountered in practice.
2.1 Functionality Requirements
What types of high-level functionalities does a knowledge-based information system
usually comprise?
First, there are some conceptual structures-specific functionalities, which all revolve
around knowledge processes. The core strength of conceptual structures tools is in
knowledge representation and analysis. Another very important category of functionalities is knowledge visualization. Knowledge elicitation from users, as well as knowledge
interpretation by users are other necessary knowledge functionalities. Finally, knowledge use is a separate process of selecting and presenting relevant knowledge to human
or machine users, for example using that (and only that) knowledge that is most useful
for enriching particular business processes or workflows.
However, knowledge processing in itself is not sufficient. Any information system
requires database functionality, which deals with efficient data storage and retrieval.
Of course, sometimes implementation-wise, this category will overlap with knowledge
representation, but given the focus of our community, separating the two categories
makes sense. Also, any collaborative system requires workflow support and discussion
functionality as well as user interface functionality.
This functionality classification is not exhaustive. However, it is useful for decomposing an information system into its main elements, which can be combined in many
different ways to describe the overall functionality of an information system.
Fig. 1 gives a functionality requirements decomposition of knowledge-intensive
information systems for collaborative human communities. It shows how knowledge
elicitation feeds into formal knowledge representation and analysis, which in turn is
accessed by knowledge visualization. Discussion and workflow modules retrieve and
return data from and to the database management module. All these modules interact with the user interface, which in turn is accessed by the community of (human)
users. The database and knowledge representation and analysis modules also interact.
We will use this particular requirements decomposition as the basis for the analysis of
DOGMA-MESS later in this paper.
2.2 Functionality Components
The implementation of web-service based information systems consists of components
of different granularity. At the lowest granularity level, we talk about systems of tools
or services. The next level consists of the tools or services themselves. One level further
are the modules out of which the tools or services are comprised. Finally, we distinguish
the particular functions grouped in a module.
Functionality components of different levels of granularity can be linked in different
ways. The interface between two functionality components A and B is described by the
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Fig. 1. A Functionality Requirements Decomposition of a Knowledge-Intensive IS for Collaborative Communities

externally visible representation of the knowledge structures used in A and B, as well as
the possible communication processes between these two components. The inner process implementation of the functionality components is not relevant for interoperability
analysis. This can be considered to be a black box as long as the external interfaces of
knowledge structure representations are known to the other functionality components.
Fig. 1 shows a link between Discussion and Database Management. In Fig. 2 we
give an example of a possible implementation of functionality component decomposition of an interoperable discussion storage process. Whereas Fig. 1 focused on the
conceptual functionality specification, we now concentrate on the implementation interoperability aspects of this process. Assume that the implementation is of a Discussion
Support System that allows people to conduct discussions, while also making the results of these discussions systematically accessible, searchable etc. The system consists
of two main tools, a Discussion Forum and a Database Management System (DBMS).
Each of these tools has many functionality modules, for example ”Manage Entries” in
case of the Discussion Forum, and ”Store Data” in case of the DBMS. Each of these
modules supports a range of functions.
The function ”Add Post” needs to send new posts to the Store Data-Module in the
DBMS. However, here an interoperability problem occurs. It turns out that the Discussion Forum allows attachments in the posts. These cannot be stored as such in the Store
Data-Module, because the DBMS only knows two data types: XML and binary files,
which each are stored by a different function. One important interoperability problem
therefore is how to design the splitting of posts into threads and attachments, and then
converting threads into XML. Preferably, this function should be done by a dedicated
export or import-function in one of the two tools. In practice, with today’s limited tool
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Fig. 2. A Functionality Component Decomposition of an Interoperable Discussion Storage Process

interoperability, special converters will need to be written. These should be incorporated in an update of the tool as much as possible, so other systems can benefit from the
increased interoperability as well. Ideally, these converters also become part of a public
library, so that at least these interoperability hurdles can be reduced.
2.3 Interoperability Aspects
Understanding which functionality requirements are concerned and by what components to implement them is a first step. When making the final implementation decisions, many interoperability aspects need to be taken into account as well. Some aspects that have guided our decisions are given in the table below. For each aspect, we
give an informal definition and a typical example. Even though the list is informal and
incomplete, we believe it could be useful for other developers who can compare them
with their own views and evaluate their own interoperability problems against them.
Aspect
Efficiency

Definition
Example
The speed at which the tool performs How many projection operations per
the requested functionality.
second can a conceptual graph tool perform?
Maturity
The degree of functionality complete- Is there a roadmap to implement lackness and lack of errors of the tool.
ing functionality? Are there (still) many
bugs?
Compatibility
The ability of the tool to use common Is the conceptual graph tool capable of
with standards standards for its functionality, import, importing from and exporting to CGIF?
and export.
Integration with The ability of the tool to interoperate The user’s system was written for Linux
legacy
with legacy systems.
and the tool runs only on Windows.
Usage complex- The level of user pre-requisite knowl- The tool only allows expression of data
ity
edge and expertise to operate the tool. in CGIF.
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Aspect
Deployment
complexity

Definition
The amount of non-trivial in-house
work required to interoperate with the
tool.

Testability

The ability to test the tool before incorporation.

Maintainability

The ease with which a tool can be updated.
The ease of contacting and influencing
tool creators, developers, maintainers,
and users.

Contactability

Documentation
Extensibility

The amount and quality of information
about the tool.
The possibility to extend the tool beyond primary requirements.

Example
The tool was written in C++ and one’s
system in Java. Interoperability is possible, but would be easier if the tool had
a Java interface.
A tool with a user interface can be
tested immediately. A public library
without UI requires programming.
New versions of the tool are not backwards compatible.
Is there an active contact e-mail address? Is there a (bug) forum and/or
mailinglist? Are suggestions taken into
account?
A manual for installation and/or use of
the tool.
The tool is capable of handling thirdparty plugins.

3 Interoperability Analysis of DOGMA-MESS
We use the developed conceptual model to reflect upon our practical experiences with
conceptual structures tool interoperability in developing the DOGMA-MESS system
[2]. As explained before, we describe interoperability in terms of functionality requirements, functionality components, and interoperability aspects.
Our informal methodology consists of the following steps: (1) functionality requirements decomposition (see Fig. 1 for a high-level decomposition of DOGMA-MESS);
(2) tool selection for high-level functionality types; (3) low-level functionality component decomposition. The first step conceptually specifies what functionality is needed,
the second step produces a tool-level implementation design, which is refined and extended in the third step for actual implementation by defining interoperability aspects
at the module and function level.
These steps are reiterated in a process of co-evolution of specification and implementation. Each iteration is a complex interaction between specification and implementation. Naturally, new specifications lead to new implementations (e.g. new selections
and configurations of tool functionality components or even the creation of new tool
components). However, we have also observed that updated implementations can also
lead to revised specifications by allowing for new user behaviors. User-tests after a number of iterations proved to be very valuable in triggering and calibrating co-evolution
processes.
In the remainder of section, we illustrate how DOGMA-MESS system specification
(i.e. functionality requirements) and implementation (i.e. functionality components) coevolved in a number of stages. In the next section, we examine in more detail the coevolution of one particular stage: the knowledge representation and analysis functionality as implemented by Prolog+CG.
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3.1 DOGMA-MESS: Co-Evolution of Specification and Implementation
The DOGMA (Designing Ontology-Grounded Methods and Applications) approach to
ontology engineering, developed at VUB STARLab, aims to satisfy real-world knowledge needs by developing a useful and scalable ontology engineering approach [11].
Its main tool is DOGMA Studio, which offers a range of functionalities to represent
and analyze basic units of linguistically grounded meaning, called lexons, ontological
commitments, and contexts. DOGMA-MESS (DOGMA Meaning Evolution Support
System) is a community layer on top of the DOGMA ontology engineering functionality. Its main goal is to support community-grounded, interorganizational ontology engineering. DOGMA-MESS distinguishes three different user roles. A Knowledge Engineer takes care of the system and performs in-depth semantical analysis. A Core
Domain Expert creates a common concept type hierarchy and templates (in the form of
conceptual graphs), while Domain Experts each build their organizational specializations of the templates. More details can be found in [2]. Here we focus on functionality
requirements and component co-evolution that resulted in the current DOGMA-MESS.
As a system, DOGMA-MESS combines the specialized functionality of many different tools, presenting different functionalities to different user roles. Fig. 3 shows the
selected tools for the high-level functionality requirements decomposition of DOGMAMESS (Fig. 1) after a number of iterations.

Fig. 3. High-Level Tool Selection in DOGMA-MESS

In the development of DOGMA-MESS so far, we have observed four stages, which
we name after the key functionality requirement being implemented in that stage: (1)
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knowledge elicitation, (2) knowledge representation and analysis, (3) knowledge visualization, and (4) knowledge interpretation.
3.2 Knowledge elicitation
Before anything else, knowledge has to be written down and collected. Our first iteration
therefore concerned knowledge elicitation. We chose CharGer1 as our elicitation tool
for the DOGMA-MESS templates. CharGer is a conceptual graph editor which allows a
user to draw conceptual graph(s) and associated type hierarchies. As such, it is a visual
and potentially efficient way to elicit knowledge. Of CharGer’s different modules (user
interface, output to XML, input from XML, some matching operations, ...) we only used
the user interface and the output to XML. The specific XML format allows for relatively
easy data exchange and conversion into our simple native DOGMA-CG format (which
is amongst other things limited to simple referents). It also stores positioning info for
graphs. However, for graphs generated elsewhere (e.g. as a result of some DOGMAMESS analysis operation) this information would not be present and as such, CharGer
would not be able to display them properly.
During initial concept type elicitation sessions it became clear that the usage complexity was too large when the type hierarchy grew large (Fig. 4a). Strongly urged by
our test-users, we switched to a different approach in which a type hierarchy is elicited
using a plain text editor and a simple indented format for subtypes (Fig. 4b)

Fig. 4. Concept Type Hierarchy Elicitation Re-Implementation

Similar graph and type elicitation functionality is available on our portal, so the user
can elicit knowledge without using any external tool. However we do keep CharGer and
the text editor as input tools, since for expert users they can be more efficient. The usage
complexity is higher however, as CharGer has to be downloaded, Java installed, and a
new tool learnt. In line with the idea mentioned before that interoperability needs to take
1

http://sourceforge.net/projects/charger/
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into account user culture, CharGer is available to the Core Domain Expert for initial
high-volume template generation, whereas Domain Experts only use the simpler to use,
but reduced functionality graph editing functions available on the portal for creating
their organizational specializations of the templates.
3.3 Knowledge representation and analysis
In the second iteration, we implemented the core functionality to represent and reason
about the collected knowledge, not at the external tool level, but at the DOGMA-MESS
system-level. In DOGMA-MESS, there are two subsystems for knowledge representation and analysis. One concerns user-defined templates, specializations and type hierarchies (represented as conceptual graphs). As the main tool for conceptual graph analysis, we opted for Prolog+CG. The other subsystem concerns ontological analysis across
contexts, for which we used and extended DOGMA Studio’s handling of lexons and
commitments, the core DOGMA knowledge structures. Besides providing the ontological analysis, DOGMA Studio delivers persistency functionality to DOGMA-MESS as
well. It uses a PostgreSQL database to store templates, specializations, lexons, commitments and other data used by DOGMA and DOGMA-MESS. At this point, DOGMA is
a central knowledge representation into which we convert the elicited conceptual graphs
and type hierarchies. In future iterations, we will look for other representations that can
convert into DOGMA and back again. In order to incorporate conceptual graphs into
DOGMA-MESS we added DOGMA-CG, a module to handle (a subset of) conceptual
graph theory inside DOGMA Studio. As we did not intend to build core CG-operations
ourselves, this module mainly consists of the minimum required functionality to enable
interfacing (open data model, conversion from CharGer format, high-level abstraction
interfaces with Prolog+CG, etc.).
At the end of this iteration we had a system that could store and analyze various
types of elicited and generated knowledge, perform analysis, and convert knowledge
between the different functionality components. Next, we needed functionality to deliver the results (e.g. from a projection operation) back to the user, so the focus shifted
to knowledge visualization.
3.4 Knowledge visualization
After and during analysis the user needs to be able to examine newly generated knowledge. As we were dealing with system-generated conceptual graphs, we required a tool
that was capable of providing automatic layouts for graphs. We chose AT&Ts GraphViz
2
, a tool that provides several algorithms with numerous configuration parameters for
graph layouting. It was not trivial to implement this as it runs as an independent system process and cannot be called in another way. However, GraphViz works with a
language called dot. The language is easy to learn and provides many options to visualize graphs. Moreover, GraphViz reads dot files that describe a graph and output it to a
picture. We therefore used dot-files as an intermediate representation between different
DOGMA-MESS functionality modules.
2

http://www.graphviz.org/
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In DOGMA-MESS, we require three different visualizations: for templates, specializations of these templates and concept type hierarchies. Templates are displayed as
simple graphs. Inspired by the CharGer layout, we use a different color and shape to
indicate the difference between concepts and relations (Fig. 5a). Specialisations of templates are pictured in the same way as their templates, with one difference: we cluster
the specialised concepts and we label these clusters with the type label of the matching
concept in the template (Fig. 5b). In tests with end-users we found that this extra visual
aid made the editing process much easier, as a user now always knows what category
of concepts are collected in a box, e.g. the ‘Product Bread’.

Fig. 5. Template and Specialization Visualization

In an initial test, we displayed type hierarchies in a similar way: as a large graph
oriented from top to bottom. We found that this was feasible as long as we were experimenting only with our own small test type hierarchies. As soon as we started working
with larger bases of user-provided material, however, we discovered that a realistic type
hierarchy is too large to be displayed properly (including keeping a good overview) in
this manner. For this reason we adopted the indented format used in knowledge elicitation and decided to use this for visualization as well.
Although GraphViz satisfied most of our visualization needs, there are still some
unsolved visualization issues (e.g. the ordering of concepts is random and different
between template and specialization, see Fig. 5). In the future, we will therefore also
consider other visualization tools such as Java-based Jung3 .
At the ontological level, DOGMA Studio is currently extended to provide visualization in the form of so-called NORM trees, which are sequences of connected relations. A NORM tree is created by starting your browsing in a node of the ontology and
traversing over the relations to neighbouring nodes.
3.5 Knowledge Interpretation
The (current) fourth iteration is dedicated to tying all components together into a portal and enabling workflow support across components. Using this portal, the users are
3

http://jung.sourceforge.net/
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guided through the actions they should or can perform, in this way orchestrating the
collaboration between the users. The portal also provides support for informal yet focused discussion of the emerging knowledge definitions using the Drupal platform (a
community content management tool with a large variety of plugin modules4 . Other
functionality besides discussion functionality can be added when there is need for it
(eg. voting, file management, ...). At this point Drupal and the rest of DOGMA-MESS
are not tightly coupled yet (other than in look and feel), but this is definitely to be done
in a future iteration.
Having presented a bird’s eye view of the co-evolution of specification and implementation of DOGMA-MESS, we now zoom in on one stage: the implementation
of knowledge representation and analysis through Prolog+CG. This should give the
reader a better idea of the third stage of our methodology, the low-level functionality
component decomposition.

4 Zooming In: Integrating Prolog+CG
In order to improve our system with the reasoning power of conceptual graphs, we
had the choice of two solutions; build that part ourselves or interface with an existing
tool/API. Building functionality like that requires in-depth knowledge of the theory and
a serious amount of time and development resources. As we lacked in both these requirements, we needed to find a third party implementation that covered most of our
needs. Basing ourselves on our list of interoperability aspects described in Sect. 2.3, we
came up with the following requirements. We required a tool that: (1) has an easy-touse Java interface, (2) is mature enough, (3) is still being upgraded or maintained, (4)
has the necessary operations (projection and maximal join), (5) comes with good documentation and support, and (6) has capabilities for extending reasoning functions. In the
ideal case, this tool would act as much like a black box as possible, by having powerful
operations with clearly described interfaces. This way we can use all the functionality
without needing to know (too much of) the internal workings.
A good overview of CG tools is given in 5 , which compares the tools on over 160
criteria. Using this comparison in combination with our criteria, we initially opted for
Amine (a platform that holds the latest version of Prolog+CG). We started using Amine,
but we soon found that this was too complex for our intended black box use. As Amine
is not just a CG tool, but a complete AI platform, it is more complex to integrate and
use it. Since we only needed its Prolog+CG capabilities, we therefore considered Prolog+CG itself. Even though Prolog+CG was only maintained and not further developed,
and because the maintainer of the tool, Ulrik Petersen, was still willing to do bug fixes
and minor functionality upgrades, we decided to use the latest available version of Prolog+CG instead.
Following good software practices, we kept the influence of this legacy choice as
small as possible so that we have minimal refactoring work if we ever decide to use
another CG tool with better functionality. This means that other modules that need CG
functionality interact only with DOGMA-CG inside our system, and that DOGMA-CG
4
5

http://drupal.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CG tools
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is the only module that interfaces with Prolog+CG directly. In this case, only DOGMA
CG needs to be reworked/updated if we were to use another CG tool in the future.

Fig. 6. A Low-Level Functionality Component Decomposition of a Projection Operation

Prolog+CG is a tool composed of several modules (User interface, Prolog interpreter, File storage, CG operations, ...). We only needed interfacing with two of them;
the Prolog interpreter (to prepare the system for operations) and the CG operations.
More specifically, we needed two CG operations from Prolog+CG: projection and maximal join. Fig. 6 explains the interface between DOGMA CG and Prolog+CG for the
projection operation. This process consists of three steps; (1) the graphs and the type
hierarchy are converted into Prolog+CG data models, (2) the type hierarchy is loaded
and compiled as a Prolog+CG program and (3) the subsume operation is called. The result is then converted to DOGMA-CG data models again by our system. The maximal
join operation process behaves in a similar way.
When a user of DOGMA-MESS creates a specialization, the system has to check
if the graph she created is really a specialization of the template or, in other words,
the template has to subsume the specialization, ie. do a projection. In DOGMA-MESS,
the user can also create so-called index graphs (graphs that describe learning materials)
and store them in the system. With a query graph she can then look for other matching
index graphs, which are also found by performing a projection of the query graph on all
stored index graphs. When the user creates the index graph, the DOGMA-MESS system
will automatically look for matches (of the index being created) and should perform a
maximal join on all matches to return one large index of related indices that the user
can compare to his index. This way the system assists the user actively in creating his
index in several steps.
During the integration of Prolog+CG into DOGMA-MESS, we encountered many
difficulties, but two of them turned out to be major problems. We will explain them
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using example data (which is a simplified translated version of actual user data from the
Dutch bakery case described in [2]).

Fig. 7. Problems with CG operation implementations

The first problem concerned the projection operation (see Fig. 7). We expected that
a projection of graph 2 onto graph 1 would be possible (as graph 2 subsumes graph
1). However Prolog+CG returned no result, so we either misinterpreted the theory or
Prolog+CG had a bug. The maintainer confirmed that it was indeed a bug and fixed it.
With this updated version of Prolog+CG, our first problem was resolved.
The second problem was more difficult to solve and involved the maximal join operation. Our expectation was that a maxJoin of graph 3 and graph 4 would result in
graph 1. However, once again we did not get a result from Prolog+CG. This time, our
interpretation of the definition of the maximal join operation turned out to be slightly
different than the one used in standard theory. According to [10] our example would
only work if Salt and Dough had a maximum common subtype which is greater than
absurd (e.g. ’SaltyDough’). And even then, the result would only be [Baker]→ uses →
[SaltyDough]. Although our expected behaviour is very natural for human users, and
thus practically required for DOGMA-MESS (and most probably for other systems as
well), it seemed not possible. We were forced to look for solutions and found many,
including new problems. We could (1) force the users to use different relations (like
UsesByProduct and UsesHerb) but this is not natural, (2) automatically create such relations, but that just moves the problem to finding a way to do that (which is equally
difficult), (3) force the users to adapt their type hierarchy (eg. add a Material subtype
SaltyDough, with Salt and Dough as subtypes), which is again not natural, (4) implement an adapted maximal join ourselves, but that requires in-depth knowledge and
extensive time and testing and lastly (5) look for a way to do it without maximal join.
Since the first four solutions came with a heavy drawback, we opted for the last one.
We needed maximal join to present the user with a system-generated index when
he is creating an index himself. In our original specification, the system would look for
matching projections of the index-in-progress and join them all into one large index,
to show related relations to the index being edited by the user. As the maximal join
failed our requirements, we could not use this approach. Instead we just displayed the
matching graphs to the user in sequence. Whereas we originally saw this as a drawback,
we now believe this ad hoc solution to actually be a feature, since it allows authors of
index graphs to see the matching graphs separately, thus making it much clearer what
the original elicitation context of each graph is than would have been possible if all
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those graphs had been merged into a single large one. This, thus, is a good example of
implementation driving specification.
The incorporation of Prolog+CG into DOGMA-MESS was definitely not an easy
one. Part of the difficulty originated from the fact that Prolog+CG is legacy code,
and mainly designed as a stand-alone tool. Another part was caused by our specific
needs which did not completely match the theory. Several code upgrade iterations were
spawned by this process, facilitated by the good contact between the first author and
the Prolog+CG maintainer. This ultimately resulted in a major speed increase (about
tenfold both due to the new version of the tool and the more efficient way we could
interact with the tool) and an improved version of Prolog+CG. The human factor in
interoperability is definitely an important one, not only relating to user culture, but also
pertaining to social requirements of and interactions between other roles in the software
process, such as system and tool developers and maintainers.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we told a tale from the trenches of tool-based information systems development. This is a long-term, co-evolution process of requirements and tools, in which
many interoperability issues, from the very technical to the very social ones play their
intricate roles. We provided a simple conceptual model of tool interoperability, using
functionality requirements, components, and interoperability aspects as its main vocabulary. We used our model to describe the first stages in the tool-based development of
the DOGMA-MESS system for interorganizational ontology engineering. It is a system
that ties together several tools, modules, and functions, aiming to balancing the particular strengths of these functionality components while minimizing their weaknesses.
What have we learnt from our reflection on DOGMA-MESS using our informal
methodology? First, we found that it is very important to carefully select the tools
which to incorporate in one’s system, since tool selection decisions have far reaching consequences. The preference of one tool over another is something that must be
decided based on a careful analysis of as many of the interoperability aspects as possible. After having examined the relevant characteristics of the available tools, one must
rank the aspects according to one’s own priorities and preferences before making a decision. To optimize this difficult process, much research is still needed on typologies,
operationalizations, and measurement procedures of interoperability aspects. General
quality approaches such as [7] are useful starting points, but not specific enough to
provide sufficient guidance for tool-based system implementation. Once everything is
properly ranked and a tool chosen, one should stick with it for as long as possible. Only
when the tool results in critical problems for the overall system, should a replacement
tool be considered. Dependencies between system components should be minimized.
Next to good documentation, a support forum and mailing-list, personal (electronic or
otherwise) contacts with tool developers or maintainers is essential in order to at least
address bug fixes and minor functionality upgrades. Without such opportunities for tool
evolution, system evolution is jeopardized.
Summarizing, tool-based systems development comes with many interoperability
issues. Many, more advanced frameworks for examining interoperability issues exist,
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for example focusing on different layers of interoperability or semantic interoperability
[9, 13]. However, these approaches focus especially on formal and technical aspects,
not on charting many aspects of the evolutionary, socio-technical process of tool-based
systems development in practice. Of course, our light-weight method for tool-based
systems analysis and design is only in its infancy, but has already helped us make more
systematic sense of some of these aspects, and guide many of our design decisions.
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Abstract. In information retrieval, certain methods were developed to
extract semantics from documents [14]. These methods aim at providing
some answer to requests made by a user, instead of providing documents
that may or may not contain the answer. Also, a vast majority of these
techniques were conceived to be applied on the entire World Wide Web
and not on a particular field of knowledge, like corporative data [1]. It
could be interesting to use domain specific ontologies in trying to link a
specific query to related documents and thus, to be able to better answer these queries. This paper presents an approach which proposes to
use the Text-To-Onto software to automatically create such a domain
specific ontology. It also shows how Text-To-Onto can be linked to a
conceptual graph (CG) based search engine for Web documents, Sesei
[13], which already uses Connexor [6], Notio [18] and WordNet [10]. The
resulting software is called SeseiOnto and makes it possible to improve
the relevance of documents returned to the user, and identifies with more
precision than Sesei, which part of the document should contain the answer to the query. This article presents how the interoperability between
CG tools allowed such a system to be made possible. We will also show
how conceptual graphs contributed greatly to the processing of natural
language in our application.

1

Introduction

It can prove to be difficult, even for a small size organization, to find information
among hundreds, even thousands of electronic documents. Most often, the methods employed by search engines on the Internet are used by companies wanting
to improve information retrieval on their Intranet. These techniques rest on statistical methods and do not make it possible neither to evaluate the semantics
contained in the user requests, nor in the documents.
These methods, based mainly on keyword matching, only resolve part of
the complexity of the information extraction problem. The access, extraction,
interpretation and maintenance of the information are left to the user [7]. This
causes problems because it is frequent that search does not return the documents
that the user wanted or needed.
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Some recent research, like [4], [15] and [16] proposed the use of an ontology
to help the information extraction process. Using a domain specific ontology
could possibly improve the precision and recall of documents returned to a user
in a document extraction process. The problem with this approach is that the
creation and modification of an ontology is a time consuming task [5]. Using
software that could automatically generate an ontology relating to a specific field
of knowledge would allow us to implement such a method much more quickly.
Through the combination of different tools, mainly based on Sesei [13], we
built the SeseiOnto software, an information extraction software capable of answering natural language (NL) questions related to a domain specific corpus of
electronic documents. In this paper, we will present how such a tool could be
built through the integration of different components, some of which being CGbased. So, in section 2, we present the Sesei software [13], which is a semantic
filter that uses conceptual graphs for information extraction on the Web. In section 3, we present SeseiOnto, a modified version of Sesei that uses an ontology
automatically generated by the Text-To-Onto software to perform information
extraction on a corpus and linked to SeseiOnto through the Notio [18] and Kaon
APIs [19] (the Kaon API is used by Text-To-Onto to manage ontologies). We
then show the results of our experiments in section 4. We finish with section 5
by explaining how components from Sesei and SeseiOnto interoperate through
the use of the CG formalism.

2

Sesei

In this section, we aim at describing the Sesei software [13], presented at ICCS’03.
Sesei is a semantic filter that can analyse the results returned by a search engine
using conceptual graphs to represent part of the semantics of both the documents
and the query. Sesei can evaluate a user’s query written in natural language and
match its semantic content to documents that are retrieved by the Google search
engine.
The main steps that Sesei goes through are:
– converting the user query to a CG (called the query graph)
– converting some sentences of the documents retrieved by Google with that
same query to CGs (called the resource documents or resource graphs)
– matching the query graph to the resource graphs to find the semantically
closest graphs
You can have an idea of Sesei’s behaviour in figure 1, extracted from [13].
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Fig. 1. Overview of Sesei’s workflow.

Let us see in more details how Sesei works globally. First of all, the user has
to enter a sentence in natural language. This sentence can either be a question
or an assertion. Then, the user has to disambiguate the query specifying the
exact meaning of every word in it using the WordNet online dictionary [10]. At
the same time, the sentence entered is sent to the Google search engine. Sesei
will download every documents retrieved by Google separating the text into
sentences. The next step is to convert the query to a conceptual graph (this
process will be detailed later in this article). At the same time, Sesei identifies
the candidate sentences that could be converted to CGs using some ontological
filter. This process tries to identify the semantically closest sentences to the
user’s request by comparing words of the query to those of each sentence in every
document (including their hypo- and hypernyms). Those identified as potential
sentences by the ontological filter then go through a conceptual graph extraction
process. This produces a request graph and many resource graphs. The request
graph will then be matched to every resource graph to find out which ones are
the most semantically related. The most relevant sentences according to that
match will be returned to the user. Let us now see this whole process in more
details.
2.1

Sesei’s research process

First of all, Sesei has to analyse the sentence sent by the user. To be able to parse
sentences, Sesei uses Connexor 3 . Connexor is a full-scale dependency parser that
allows the extraction of grammatical dependencies that are contained in a sentence. This parser is based on a functional dependency grammar (FDG) [2].
Connexor is therefore able to establish the syntactic function of words in a sentence and to identify grammatical links between those words (e.g., the subject
and complement of a verb in a sentence). In other words, Connexor is able to
generate an FDG tree which is a representation of the syntactic relations of a
sentence. The vertices of that tree represent the words forming the sentence and
the arcs, the grammatical relations between those words. Sesei is able to process
the FDG tree and transform it into an intermediate structure called a grammatical graph (GG): a GG is “a conceptual graph representing the grammatical
knowledge provided by Connexor’s output.” [13]. In a grammatical graph, each
syntagma of the FDG tree is represented as a concept in the GG ; each arc of
3

http://www.connexor.com
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the tree is represented as a conceptual relation ; each part-of-speech (POS) (i.e.,
noun, verb, adverb and adjective) information from the FDG tree is represented
as an attribute relation (attr ) pointing to a new concept with the appropriate
POS. So from that point on, the data is represented and processed as a set of
CGs.
After the generation of the GG, the user is guided through a disambiguation
process that uses the definitions contained in the WordNet dictionary. WordNet
[10] is an online semantic lexicon of the English language. Apart from providing
general definitions for about 115,000 concepts (called synsets in WordNet), it also
contains semantic relations between these concepts. This helps Sesei construct a
query-dependant (CG) type hierarchy while differentiating between homonyms.
Since WordNet already contains a hierarchy of concepts, Sesei will use those
identified by the user in the WordNet hierarchy to create its own type hierarchy.
This hierarchy will then be used to match the documents retrieved by Google
to the user’s query. Again, by producing a CG component, a type hierarchy,
all subsequent processes will be carried on under a single representation framework, the CG formalism, for which standard APIs exist and provide integration
capability to different CG-based systems such as Notio [18], Charger [3], etc.
As mentioned before, every GG needs to be converted to a CG. This is part of
the CG extraction process. To do this, Sesei uses a set of 76 rules that each handles a different syntactic phenomenon translating a CG that represents syntactic
information, to one that contains its corresponding semantics. For example, Sesei has a rule stating that a noun(A) which is the subject of a verb(B) at active
voice can be converted to a CG stating that a concept of type A is the agent of
concept of type B. This process is illustrated in figure 2, extracted from [11]. The
transformation rules are expressed as CGs where some actor is used to query
WordNet.
The process of converting a natural language sentence to a CG is rather long
in computing time (a few seconds). To limit this process to those sentences that
have the best potential to carry the relevant semantics, Sesei uses an ontological
filter. An ontological filter verifies that the words (or their hypo- and hypernyms) used in a query are sufficiently found in the sentence under consideration.
For example, if a sentence from a resource document contains many hypernyms
relating to the words in the user’s query (e.g., the word tulip when the query
contains the word flower), Sesei will evaluate this resource sentence as potentially
significant: each sentence gets a (ontological) score depending on the words that
it contains. See [13] for more details on the ontological score function.
Every sentence that has an ontological score higher than some threshold
(established by the user) will be converted using the set of 76 transformation
rules presented in [11]
Once this transformation is completed, Sesei then evaluates the quantity of
information that is shared by both graphs: the query and the resource graph.
This evaluation process produces the semantic score of a resource graph (sentence). Sesei computes the set of generalisations Γ between the resource graph,
called GRes, and the query graph, called GReq. If the generalisations are very
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Fig. 2. A transformation rule of Sesei.

specific, the semantic score will be better. The specificity of a generalisation g is
measured in terms of a semantic distance between g and GRes, and g and GReq,
as detailed in [11]. When GRes and GReq have many generalisations, Sesei will
then choose the generalisation with the highest semantic score to match the two
graphs. Here, the CG projection operator π is used to compute generalizations
between graphs.
We can see in figure 3, extracted from [13], the generalisation for a GReq and
a GRes. The query phrase is “Who offers a cure for cancer?” and the resource
phrase is “a big company will market a sedative”.
One of the big disadvantages of Sesei is the need for the user to disambiguate
each word composing its query. We formulated the hypothesis that Sesei would
perform better if it would be applied on a restricted research environment rather
than on the World Wide Web. This led us to the development of the SeseiOnto
software, which we will describe in the next section.

3

SeseiOnto

In our research, we propose an extension of Sesei, called SeseiOnto, which uses
a domain specific ontology to help the system find the answer that the user is
looking for.
Of course, constructing an ontology from A to Z is quite a tedious task,
especially if a domain expert is needed to guide its construction. But what if
this process could be automated? The integration of the ontology could be done
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Fig. 3. A query graph, a resource graph and their common generalisation. The generalisation of market and offer is market in the type hierarchy: > → trade, marchandise →
market → of f er → . . . → ⊥. The generalisation of company and > is company, per
definition.

much more quickly. This is what we intended to do in our research by building
SeseiOnto, which integrates Text-To-Onto, an ontology building software, which
is briefly described in what follows.
3.1

Text-To-Onto

The method for the creation and improvement of an ontology presented by the
authors of Text-To-Onto [8] is an iterative one. We denote in their method
a strong interaction between information extraction and the learning of new
relations and concepts. With Text-To-Onto, it is possible to build a new ontology
from scratch using a corpus of text documents representing the field of knowledge
in which we are interested. With it, it is also possible to add new concepts,
new relations and new instances of concepts (an instance of a concept is the
equivalent of a referent in the CG theory). The existing ontology can also be
pruned to remove irrelevant concepts and relations.
For this method to be valid, the authors formulate the hypothesis that the
documents forming the corpus will contain the relations and concepts that have
to be included in the ontology. NLP techniques are used to extract information
from texts. The relations between the concepts are discovered using machine
learning methods [9]. The authors of Text-To-Onto have elaborated an ontology acquisition process that includes five activities. The description of theses
activities presented here is inspired from [5].
– Selecting the information source: First of all, the user has to select the upper
ontology he wants to use (e.g., WordNet) and the documents that are part
of the corpus forming the domain.
– Concept learning: Text-To-Onto tries to learn specific concepts related to
the field but also generic ones to establish a taxonomy with “a-kind-of ”
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relations. To do this, Text-To-Onto uses NLP methods, concept extraction
patterns and concept grouping techniques.
– Domain focusing: This step is used to prune the ontology to remove the
concepts that are too general and therefore, useless. To do this, Text-To-Onto
evaluates the frequency of every concept in the ontology. If this frequency is
smaller than a thresold established by the user, the concept is removed.
– Relation learning: Ad hoc relations can be learned using extraction methods
based on linguistic filters and association rules.
– Evaluation: An expert will have to evaluate the ontology to verify if this
process has to be repeated.
The concept learning process is mainly done using statistical methods with
data mining algorithms. Some algorithms concentrate on the frequency of words
in the corpus to know if it is pertinent to add a concept to the ontology representing these words. There is also some linguistic filters which can add new
relations (for example, Text-To-Onto can deduce that life insurance is a kind of
insurance).
In our research, we chose to skip the evaluation part of the process above since
we aimed at providing SeseiOnto some tool for automatically building ontologies.
In short, SeseiOnto is a modified version of Sesei which has been built to
be used on restricted corpora rather than on the World Wide Web. Instead
of using a subset of the WordNet ontology, based on the words of the user’s
query, SeseiOnto uses an ontology built by the Text-To-Onto software. Rather
than having a query-centered ontology for each user’s request, SeseiOnto works
with the same ontology that was built by Text-To-Onto using the documents
in the corpus. Apart from the possibility of using a domain specific ontology,
SeseiOnto also handles compound words to describe concepts (e.g., having an
air conditioning concept rather than having air and conditioning concepts). It
is important to note that SeseiOnto is a modified version of the Sesei software
that operated independently from it. Now that the reader is more familiar with
Sesei’s and SeseiOnto’s behaviour, let us see the results of experiments we made
with SeseiOnto, comparing it with Sesei.

4

Experiments

First of all, we needed a corpus to test the system. Our principal criterion was to
find a database that contained hundreds of documents with some questions related to the content of those documents. We needed also an indicator that would
tell us how well a document was able to correctly answer the query. Therefore, we
decided to use the Cystic Fibrosis Database (CF Database) [17]. This database
contains 1,239 documents that are related to research done between 1974 and
1979 on cystic fibrosis. Each document in the CF Database is an abstract or an
extract from a scientific paper that has been published on the subject. It also
contains 100 questions with information telling us which documents answer the
question: four experts of the field have evaluated each document for every query
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to state how good the document answered the question. If deemed irrelevant, it
receives a score of 0. If it is slightly relevant, it receives a score of 1, and if it is
highly relevant, it receives a score of 2. For every query, a document will thus
receive four evaluations between 0 and 2. For example, a document could receive
a score of “0221” for a specific query. To get a better analysis of the results, we
summed the total of all the four evaluations, giving us a global score between 1
and 8 (when a document has a score of 0, it is not listed among the documents
related to the query). We call this score the CF score. For every query in the CF
Database, we get a set of 10 to 300 documents related to this query, i.e., having
a CF score of at least 1.
To be able to evaluate the results, we had to establish a threshold in SeseiOnto
to determine when a document had a semantic score high enough to be returned
to the user. We would like to remind the reader that in SeseiOnto, as in Sesei,
each document is ordered in function of its semantic score. The semantic score
of a document is equal to the score of its best rated GRes, in function of GReq.
To establish this threshold, we took in consideration each document that had
a CF score between 6 and 8. This range was selected because it assures that at
least two experts classified the document as being highly relevant (a score of
2) and that not more than one expert classified the document has irrelevant (a
score of 0). For a specific query, a document in the segment [6, 8] will thus be
highly relevant to this query. To establish the threshold, we had to consider a
certain percentage ν of the documents classified between 6 and 8. We used all ν
between 15% and 90% for our tests with an increment of 5 between different ν.
For example, let us say we have a certain query that has 10 documents classified
between 6 and 8 and that we wanted to consider 50% of those documents (i.e.,
5). To establish the threshold in SeseiOnto for other documents to eventually be
classified as relevant, we would take the semantic score of the 5th most relevant
document. If the semantic score assigned by SeseiOnto for this document is, for
example, 0.56, then this will be the threshold used for unseen documents to be
evaluated as relevant to the query or not.
Of course, every query will have a different threshold since each one has a
variable number of documents with a CF score between 1 and 8. Since we only
had 100 queries in the CF Database, we employed a K-fold cross validation
technique (with K=10). We therefore divided our queries randomly, having 66
queries as a training sample and 34 queries as our test sample. A threshold
was established for each one of the 66 queries, for varying percentages. Since
we had 66 different thresholds, we calculated the mean threshold. We used that
threshold with 34 test queries to calculate the recall and precision of SeseiOnto.
Since we obtained 34 different levels of recall and precision, we calculated the
mean value for both parameters.
4.1

Results

In our tests, we used the measure of recall, precision and the F-Measure (a mix
of both) as performance indicators. For a definition of these measures, please
see [20]. Since recall and precision are both antagonistic measures, we had to
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use the F-Measure to weight recall and precision. The F-Measure calculates the
harmonic mean of these two values. It weights recall and precision by using a β
parameter. When β = 1, precision and recall receive an equal weight. When β
is greater than 1, recall is given more importance and when β is smaller than 1,
precision is given more importance in the F-Measure.
The following formula defines the F-Measure:

F =

(β 2 + 1) × P recision × Recall
β 2 P recision + Recall

You can view in table 1 the results obtained with our tests on the CF
Database. The F-Measure was calculated using a β of 0.5 to give more weight to
precision. Since precision is more important in information retrieval to prevent
overloading the user with too many results, we tried to give it more weight in the
F-Measure. The first column gives the results of the F-Measure for SeseiOnto
and the second column gives the results for Sesei. The third column represents
the percentage ν of valid documents (with a CF score between 6 and 8) used
to calculate the threshold. As you can see, we tested 16 different percentages.
The last two columns give respectively the recall and precision for each test,
for SeseiOnto only. The reader can also view SeseiOnto’s results graphically in
figure 4.
SeseiOnto F-Measure Sesei F-Measure Percentage ν Recall Precision
41.81
36.33
40
43.61
41.38
40.78
34.52
50
45.47
39.76
40.7
33.47
15
22.95
50.46
40.68
36.2
45
43.69
39.99
40.57
35.49
20
26.09
47.1
39.99
36.03
25
29.39
43.96
38.88
34.8
60
56.78
36.04
38.25
34.36
30
28.96
41.59
37.74
32.05
55
53.82
35.12
37.73
33.6
65
59.16
34.6
36.83
34.39
35
38.88
36.35
36.38
31.15
70
65.91
32.72
35.53
30.13
75
67.29
31.78
35.42
30.54
85
67.96
31.63
34.53
31.27
90
74.25
30.46
33.55
29.91
80
68.93
29.73
Table 1. SeseiOnto’s performance with more importance given to precision in the
F-Measure
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Fig. 4. SeseiOnto’s performance with more importance given to precision in the FMeasure.

If we analyse the results of table 1, we can see that SeseiOnto has an average
F-Measure improvement of 4.7% over Sesei. If we analyse the results of figure 4,
the best percentage used to establish the threshold seems to be 40%. It is important to realize that if this percentage is low, the human effort needed to produce
a corpus of tagged queries and resource documents will be greatly reduced. A low
percentage means that fewer experts’ interventions will be necessary to establish
a threshold on the corpus.
One interesting thing to note is that in the SeseiOnto research’s process, the
user does not need to disambiguate the words forming its query. The ontology
generated by Text-To-Onto is sufficient to be able to find the majority of the
words composing the user’s request. It is even more interesting knowing that this
ontology was built using documents composing the CF Database and not the
queries. This would indicate that an ontology built with documents composing
a corpus may contain enough information to represent potential queries on this
corpus.
It is important to state that Text-To-Onto can generate ontologies using
different methods. Only some of these methods generate relevant ontologies that
can help SeseiOnto performs better than Sesei. A forth-coming paper on this
subject is in process.
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5

Interoperability

5.1

Sesei

Of course, all this process could not be possible without a strong interoperability
of various CG tools. Let us first study the level of interoperability needed for Sesei. To be able to represent and manipulate CGs, Sesei uses the Notio API [18],
presented at ICCS’99. Notio is a platform made specifically for the development
of tools and applications that uses CGs. Notio provides an API to manipulate
CGs and to perform many operations on them like matching, unification, projection and such, using the Java language. The use of Notio has saved us hours
of implementation.
Of course, Sesei needed to integrate WordNet to be able to have a comprehensive dictionary containing the definitions of the words that are part of the
user’s query. To interface Sesei with the WordNet dictionary, Sesei uses JWNL
(the Java WordNet Library). According to the JWNL website4 : “JWNL is a
Java API for accessing the WordNet relational dictionary. WordNet is widely
used for developing NLP applications, and a Java API such as JWNL will allow
developers to more easily use Java for building NLP applications”.
To be able to get a visual representation of CGs, Sesei uses the OpenJGraph
API 5 . OpenJGraph is an open source Java API used in Sesei to visually create
and manipulate conceptual graphs. Therefore, OpenJGraph is used solely in its
user interface.
Finally, an application like Sesei would not have been possible without the
use of the NLP tool Connexor. A sentence has first to be parsed by the Connexor
engine to obtain its syntactic representation. It is this syntactic representation
that allows Sesei to generate a semantic representation using CGs and thus, to
be able to extract semantics from natural language.
And throughout all the Sesei processes, the CG representation and operators
made it possible to:
1. use a single representation as the backbone of our software
2. interface with other CG tools for complementary services (Notio, Charger).
5.2

SeseiOnto

Integrating SeseiOnto and Sesei was not a major issue since they basically have
the same research process. The main difference between both software is the
use of Text-To-Onto in SeseiOnto. Since the Kaon API used by Text-To-Onto is
programmed in the Java language, like Sesei is, it was pretty simple converting
a concept from the Text-To-Onto ontology to a concept that SeseiOnto could
use through Notio. We just had to create a Notio object with the same name as
the Text-To-Onto concept object. For synonyms (e.g., car and automobile), both
4
5

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordnet
http://openjgraph.sourceforge.net/
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Sesei and SeseiOnto use a hash table. Each key in the hash table is a string of
character that points to its corresponding concept in the Text-To-Onto ontology.
In SeseiOnto, we also tried to integrate the ontology from WordNet, based
on the query of the user, with the Text-To-Onto ontology. Our experiments
showed that the use of the Text-To-Onto ontology alone yielded better results
in terms of recall and precision than using a combination of it with the querycentered WordNet ontology. For this integration to be more efficient, we would
have needed to put major efforts in an ontology merging process which was
beyond the scope of our research.
5.3

CG standard

To be able to interchange CG information between parties, it is important to
respect a certain level of standard. The reader might be interested in knowing
what CG standard was used in SeseiOnto. Basically, it is the dpANS standard6
which is implemented by the Notio API. Although this standard diverges from
the current CG ISO one, it provided us with enough CG operations to be able
to process natural language in our application. When Notio was constructed in
1999, it was the available CG standard at the time so that is why Notio’s creators
decided to use it [18].
Since Notio is an easily accessible CG API, we evaluated dpANS sufficient
for our needs. Either way, Notio can produce the CGIF equivalent of its graphs
so the possibility of interoperating with other CG applications remains high.
5.4

Use case scenario

To help the reader have a better understanding of how SeseiOnto works and
interoperates with other components, we will describe in this section a small
use case scenario. The first step before being able to work with SeseiOnto is to
use Text-To-Onto to automatically extract the ontology from the corpus. TextTo-Onto can generate different types of ontologies, depending of the method
that the knowledge engineer selected to use in the software. Afterwards, the
knowledge engineer can evaluate what is the best ontology by examining its
content or he can instead verify with SeseiOnto which ontology yields the best
results regarding recall and precision.
Following this step, we will then need an expert of the field to produce questions on the content of the corpus and to link those queries to relevant documents.
Then, all of theses queries need to be sent to SeseiOnto to be able to establish a
relevancy threshold. For each query, SeseiOnto will rate a list of documents from
the corpus using its semantic filter. Some of the documents rated by SeseiOnto
will be relevant to the query and some of them will not be. SeseiOnto then needs
to identify the mean semantic score that separates relevant queries from irrelevant ones. Therefore, the knowledge engineer needs to establish a threshold for
6

http://www.jfsowa.com/cg/cgdpansw.htm
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each query using the method described in section 4 to be able to obtain the
mean threshold of relevancy.
After completion of the previous phase, SeseiOnto can now be used by a regular user. Initially, the user needs to enter a natural language sentence describing
its query. It can either be a question or an affirmation. The sentence will first be
analysed by Connexor and will be converted to a CG using the method described
in [12]. Then, all documents in the corpus will go through an ontological filtering
process. Documents that seem to be semantically close to the request according
to the Text-To-Onto ontology will be identified as potentially relevant. These
documents will then be converted to CGs7 .
Afterwards, documents having passed the ontological filter will go through
the semantic filter. There, each document will have their content converted to
CGs. Thereafter, SeseiOnto will try to match the request graph and the resource
graph using the method described in [13]. The better the match, the higher is
the semantic score. The documents having a semantic score higher than the
threshold for the corpus will then be returned to the user. In each document,
sentences will be rated according to their own semantic score. This way, the user
knows which part of the document is more relevant regarding its query.
To conclude this section, the reader may be interested in looking at a diagram
of SeseiOnto’s global process, in figure 5. We tried to show how its different
components interacted together. In it, you can see that OpenJGraph is used in
the user interface; JWNL allows Sesei to access WordNet8 ; Text-To-Onto allows
the automatic construction of a domain ontology; that text is processed through
Connexor which in turn, allows the creation of CGs with Sesei’s 76 rules of
transformation. It is Notio that makes possible the processing of those CGs.

6

Conclusion

Our software, SeseiOnto, combines different types of systems and programming
languages to function properly; WordNet, Notio, Java, JWNL, OpenJGraph,
Connexor, Sesei and Text-To-Onto. It is based on the Conceptual Graph representation formalism for the interoperability of certain components, but also
because the CG formalism allows the representation of all that is needed by the
set of processes that SeseiOnto must implement. Needless to say that CGs play
a major role in SeseiOnto: the role of representing the semantics of the English
language as abstracted by Connexor. Of course, a system like SeseiOnto would
never have been possible without the use and integration of tools from the CG
community like Notio.
7

8

As stated in section 4, we need to inform the reader that this step was omitted in
our tests with the CF Database. Instead, documents were considered as potentially
relevant if they had a CF Score of at least 1 for a specific query. In the CF Database,
there can be 10 to 300 documents with a CF Score higher than 1 for each query.
WordNet is mainly used by Sesei. SeseiOnto only uses it for compound words identification.
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Fig. 5. SeseiOnto’s global procress.

Some elements still need to be improved in SeseiOnto, like its computing
time. Since it takes around five minutes to answer a query, this waiting time is
not reasonable for real-time use. A solution would be to optimize SeseiOnto’s
computing process. Initially, this could be done by doing a pre-parsing with
Connexor of the content of the corpus SeseiOnto will have to work on. This
would avoid having to send to Connexor the resource documents each time a user
makes a query. Additionally, an optimisation of the Kaon API would probably
improve the research process because this API seems particularly slow when
searching the content of a Text-To-Onto ontology. Parallel computing could also
be used to improve SeseiOnto’s performance.
Another major drawback with our method is the need of a set of natural
language questions matched to relevant documents in a corpus to establish a
threshold of relevancy. Although this step needs to be achieved only once, it
requires the presence of a human expert of the field and can be rather long to
complete, depending of the size of the corpus.
Apart from that, we were quite satisfied with the results we obtained with
SeseiOnto. We had no idea how it would perform on a corpus. Sesei had already
been tested with NL requests on the Web but it was the first time its performance
were analysed on a restricted environment. We were pleased that we could reach
a mean level of precision of 41%. With our tests, we saw that SeseiOnto could
augment the precision of Sesei up to 7% so it would mean that the use of an
automatically generated ontology did improve the information retrieval process.
Of course, SeseiOnto needs to be tested on other corpora to have a better proof
of concept.
Although it has not been tried for the moment, we think that SeseiOnto
could be integrated in a commercial application. The main problem in this process would most likely be the need of having a corpus with a list of queries
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(around 100) together with a list of documents in the corpus that are relevant to
these queries. This is necessary for SeseiOnto to be able to establish a threshold
of relevancy. We think that a subset of representative documents of the domain
would probably be sufficient to establish this threshold. Even if SeseiOnto has
not been tested in an evolutionary corpus yet, we think that the threshold identification phase would not need to be repeated unless of major modifications in
the content of the corpus.
Consequently, in the future, we intend to test the system on other environments to see if it still yields a good precision and recall. It would also be
interesting to compare the results of SeseiOnto with an ontology that was built
by an expert of the domain to see if the performance is better than with an
ontology generated automatically. All that is part of our research agenda.
An application like SeseiOnto would not have been possible without tools
from the CG community as well as the open source and research community.
They all brought us robust and widely used tools like Notio, WordNet and TextTo-Onto. Although Connexor is a commercial tool, it could possibly be replaced
by another free syntactic parser, like the Link Grammar9 . We could replace
Connexor with it if we wanted to make SeseiOnto completely free of charge.
In our opinion, the proliferation of open source and free software in recent
years has given a strong boost to the possibility of integration and interoperability between systems. We think that SeseiOnto is an example of how these
tools were beneficial to the development of CG applications. These accessible
software also helped greatly to reduce the time of development of SeseiOnto.
Therefore, thanks to the availability of various tools and their interoperability,
to standardized APIs, and to the CGIF (the exchange format), work like ours
can be achieved within a reasonable amount of time.
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